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ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

In bankruptcy—Roecoe E Oould.
Frank L Hodgkins—Homestead for sale.
Wm B Tracy, Harry M Bellatty
Dissolution of partnership.
Maine Central R R time-table.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Lynn, Mass:
Ames Premium Co—Doll carriage free.
—

MONEY GROWS
when properly handled.
Money has an
earning value tar in excess of its intrinsic
value.

8CHEDULB OF MAIL8.

A BANK ACCOUNT

AT BLLSWOKTH POITOmCl.

is the only thing that will keep a strict
supervision over your money. The bank
becomes your bookkeeper, cashier and

safety vault, and all this servioe at

no

4

per cent

on

savings of |1.00 or

more.

UNION TRUST COMPANY, OF ELLSWORTH, ME.
OapMal
Surplus and Undivided
Deposits

...

*100,000

Profits

72,800
1,280,000

...

Conducts a general banking business in both
Savings and Commercial departments and
offers its customers every banking facility.
Liberal treatment, prompt and careful at-

Depository of the State of Maine, County of Hancock, City of Ellaworth, and over 5,000 individuals, corporations, partnershipeand firms
OFFICERS:
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.
John A. Peter*, President.
W.
Vice*President.
Cushman,
Henry H. Higgins, Ass’t Treasurer,
Henry
v

EXECUTIVE BOARD:
A. W. King,
H. W. Cushman,

John O. Whitney,
M. Qallert.

The Oonstsmt Qrowth of this Bank Is Evidence of the
Esteem In which It Is'Held by the Public.

THOSE “RAINY DAY” DOLLARS
you’re liable to want aome time will never be availablejfyou
don’t begin to aave up for them. Sending your spare cash to
u» as often as you can will Insure dollars laid
by for you in
time of later need—and we’ll not only keep your funds safe,
but add to them regularly at a liberal interest rate. Write us
NOW tor information.

Eastern Trust &
BANOOR, J1AINE.

Banking Co.,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

VsDontPaint I WATER
Your

GLASS
Preserving Eggs

DIRECTIONS.
Use one part of Water Glass to ten times as
much water that has been boiled. Pour into
some suitable Jar, drop eggs into* liquid until
jar is filled, leaving enough liquid over eggs to
Place cover on Jar, and put in
cover them.
cellar

or some

cool

'O layers of Coal Tar Pitch
rolled between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed
felt with a top layer of real mineral
"•alter, form Amatite Roofing.

G. A. PARCHER,

Ooino Wbst—10.46,11.80, a m; 5.80 and 8 pm.
Ooino Bast—6JO a m; 4 and 6.80 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on Sunday
from 0 to 10 a m.

Druggist
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business under the Arm name of Tracy &
Co. Mr. Bellatty retires from the firm and
expects to leave soon for Boston or New
York.
Edna A., widow of Sidney A. Fifield, formerly of Ellsworth, died at Bangor Saturday, after a lingering illness following
a partial stroke of paralysis.
Mrs. Fifield
was seventy-seven years of of age.
The
body was brought here yesterday for in-

CAKE,
hot

IP

terment.
Rev. O. O. Barnard, the new pastor of
the Methodist church, has rented the Benjamin Stevens house on upper Main street.
Mr. Barnard preached his first sermon as
pastor here last Sunday morning. He has
made a favorable impression on his church
and the people of the city whom he has
already met. Bev. W. F. Emery preached
hla farewell sermon Sunday evening.

biscuit,

hot breads,

arc

and increased
In quality and

wholesomeness,
by

Monday morning at 8 o’clock the wedding of Miss Mary Elisabeth Lahey to
Frederick E. Doyle took place ih St.
Then will be no rehearsal of the Ells- Martin of Tours church, Bev. Fr. M. A.
worth (estival chores this week.
Beilly officiating. The couple were accompanied by Mias Emma Qonya as
The Sunday trains on the Mt. Desert
bridesmaid, and John Corrigan as beat
branch will begin running next Sunday.
man.
The bride wore white satin with
train and carried white
while the
Crushed rock is being laid on the Bute bridesmaid wore tan roses,
silk, with picture
street hill, where the roadbed is badly hat to match and carried white carnations.
Miss Elizabeth Doyle played the wedding
worn out.
Prank E. Mace, of Great Pond, and
Albert E. Mace, ol Aurora, were in Ellsworth Monday.
W. E. Whiting has rented the Phillips
house on School street, and will move
there this week.

Joy are visiting relatives in Waltham,
Mass., (or a few weeks.
Harry E. Rowe, Harry C. Austin and
B. F. Joy are attending the meetings of
the grand masonic bodies in Portland.
Mrs. Horace Marks, of Bayside, returned
home Sunday, after spending a few days
with her daughter, Mrs. Oscar Remick.
Wivnrna encampment, I. O. O. F., will
work the royal purple degree next Monday evening. Supper will be served after
work.
The reception given annually by the
class of the high school to the
juniors, will take place next Friday evening, at Society hall.
senior

District Superintendent Haskell will
preach in the Methodist church Sunday
morning, May 8, and will assist the pastor,
Rev. O. G. Barnard, in the evening service.
The Thursday club will meet to-morrow
evening with Mrs. B. F. Joy at 7 o’clock.
Members are requested to observe the
change of time—from afternoon to evening.
Mrs. Webster Higgins, of North Ellsworth, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. William Maloney, at “Loney
Farm", on the Bayside road, returned
home Sunday.
Several Ellsworth people report hearing
and feeling what they think was a slight
earthquake shock at about 5.45 o’clock
this morning. Others report a similar
shock last Friday evening.

The first quarterly conference of the
Methodist church of this city will be held
Saturday afternoon, May 7, at 2.30 o’clock,
at the home of Superintendent Haskell,
oorner of High and Spruce streets.
Albert F. Stockbridge expects to leave
Ellsworth about the middle of this month
for Bar Harbor, where he will open a confectionery store and ice-cream parlor on
Cottage street. He is closing out his store
here.
Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps will observe
its twenty-fifth anniversary to-morrow
evening at Q. A. R. hall by a concert and
entertainment, to which all veterans, with
their families, and all soldiers’ widows are
invited.

Qoldie E. Raymond, of Ellsworth, and
Thomas B. Spillane, of Portsmouth, N. H.,
were married last Wednesday evening at
the Baptist parsonage, by Rev. P. A. A.
Killam. They left on the late train for
Portsmouth.
The ladies of the Methodist church are
give their new pastor a reception this
evening in the lower rooms at the church.
A cordial invitation is extended to all
the people of the city to meet Mr. and
Mrs. Barnard.
to

place.

PUT UP BY
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MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOFNXCB.

The school census of Ellsworth for the
ye»r, as returned by Superintendent Clara
O. Hopkins, shows 972 children
betwee^i
the ages of five and twenty-one years.
Last year’s census showed 930.

Branches in Old Tawn and Machlas.

For

MAILS maOlIVID.

Miss Helen Macomber and Miss Edith

tention to all business Intrusted.

John A. Peters,
L. A. Emery,

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

Fbom Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
Fbom Bast-11.07 a m; 12.06, 6.65 and 10.22 p

ex-

See us to-day
pense whatever to you.
about opening an account.
We allow
liberal Interest on check accounts. Write
us.

In

1910.

march and Miss Emma Booth sang a solo.
After the ceremony the couple went to
the bride’s home, where a wedding breakfast was served by her mother, Mrs.
Ellen lahey. They left on the noon train
for a short visit in Washington, New
York and Boston. Their many friends
both in and out of town gave them many
with thdir best wishes lor a
appy life together.—Millinocket cor.
Bangor News.

Eresents,

WHIRLED TO DEATH.
AMATEUR MINSTRELS.
James Pio, charged with breaking and
entering and larceny, was arraigned be- Fred P. Witham
Caught in Shafting Pleasing Entertainment Promised forfore Recorder John F, Knowlton in the
at Stave Mill.
This Evening.
Ellsworth municipal court Monday. He
Fred P. Wit ham, assistant foreman of
ThiB evening at Hancock hall, the Vilpleaded guilty, and waa bound over to the
& Co.’s stave mill at lage improvement society will present a
October term of the supreme court in the Whitcomb, Haynes
Ellsworth Falls, met death in terrible form pleasing entertainment, consisting of an.
sum of f800 bail, being committed to the
at the mill last Saturday morning at about amateur minstrel show and specialties.
county jail in default of bail. The bur8.30 o’clock.
There will be a chorus o 1 forty voices*
glary for which Pio was arrested was
Mr. Witham, in company with his At the minstrel show
oommitted Sunday night, at the store of
Clayton M. Ward
Charles M. Witham, and two will be
brother,
C. L. Morang. Entrance to the store was
interlocutor, Ralph and Allan
other workmen, went under the mill to Royal, P. C. Burrill and Walter
Scott, end
gained by breaking a pane of glass in the attend to some
repairs. In passing out men.
door at the rear, and thus reaching the
were
to
under
one
of
the
they
obliged
pass
The members of the committee of
fastening on the inside. Two suits of
driving shafts, some three feet from the
clothes, four shirts, several pairs of stock- floor. C. M. Witham and the two work- arrangements are Mrs. F. M. Gaynor,
Mrs. E. J. Walsh, Mrs. J. A. Peters, Mrs.
ings and other clothing were stolen. Pio, men were
safely out, but when Mr. H. E. Davis and Mrs. F. C. Burrill. There
who has before served time for a similar
Witham went under the shaft he evidently has been a
big advance sale of tickets.
offence, was at once suspected. The offithought he was farther ahead than he
Following is the program:
cers learned that he intended to leave
and
rose.
His
sweater
on
the
was,
caught
PART FIRST.
Ellsworth Monday nocu. Sheriff Silsby
and in an instant he was whirled
Overture.Whitmark
and City Marshal Drummey arrested him shafting,
about the shaft. The shaft was making
Chorus
at Ellsworth Falls Just as he was about to
about 260 revolutions a minute, each I’m on My Way to Reno.Schwarts
take a train. Most of the stolen goods
revolution bringing the body in contact
Walter A Scott
were found on him.
COUNTY ROAD MEETING
Hancock County Towns Were Well

Represented.
There was a good representation of selectmen and road commissioners at the
annual road convention in Ellsworth last
Thursday afternoon. The meeting was
held in the grand jury room at the court
house.
State Highway Commissioner Sargent
addressed the meeting at some length on
methods of road building and road repairs, and answered many questions, particularly in regard to State roads and the
The discussions and
State road laws.
questions and answers, brought out many
valuable points.
Something like fifty were present at the
meeting. Those who registered were:
Sherman McFarland, George M. Moon, C.
B. Young, C. C. Tracy, O. W. Foss, Hancock; E. A. Hopkins, C. L. McFarland,
W. A. Trimm, T. J. Hopkins, A. W. Marshall, Trenton; B. A. Blaisdell, I. F. Butler, Franklin; P. G. Clough, George A.
Pert, F. P. Greene, H. H. McIntyre, Bluehill; Frank L. Trundy, Fred W. Bartlett,
J. A. Stover, Sorrento; A. T. Stevens,
Surry; E. F. Walker, George E. King,
James T. Grant, William B. King, Lamoine; Orient E. Brewer, John E. Bunker, H. F. Emery, Eden; Jeremiah Hurley, Ira B. Hagan, jr., Ellsworth; S. E.
Coffin, Goulds boro; J. E. Gross, George I.
Soper, Orland; F. E. Weston, Stephen
Gernsh, Winter Harbor; Atwood L. Bunker, E. F. Clapham, J. B. Havey, Sullivan;
H. C. Fletcher, Ho. 8 plantation.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Hattie Carter is visiting relatives
in Franklin.
Mrs. Flora Treworgy is visiting her parents, J. C. Meader and wife.

with the beams above and the floor below. Just We Two. .Golden
Miss Hurley, Mr Dunleavy
As soon as the machinery could be stopped,
which took several minutes, Mr. Witham ’Sense Me..Harris
Elleneen Doyle
was taken from the shaft, and Dr. F. F.
I’m in Love with one of the Stars,
Simonton was summoned. The injured
Miss King
man lived about an hour.
To the End of the World with You,
the
examination
of
the
An
body by
Mr Potter
undertaker and Dr. Simonton revealed By the Light of the Silvery Moon.Cohan
Miss
The
ribs
on
two fractures of the skull.
Monaghan
the left side were broken and the left leg I'm Awfully Strong fox You,
Messrs
Moore,
Rossello,
Rodira, Wescott
was broken in two places, the foot being
Liza.Williams and Van Alstyne
nearly beaten off. The right arm was
Ralph Royal
broken, and every bone in the right leg was Kiss Me.Howard
broken. It seems marvelous that the man
Misses King, Giles, Morang
was not killed instantly.
Santa Fe.Williams and Van Alstyne
Mr. Witham nad worked in and aDout.
Frank Dunleavy
the mills nearly all his life, and was a My Palm Leaf Maid,
Allan Royal
trusted employee. He will be greatly
Sweet Girl of My Dreams,
missed among his fellow workmen, as he
Mrs Wsish
His age was fiftywas well liked by all.
In the Land of Cotton,
six years. His sudden death is a sad blow
Messrs Cunningham, Tapley, Potter
to the community, and particularly so to
and chorus
the widow, who is left with five children,
PART SBCOND.
three of whom are small.
Dance of the Fairies,
were
held at the
Christina and Elleneen Doyle, Evelyn
Funeral services
and Sarah Osgood, Margaret Hurley
house Monday at 2 o’clock, Rev. O. Q. Barand Charlotte Whitcomb, Helen Smith
nard officiating. The bearers were fellow
Chinese
Love Song,
employees of the deceased. Interment
Miss King and Mr Parker
was at Juniper cemetery.
“Meet Me where the Lanterns Glow,”
An inquest was held at the store of
Misses Mullan, Woodward, Rideout,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., Saturday afterGiles, Morang, King, Lord, Hawkes,
Coroner F. F.
noon, at 4 o’clock, by
Fields, Drummey, Shea, Jessie Mora ng
Simonton, the following jury being empanelled: Ueorge Lynch, W. M. Davis, May Pole Drill,
Misses Hall,
Giles, Shute, Doyle*
Ira B. Hagan, jr.,
William Saunders,
Coughlin, Byard, Joy, Foss
Henry Lord and Frank L. Heath. Several
witnesses were examined. The jury reCOMING EVENTS.
turned a verdict that Mr. Witham met his
death by accident.
ELLSWORTH

ELLSWORTH.

FALLS.

Mrs. Charles W. Smith is in Amherst
this week, visiting her mother, who is in
poor health.

Wednesday, May 4,

at Hancock hall—
Minstrel and vaudeville show for benefit
of Village improvement society.
Dance

performance.
Thursday evening, May 5, at Grand*
Anniversary entertainment
Leonard R. Jordan has returned from Army hall
relief corps.
All veterans and their
Bingham, where he has been employed for by
to follow

—

several

months.

families and all soldiers’ widows invited.

Harry Higgins, B. H. Meader and Maud
Saturday evening, May 7, at Society hall
J. Waldo Barto, of Bangor, was here
MacDonald, the seacoast White
have gone to Northeast Harbor,
—Social dance.
missionary, left Ellsworth Tuesday for
morning on business, returning
Monday
where they have employment for the sumWest Pownal, having in charge Llewellyn
home on the noon train.
Tuesday evening, May 10, at Bayside
•
mer.
Colson, of Birch Harbor, and Pearl Young,
E. A. Flood and Miss Frankie Flood grange hall—Dance.
You don't have to coat it or
or
a
Meader
saw
cow
moose
Cecil
at
the
paint
who
STATE.
of Corea,
will enter the home for
it after you lay it. It is there to
went to Tremont Sunday to visit Mr.
give
head of the Meader field last Wednesaay
feeble-minded.
Wednesday, June 29, 10 a. m., at cityFlood’s daughter, Mrs. Thomas S. Tapley.
protection without further attention.
The moose came out ol the
hall, Augusta—Republican State convenHenry W. Sargent, who learned his evening.
E. A. Lowell and wife returned to their
Amatite is made'in convenient rolls
woods and attacked the cow, but the family
tion.
Clean
and then became foreman of the
For
Good.
New,
trade
in,
home at North Penobscot to-day. Mrs,
ready to be laid on the
back
drove
her
into
the
woods.
After
tool./
The American printing office, has reLowell has been visiting relatives here
Groceries Provisions Flour, Fruit,
to look at them twice, the moose
Anyone can do the job.
signed to accept a position with the Cam- stopping
Sbbmuuntrnts.
several days.
Coutectlouery, Tobacco aud Clfar*
0
the
woods.
walked
off
to
slowly
Free sample and booklet sent for
bridge, Moss., Chronicle. He left for Bosnew
Koch conducted services
at
Miss
FOE
CASH,
my
lowest
Margaret
at
prices
the asking,
ton last Friday.
here in the church on Monday and Tuesstore, Main St., near soap factory.
IiAKEWOOO.
The boys and girls of the Ellsworth
GOODS DELIVERED.
day evenings. They were well attended
Several of the men here are employed at and very much enjoyed.
high school have ^organized an athletic
The
association.
officers are Harold the hatchery at Qreen lake.
Charles W. Smith has been in BucksA. I. RICHARD8ON.
Qould, president; Harold Hawlces, vioeMiss Edna Warren, of Otis, is attending port, where he purchased a small band
president; Buth Maddocks, treasurer; school here and boarding at Mrs. B. J. saw which he will install in his
shop to
Erva Giles, secretory.
That sounds like an impossible propoFranklin’s.
use in connection with his wood-w'orking
sition, but the Santo vacuum Cleaner
The Hancock County Grange Fair assoA pleasant evening was passed at the business.
does it. I am prepared to do house
cleaning without removing furniture
has voted the use of Wyman park home of Martin A. Garland on April 28,
There will be preaching in the church
from rooms. Operated from any electric
Sweet Pea Seeds ciation
to the Ellsworth gun club for its registered his twenty-fifth birthday. Twenty-five here next
10.30
light socket from your own or near-by
at
Rev.
by
Sunday
morning
at
home. Prices reasonable.
shoot on the Fourth, which will be one of his friends enjoyed games and refresh- Mr. Johnson. Mr. Johnson has been
supELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE. of the biggest events for
trap shooters in ments. A birthday cake, prepared for the plying at North Ellsworth several weeks.
Collection ot Eight verities 28 cents. this seotlon ol the State this year.
occasion, was admired by all.
The Sunday school will be held imTelephone 43.
George B. Jameson,
mediately after the preaching service.
The commencement exercises of the
130 Water 8U,
Ellsworth. Me.
WATER STREET.
that
Ellsworth high school will take place
advertisers
advertie
forget
Many
Friday, June 17. The graduation exer- ing space in a newspaper is valued acYou can’t have your own way, but percises will be held in the afternoon at Han- cording to the circulation of that paper. haps your own way wouldn’t be any betPINE HILL CONCRETE CO,
cock hall, and the graduating class will Advertising space in a journal without ter.
give a play in the evening, follo .edby a circulation is dear at any price f he pubMahers of all kinds of
OREBN MOUNTAIN
Most Boutaerners are gallant. An exboll.
lisher may demand.
Without circulation
True to Name.
ception is the Georgian who gave his son
CONCRETE
BUILDING MATERIAL
there
and
can
be no results,
without this advice:
Rtfular Dinner, 28 cents.
William B. Tracy has purchased the
Price. 60 cents a bushel, ten bushels
“My boy, never run after a
results ths moneu which the advertiser
for $5.
W. A. Bonsey, Prop’r.
Interest of Harry M. Bellatty in the firm
HKBBBKT COUSINS, Prop-r.
woman
or
a
street
car—there
will
be
aninvests is lost -Leavenworth (Kansas)
Ellsworth, Me. of Tracy A Bellatty, and will conduct the Tunes.
G»ynor Bldg, Water Bt,,
I Ellsworth,
KUawortk W. H. BUTLER,
other-one along in a minute or two.”
Maine.

Call

Telephone
29 ring 3

HOUSE CLEANING
MADE EASY!

Grass Seeds.

Kerosene Oil by
the Barrel.

Burpee's

C. W. GRINDAL,

NEWJESTAjlRANf

Rev. A. P.

SEED POTATOES

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

mutual Btntftt Column.

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning May 8, 1910.

EDITED

Topic.—The Christian graces.—I Pet. Iv.
T-ll; Col. lv. 6. Comment by Rev. Sherman II. Doyle. D. D.
The word "grace" is used in several
First and foresenses in the gospel.
most it is the free and unmerited fawlieu Paul says in
as
vor of God.

/18 Motto:

BT

“ADHT MADGE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It is ferttaecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity U solicits

ye saved,
Eph. 11, 8, "By grace
through faith, and that not of your- com municatlons, and lts success depends largely
of
God.” In the on the
selves; it is the gift
support given it In this respect. Comsecond place, grace is used to des- munications must be signed, but the name at
the
writer will not be printed excc pt by permission
ignate an adorning attribute of
Christian life, such as faith, hope and Communications will be subject to approval or
but none
love, with the number of other virtues rejection by the editor of the column, Address
are

will be rejected without good reason.
all com municatlons to
Tbs Amekicah,
Ellsworth. Me.

true
that should characterize the
Christian character. In this sense the
apostle Peter uses it when he says
“Grow in grace,” or in the Christian
It is in this
graces (II Pet 111, 18).
sense that we are to study of grace—
that is, as it applies to the qualities of
Christian character and is designated
by our subject “The Christian Graces."
In the topical references we have injunctions concerning certain Christian
graces by the two greatest of apostles,
Peter snd Psnl. Let us therefore consider these exhortations and heed

them.
The apostle Peter speaks of certain
Christian graces from the angle of the
Like the other
coming of Christ.
apostle, Peter looked for a speed; return of the Master. This was an error
so far as Christ's second coming was
concerned. “The end of all things Is
at hand.” he declared and emphasized
the virtues appropriate to such a condition. But it was not for Peter "to
know the times and seasons,” nor is it
for us, but we do know that our time
is short and, above all, uncertain.
These graces, therefore, should be a
constant possession.
They should at
all times be a part of our lives. From
this standpoint be first emphasized the
grace of soberness or self restraint.
"Be ye therefore sober.” Hold yourselves in self restraint. The Thessalonlan Christians had become greatly
excited over the thought of Christ's
coming, had neglected their work and
become idlers, and many others when
He did not come disbelieved and gave
free reign to their passions and appetites.
The thought of our short and uncertain time in this life should guard us
against each one of these extreme errors. It should inspire ns to soberness
of thought and life at all times. We
should quietly live our lives, no matter when the time is at hand, and
should avoid sin and its excesses. This
soberness should be unto prayer or associated with prayer. “Be sober unto
prayers” is the better translation of
this part of the apostle’s Injunction.
Soberness, self restraint, receive their
strength from God, and he who realises the seriousness of life from the
standpoint of eternity will spend much
time in prayer. Peter also enjoins hospitality and charity or intense love.
which will cover a multitude of sins—
not oars, bat the sins of others. He who
intensely loves another will shield his
weaknesses rather than parade them.
Again, the gifts or graces bestowed
upon os by the Spirit, who Is the divine toorce of Christian graces, should
be imparted to others. Let os remember that the time Is short, that the end
may be near at hand, and practice the
graces and virtues that will best become os when the boor of oar departure does arrive.
Paul speaks of Christian grace in
only one relation, that of speech, “Let
year speech be always with grace,
seasoned with salt, that ye may know
bow ye ought to answer every man.”
Grace in speech means gracioosness,
winsomeness. Salt is pungent, but if
words of grace are seasoned with salt
the speech Is sweetened. It is the only
method of speech to Impress the nonChristian. “A soft answer turneth
away wrath,” and kindly spoken, gracious words win men for Christ, and
"he that wlnneth souls Is wise.”

SB'S MBKDIHQ BASEST.
From the Hew York Ledger.
Over and under, and in and out,
The swift little needle flies;
For always between her and idleness
The mending basket lies;
And the patient hands, though weary,
Work lovingly on and on
At tasks that never are finished;
For mending is never done.
MOTH

She takes up the father’s stocking,
And skilfully knits in the heel.
And smooths the seam with a tender touch.
That he may no roughness feel;
And her thoughts to her merry girlhood
And her early wifehood go,
And she smiles at the first pair of stockings
She knit so long ago.
Then she

speaks to the little maiden
Learning to knit at her side.
And tells her about those stockings,
Uneven and shapeless and wide—
“I had to ravel them out, my dear;
Don't be discouraged, but try,
And after a while you’ll learn to knit
As swift and

even as

I.”

She takes up a little white apron.
And thinks of the woful face
Of her darling when she came crying:
‘‘Oh, mamma! I’ve torn my lace.”
So she mended the child’s pet apron;
Then took up a tiny shoe,
And fastened a stitch that was broken,
And tied the ribbon of blue.
1

i

The maiden has wearied of working
And gone away to her play;
The sun in the west is sinking
At the close of the quiet day.
Now the mother's hands are resting,
Still holding a stocking of red.
And her thoughts in the twilight shadow
To the far-off future have fled.
“O! where will the little feet wander
Before they have time to rest?
Where will the bright heads be pillowed
When the mother’s loving breast
Is under the Spring’s violets.
And under the Sanmer grass.
When over her fall the Autumn leaves.
And the storms of Winter pass?”
And a prayer from her heart she utters:
“God bless them, my dear ones all!
O! may it be many, many years
Ere sorrow to them befall!”
To her work from the mending basket
She turns with a heart at rest;
For she knows that to husband and children
She is always the first and best.

Dear Jf. B. Friendt:
This poem wii and by Aunt So*
nearly thirty year* ago, and now ahe baa
aent it to a*, and it will not only awaken
many memoriae in the minda of the older
nieoee, bnt we hope It will help some of
the mothers who at the present time have
an intimate acquaintance with the mending-basket, to view its contents with a
little more patience.
I have personally known a few good
souls who seemed to love to mendf but
they were not, and never had been, mothers.
I have heard of mothers making little companies of “menders” in a neighborhood, each taking some of her own
mending along, and spending an hour or
two together while they worked, thus
having their minds more pleasantly occupied during the mending process than as
though they each, singly and alone, viewed
each rent and hole, and were dismayed at
the “scenery”.
If one could get a sight at all the mending baskets in the country (mine included),
she or he might conclude that many a
woman’s motto was: “Never too late to
mend.”
_

THE ACME
ERADICATOR

DOCTOR
ADVISED
Cured byLydiaE.Ptakluun’s
Galena, Kang. “A year ago last
March I fell, and a few days after
there was soreness in my right side.
In a short time a bunch came and it
bothered me so much at night I could
Kept

growing larger and
by fall it waa as

HEADINGS.

______

_

_

largeaaaben'aegg.

I conld not go to
bed without a hot
water bottle applied
to that side. I had
one of the beat doctors in Kansas and
be told my bos band
that I would have to
be operated on as it

was something like
tumor caused by a rupture. I wrote
to you for advice and you told me not
to get discouraged but to take Lydia

a

£. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
I did take it and soon the lump in my
aide broke and passed away." —Mrs.
B. R. Huey, 713 Mineral Are.. Galena,
Hans.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comroots and herbs,
pound, made from
has proved to be the most successful
remedy for curing the worst forms of

female ills, including displacements.

Inflammation, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, bear-

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion, and nervous prostration. It costs
but a trifle to try it, and the result
has

been worth millions to many

Buffering

women.

If yon want special advice WTite
for it toMra.Pinkham,Lynn,Mass.
It is free and always helpful.
cool that we kept lire In onr furnace all day,
and we needed It, too. Floral decorations In
churches were elaborate and beautiful. This
morning is bright with sunshine, and the air
is bracing.
I often see and meet with things here that
remind me of my old home town and folks I
need to know around in the neighborhood,
whom I often visited on dull, stormy days,
and cold days in winter. To-day I called at
the home of New Englanders. A fire was In
the grate of a Franklin fireplace, and one of
the good woman used the stove booker to
stir the fire and open np for air between the
bare of the grate, a performance seldom seen
here, as gas and electricity are extensively
used for both heating and cooking; but, O,
how many times I have seen this done down
by the ehoree of Skillings river, the stove
hooker, handled by good housewives upon
fires in box etoves in the kitchens, and I have
performed thus myself!
After what I have said above, you will understand that, eeeiag this performance here,
it is not strange that, like a flash, the old
home picture should rise before me. And it
is rather a pretty picture, I think, as well as
a very interesting one; and if one has a mind
to, he can extract considerable comfort from
looking upon and studying it, and listening
to the voices (for they speak even now) of
those who long ago crossed the river to yonder
shore. My memory of them lives, and I know
they did well, even in poking the fire to make
it barn to give forth heat and glow and spread
Susak.
good cheer.
a rocurrvi of icmibive

A

pocketful of sunahlne
Is better for then gold;
It drowns the doily sorrows
Of tho young ond old;
It fills the world with pleosure
In field ond lone ond street.
And brightens every prospect
Of the mortols thot we meet.
A

pocketful of sunshine
Con moke the whole world kin.
And lift olood of sorrow
From the burdened bock of sin.
Diffusing light ond knowledge
Through thorny poths of life,
It gilds with silver lining
The stormy clouds of strife.
SeleeUd by A. G. B. B.

Before the “ants” arrive, I want to ask
the nieces il any of you have seen an inMatt, v, 1-16; vi, 14; I Cor. rill, 18,
sect in your pantries about an sight of an
10; Eph. U, 1-8; Num. xli, 3; Col. ill, 14;
Aunt Madge.
inch long, of a dark brown color? One
Phil, lv, 8, 9; John ill, 8-8; Pet ill, 1&
neighbor said she thought it was some
Edison’s First Street Ciusps.
kind of a weevil. The drat 1 saw were two
Japan to India.
The first trial of incandescent lamps for
or three in some rice which 1 had.
There
The Japanese Endeavorers sent a
to be only a little rice in the outdoor illumination was made in 1880 by
warm greeting to the Agra convention. happened
and the cover fitted closely. I dis- Thomas A. Edison, st Menlo Park, N. J.
The far east unites with the mighty em- can,
posed of the little creatures already found, Edison streched wires over the grounds
pire of central Asia, the land of mys- looked the rice over
carefully to see about his laboratory and placed five huntery, meditation and marvelous history, there were none in
it, and put it back to dred of his new lamps out in the weather
the great teacher of the past In their
see if there would be any more.
A few for s severe test. The lamps were of sixgreeting the Japanese hope that when days later I looked
again, and there were teen candle-power and were supplied with
India catches the true spirit of Chrisoneor two more.
If I haves monopoly on current by nine small dynamos.
tian Endeavor, which Is a happy comThis test fully demonstrated the fact
this species of insect, I’ll preserve a few
bination of devout meditation and prac in some
that the new incandescent lamps could be
way for “natural specimens”.
tical helpfulness, India will rise to
used successfully out of doors. But the
great achievements and become once
D, I am going to tarnish yon with a arc lamps, of greater economy and candlea
more
teacher and leader of the na- recipe for
power, dominated this field of outdoor
tions.—Christian Endeavor World.
Rhubakb Pcddiwo—Chop rhubarb pretty illumination so completely that it was not
fine, put in a pudding-dish, and sprinkle until within the past year that incandessugar over it; make a natter of one cupful
The Christian Endeavor Army.
cent lamps have been used to any great
sour milk, two eggs, a piece of butter the size
Accovding to the report of General of an egg, half a teaspoonful of soda and extent for outdoor illumination. The new
flour to make batter about as thick as
enough
Secretary Shaw, there are 71,483 socie- for cake; spread it over the rhubarb, and metal filament lamps of far greater beneties enrolled in the great Christian En- bake till done. Turn out on a platter upside fits, giving s strong white light, have
so that the rhubarb will be on top.
deavor army, with 3,551,100 members. down,
proven themselves admirably adapted for
Serve with sugar and cream.
this service.
Practically all denominations are repI never tried this, bat it comes from a
resented, the Presbyterians being first
It is already quite common for the
reliable cook-book.
with 10,198 societies. There are 48,smaller villages and towns, and a large
561 comrades of the Quiet Hour and
I tried the following, and it was very number of the small cities as well, to light
25,773 members of the Tenth Legion
their streets with the new metal filament
good:
who give one-tenth of their income to
incandescent lamps.
In streets shaded
Rolled Jelly Caeb—Three eggs, one teathe Lord.
by numerous trees a large number of
cup sugar, one teacup flour, two tablespoonfuis water, a pinch of salt. Mix a heaping incandescent
lamps can be strong along,
Tha Modal Christian Endsavorsr.
teaspoonful of baking power with the flour, close
the flour gradually and the last thing.
together, giving a uniform distribuThe model Endeavorer will not waste adding
Bake in long shallow
biscuit tins well tion of light and doing away with dense
greased. Turn out on a damp towel on a
Ume in vain regrets over the past.
bread-board, cover the top with ]elly, and roll shadows.
With every rising of the sun
up warm.
Think of your life as just begun.
Do the duty which liest nearest thea,
The past has shriveled and burled deep
Sasun, yoa stand at the head of the class which thou
knowest to be a duty. Thy
All yesterdays; there let them sleep
this week, and are entitled to a rank of second duty will
already have become
Nor seek to summon back one ghost
100 per oent.
dearer.—Carlyle.
Of that innumerable host.
Concern yourself with but today.
Pasadbba, Cal., March 28,1910.
Woo It and teach It to obey
Dear Aunt Madge:
Tour will and wish. Since time began
Easter 8unday, because of the snow that
Today has been the friend of man,
had fallen on the mountains north of us, and
But In his blindness and his sorrow
rain here in the valley, was a cool day, so
He looks to yesterday and tomorrow.
Tou and today! A soul sublime.
And the great pregnant hour of time,
With God himself to bind the twain.
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic, tonic and
restorative, and a prompt corrective of all
Go forth. I say—attain, attain!
Refuse substitutes.
urinarv irregularities.
—“Record of Christian Work.**
O. A. Pabchbb.
BIBLE
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Vegetable Compound

steep,

TbU column le devoted to
the Oran.
Maine Steamer In Sew York.
pccl.lly to the Srensr. of Hancock
New York, April 28,1910.
Th« column le open to >11
grange,,
To the Editor of The American;
discussion of topic, of general
!
intern,.
I read in your issue of last week of tbe for rcporte of grange
meeting*. Mute let,
By CORNELIUS BARRY
departure of the staunch little steamer ehort end concise. All communir»ti0n,
Kuth for use in this harbor. This brings be eigned. but -iniuee will not be printed '*
°
Copyright. 1910. by American Presr
to my mind three other natives of French- cept by permission of the writer
All
Association.
municstlons will be .abject to
man's Bay which now dispute the right
the editor, bnt none will be
rejected withc«
of way with the Lousitania and her sister
good reason.
“George." said Mr. Skinner, “you're ship, the Mauritania, likewise with my
an excellent young man, but you have ferryboat occasionally, as I go across the
DATES.
labors
no business shrewdness about you. Hudson river on the way to my
Thursday, May 5-Meeting of Hancock
home over In Jersey.
surburban
from
wish
my
don’t
marries
I
girl
When my
Pomonn (range with Massapaqua
crane
This little sail luke twice a day, unless I
^
her to marry a man who is liable to
Sooth Bluehill.
“tube” which takes me
the
through
go
slip up on providing. 1 wish her to more than a hundred feet below the keel
HIOHLARD, 364, NORTH PKSObscot
have a husband who can make monThe following program wa.
of any boats afloat.
pre,ented at
father
was
When
I
your age my
ey.
Only a few days ago I saw the old fa- Highland grange Friday evening: Bendgave me a thousand and told me to miliar Frank Jones, resplendent In fresh ing on panel poet, A. U
Saunders;
use it and my wits together. Out of paint, making her way to her dock after ing, Onylen Grin die;
dialogue, by twom
that thousand I’ve made $20,000. No; her Journey down from Albany. A couple trone. Ten qneetlone wen given out bv
I can't give you Grace. You’re not of years ago I had a “shack” or “camp”. Dorie Hatch, all of the anewers being
It you prefer that name, for the summer found on a penny. Thirty member,
sharp enough.**
were
“But I haven’t a father to give roe season, down at Sandy Hook, to which 1 preeent.
via.
faafternoon
a
haven't
“I
Journeyed every Saturday
$1,000.’’ said George.
LAMOIHR, 264.
the Patten line steamers, which are very
ther at ail."
lamolne grange held 1U regular meetInside
tbe
“I’ll
that
boat
the
other,
go
light-draught
“Well, George.” said
ing April W, with e email attendance owtell you what I'll do. I’ll lend you a Hook and up the Shrewsbury river nearly
to etonay weather.
The third and
Ing
end
the
me
at
to Ocean Grove.
dollar. Come and see
fourth degreee ware conferred on one candone
the
I
As I went to my boat
of a year, and If I And you’ve
passed by
which
a harveat feeat we.
didate, after
.nwell with It I’ll lend you a thousand. Frank Jones, which berthed at the same
Joyed. Bro. Edward Evans, of Belfast,
The dollar la only to try you without dock, and an hour or so later I would
addreaaed the grange.
There wa. ^
making any serious loss. The thou- meet the dear old “Mountle” coming In
meeting April 26, owing to the rainy
sand will be to set you up. Then if from tbe fishing banks with her load of
weather.
after another year you have made would-be fishermen, and they no doubt
ecHOODic. 408, wumtB harbor.
your thousand grow I'll throw In with a “lead” of anti-Sturgis law.
The regular meeting of Schoodic
Old “Mountie" did not look so large
Grace. 1 don’t mean that you must
grange
make something out of nothing, but and majestic to me with her shabby paint, No. 408, wee held April 28, with sixty,
did the time I took my first eight roembere and five viaiton from Linas she
you must come pretty near it”
George took the dollar and his de- steamboat ride on her a little over twenty- coln, Cuehman, Morning Ligbt, end John
parture without making any further five years ago, but she did look a heap Dority grange.. After bu.ineas, ibe lecremark.
more comfortable than on an occasion turer presented the following program:
“Grace.” said Mr. Skinner one day several yean later when I spent twenty- Piano eolo, Sieter Parker; readings. Fred
some months after this, “a man came four hours aboard tied up to the dock in Yonng end B. T. Bickford; song. Alice
Into the office the other day and sold Rockland during a snowstorm, with tbe Roberta; reading, Sinter G. E. Hanson.
me a bottle of some stuff for getting thermometer around the aero mark.
After the meeting wee closed, ice-cream
I've spilled
Now. to come to the third on tbe list, and cake were served, after which a social
grease out of clothes.
some gravy on my coat You'll And which is tbe little Cimbria, whose shrill honr wee passed with music and games.
the extractor In my bedroom closet. I blast 1 can recollect so well as she rounded
wish you'd bring It and take out the the “towpath” in the early evening. She
CTBHMAK, 371, OOCLDSBOBO.
Cushman grange held ita regular meetnow plies between some dock on the East
gravy."
Grace brought a box containing a river and Rockaway Beach. 1 have seen ing April 27, with thirty-five membera
white paste and a small bottle. After her only twice.
■nd rialtora from Bchoodic, Lamoine,
rue sight or these laminar oia cran John Dortty end Klsing Star granges
reading the directions for application
on the label sbe scraped some of the that have outlived their days ot usefulness present.
Music, orchestra;
Program:
paste on to the grease spot on her on the coaet ot Maine and have now reading, Lissie Libby; music, orchestra;
father's coat, poured some of the come to the greatest and bneieet harbor on stump speech, Ira Quptill.j.Two applicaliquid from the bottle on to the paste the globe to eke ont a miserable existence tions were received.
and rubbed it with a cloth. The mix- tor a tew more years before going to the
The grange has recently purchased a
ture formed a froth; substance, which, Maine graveyard, or meeting a fate like piano. Of
which It la justly proud.
on further application of the liquid, the General Bloeum, brings to mind the Thera will be work In the third and
But the
was easll; rubbed away.
many human beings who passed their fourth degrees at the next regular meetgrease spot remained.
palmy days In this noisy, bustling city, ing.
he
that
to
Skinner
occurred
Mr.
It
and then, when they can no longer keep
WWW CKWTDRT, M, DKDHAM.
who
bad
the
man
done
bad been
by
up to the pace, which Is growing swifter
New Century grange met April 23 with a
sold h<m the grease eradicator. noth- by leaps and bounds, go back to live cloee
small attendance owing to threatening
ing In the world Irritated the old to nature for their remaining years among
weather. A profitsble^meetiug was held.
gentleman so much as to And a man the hills of the dear old State.
A piano duet was given by Ethel Fogg
sharper than himself. "Acme Grease
Then I am tempted to wonder if the
and Marcia Burrill; readings by Mary
Eradicator f* he exclaimed contemptu- statement which we so often hear
repeated, Burr 111 and Laura
Cook; songs by grange,
ously, reading from the label. “I'U bet that “Maine is a good State to be born in
and the topic: “Should our high schools
It Is a swindle, and If it Is I'll go bat a much better one to emigrate
from”, and academies
provide courses of study in
for the company that sells It. I’U have is not
very much overdrawn. I will aak
agriculture and domestic science?' was
Ben Humlston analyse it-" Humiston Bath for her
when
1
meet
her
opinion,
discussed,
was a young chemist and Ur. Skinsteaming up the bay some line afternoon.
ner's nephew.
E. 8. Karon.
“Have any luck on your hunting trip?”
A few days later the analysis came
"No, but my guide had pretty good luck."
in. It was this: "Soap and water."
KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
“What’d he get?" "Nothing; 1 didn't hit
"Soap and water, eh! 1 reckon I
him once.”
can get a few thousand for keeping
John B. Fernald, of Belfast, a wellstill anyway,” remarked the old gentle- known newspaper man and prominent in
jfirttral.
manSnnd. sending for his lawyer, he city affairs, died April 2S, after an illness
commissioned him to see the Acme of five years. Be was born in Chstine
Grease Eradicator people and And out fifty-five years ago.
what they were willing to give for
Isaac N. Mayo died Saturday at the
keeping their secret. The attorney home of bis eon, Hon. H. W. Mayo, in
did so and reported that the company
Hampden, at the age of eighty-eight years.
were now using a different eradicator,
Mr. Mayo was born in Hampden, and bad
that they would pay nothing for se- lived in that town all his
life, with the excrecy and were too rich for Mr. Skin- ception of two years spent in
Pennsyl- Rid Yourself of Unnecessary
ner to punish. They were turning out
vania. He was one of the last of the oldtons of their eradicators daily, and it
time Penobeeot shipbuilders.
Bordens. An Ellsworth Citiwas sold in every city, town and hamThe two-muled schooner Nettie B Dobzen Shows You How.
let in the country.
of Machias, Cept. Welter F. Smell, of
A few weeka after this his daughter bin,
owner end master, went eebore
Hilbridge,
reminded him that the year he had
on Nsntncket bar Thursday.
She lies in a
accorded her lover to make the dollar
bad position, half fall of water end with
he had given him sprout was about to
tbe sees breaking over her. The Dobbin
Don’t bear unnecessary burdens.
Ur. Skinner remarked conexpire.
was bound from New York for Machies
Burdens of a bad back are unnecessary.
temptuously that the dollar had doubt- with
cement. While off Pollock Bip she
less long ago gone for cigarettes.
Get rid of them.
aleak. In endeavoring to make a
sprang
That evening George called and tenport the vessel was canght in a stiff northDoan’e Kidney Pille core bad backs;
dered the loaned dollar.
easter and driven upon the bar.
"Well, George.” remarked the lender.
Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
Judge Harding, of the Bangor munici"I confess I never expected to see It
Cure every form of kidney ills.
pal court, has a new plan in dealing with
again.”
"Ton said, Mr. Skinner, that If I offenders against the prohibitory law.
Lota of local endoreement to prove this.
made It grow you’d lend me a thou- After imposing a jail sentence in a case of
E. P. Lord, EUewortb Falls, Ellsworth,
sand and if I made that grow you'd search and seixure the other day, he
placed the respondent under fl,000 bond Me., says: “1 wae never seriously troubled
give me Grace.”
“So I did, boy. Well, what have you to keep tbe peace and be of good behavior by my kidneys, bnt occasionally had acute
fora year. This is the first time that such
done with Itr
I
action has been taken in Penobscot county attacka of backache, especially when
“Made a million.”
and has been rare it the State. It is stooped or lifted more than usual. Some
“A million grains of sand?
thought that Judge Benedict Maher, of tbe years ago, when Buffering from one of
“A million dollars.”
Without regarding Mr. Skinner's puz- Augusta municipal coart, was the first in these spells, I learned about Doan's Kidthe State to apply this section of the resled look George told his story. With
vised statues governing this action, which ney Pills and procured a box at Moore’s
the dollar he had received he bought
reads: In addition to the punishment pres- drug store. They cured me in a short
two cakes of white soap for S cents
cribed by law, the cciurt may require
has
any time, and 1 can now say that the cure
each.
The soap he cut Into candles
person convicted of an offense not punish- remained
1 have never known of
and ran a wick through each candle.
lasting.
able by imprisonment in tbe State
prison, a case where Doan’s
Five cents more be Invested In a botKidney Pills have
to recognize to the State with sufficient
tle and filled It with pure water. Fifty
in a reasonable sum, to keep the failed to bring the desired results.”
sureties,
cents more went for a table. Then be
For eels by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
peace and be of good behavior for a term
went to a circus and began to take not exceeding two
years, and to stand Footer-Milburn
Oo., Buffalo, New York,
committed
until
he
so
off
the
clothes
grease spots
of the peorecognizes.”
sole agents for the United States.
ple outside the show. The snots be
made himself by spilling bis “candle
The mare eyes an advertisement catches
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
grease" on the clothes, and on the ap- the mare doUart it is worth.
no other.
plication of water resulting soapsuds
washed It out
Such a demand was
made for the grease eradlcator that
doaens of boxes could bare been sold
If they bad been on hand to sell. But
foods are
George took a partner and the next
So is half roasted coffee.
night did a good business.”
Break open a bean of Fifth Avenue
"What did you call It?” asked Hr.

approval”*'

OPERATION
not

among tljc ©ranges.
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Shake It Off.

UNDERDONE

Skinner eagerly.

“The Acme Grease Eradlcator."
“Sold!” exclaimed the old man.
‘We are now selling a real eradlcator on the demand worked up with
the soap and water, and a million
wouldn’t buy the plant and the business.”
It took Hr. Skinner a long while to
awake from the stupor occasioned by
his wonder, a long while to realise that
George was the Acme Grease Eradlcstor company and still longer to realise that he was not dreaming. Then
'■*'
he said:

“George, you’re
have Grace.”

a razor.

You may

kerneli tCof[eeto shell.
i-

"

“

indigestible.

crisp and brown from

Fifth^venue

Coflee has a body and
richnM* that other
richnc
co&e. lack. That is why it la so
In m«M tins
35c the full pound.

CONSERVE
gDWAKD

OPR POWER.

P. RICKER URGES ITS

IMPORTANCE.
ABUT MOW
IUINB’8 MOST VALUABLE
be developed fob bomb

apvabobmbrt.
Kd«Md P. Ricker, of PoUnd Sprint, in
of Maine, nrgee the
t letter to the pepere
the water powere
Importance of coneerring
and developing them for
ot the State
The letter foUowa:
interview a few weeka ago, I inof electricity
terred to the tranamiaaion
State ot Maine,
beyond the conflnee of the
to the great imand called your attention
ol a careful aelection of reprehome

In

use.

an

portance
aentetivea to the aeventy-flfth legiaUtnre
in reapect to thla matter.
I now wiah to give a few facta In regard
end what baa
to what haa been attempted
what a hall be
been done in the peat, and

attempted in the future in thla direction.
My position on thla great qneatlon haa
been previonaly elated by me, bat In order
m la take I will pethat there may ha no
ltate it. In the drat place, in nothing
do I daaire or
that I have done oc may do
expect to curtail in any way the ezleting
righta of any corporation or any other inveated capital, or in any way to diaoonror the inveatment of new
age any indoitry
capital in the State ot Maine.
I do not main, as bar been charged
against me, to convert the Btate of Maine
into a pleasure resort, to cripple its power*

tbs income of capital one
I desire to
penny. On the contrary,
bring capital into Maine and bar* it
secure here larger returns than ever before
j desire to see Maine beoome a great
manufacturing Btate. This baa been mg
life work and will continue to be. But I
alto desire to see the resources ot Maine,
especially in her water power, developed
within the border* of tbe State as far as
possible, and not carried across tbe line
by electrical transmission and monopoor

lessen

to

lised in our neighboring states, against
all hope or prospect of tbe futon growth
of Maine.
Few people realise tbe enormous asset
Maine has in her water powers. While
large sums have been appropriated and
spent by Btate and nation for tbe investigation of our water power* and tbe determination of the amount and value of
the same, much ot tbis information
has not been published. Tbe people do
not know the result*. They have bee it
kept for the information ot the few, and
I have no hesitation in saying tbat th* few
have profited greatly by the information
thus obtained at public expense.
From the beet authority that I have
been able to secure, Maine stands third
among the states in the union in developed water power. New York and
California alone lead Maine in this re-

spect. California, Oregon and Washington’s water powers have high heads but
small and irregular flow, with very little
possibility of future development by
storage. New York has nearly reached
its limit, unleaa Niagara la further developed and additional • torage provided.
The area of Maine is equal to the reat of
New England, while Maine haa more than
twice aa much water power. In respect
to the possible development of water
power by storage and by the use of undeveloped water power, Maine has the
greatest future of any State In the union.
From the best information I have been
ableto secure, vis., from government experts, Maine’s estimated possible development, without additional storage, is 570,000
horse power, and with storage, It is 1,500000 horse power.
The flow of Maine rivers without storage is more regular than that of any other
state. Possible development would place
Maine first or second in the oountry in
the value and amount of its natural resource.
With the oorrect handling of
storage, these water powers csn be developed without injury to the agricultural
or business interests of the State, or without marring its scenio beauty.
WATEB STOBAQB COMMISSION.

The so-called Fernald

bill, creating

a

storage commission, was one of the
first steps toward a definite plan and
method of handling water powers of
Maine. That commission has been organized, has secured a capable engineer
and haa begun work along' lines which
the commission believes to be broad and
just to all the interests, and which it believes will be of incalcuable benefit to the
water

people.
The issues concerned in this matter are
of no small account. The annual earnings
of 570,000
horsepower now developed in
Maine, at (10 a horsepower, would be ffi,700,000, while the earnings of 1,500,000
horsepower, which can be developed in
this State with practical systems of
water storage, would amount (at flO per
horsepower per annum) to a total income
of 115,000,000 a
year. This figure, at flO
per horsepower, is not half what electric
power is being sold tor to-day.
"hat shall be
donp with thia enormoua
potential value? Bull the State control
•ta output, or shall it let it remain the
easy prey to the large interests which are
already malting their plana to secure it?
"ill the next legislature assert its right
to see that this great natural resource be
used tor the
development ot the industries
of Maine, or will it sit
idly by and see it
taken from under onr very nosea to be
diverted to the industries ot other states,
increasing their taxable property while
Maine gets little or no increase in wealth
or
population from this source?
But tew people appreciate how easily
the whole value could be taken oat of
Maine, it those interested to do so and
already laying their plans to do so, are
allowed to control the next legislature.
Three copper wires less than threeof an inch In diameter can carry
into Boston all the water power that can

jourths

CHICHESTER S PILLS
IfahmiJiBm, Safaat, Always Reliable

SOU BY DRUGGISTS EVESYMtEtt

be produced on either of our gnat riven.
With the gnat Improrementa made of lata
in the method of carrying electrical currehta, there would be but little loae in thU
tranemlwlon.
The power tboa diverted Into Boeton
would be a practical loae to Maine's indoatrial Intereata. In Boaton, or in whataoerer other pleeee it waa naed ontalde of
Maine, It would in e large measure bat
replace the use ol coal already being
traneformed Into electrical energy, and
than add bat little to tbe.growtb, though
much to the dividends of the stockholders.
In other words, It would in large measure be swallowed up, and Maine would be
merely a power station for Massachusetts
or Connecticut, employing but few bands
to tend dams and stations instead of doing what Maine should do-develop great
industries here to utilize the powers on
the spot, the same as is being done in the
tew industrial water power centers that
we now have and which are adding so
greatly to the wealth and prestige of
Maine.
It ha* been aaid in public legislative
bearings and through letter* to the newtpaper* that we an giving onnalna unnecessary alarm In thia matter; that nothing of the kind each na I have enggaated
la contemplated, but I propoea to ahow
yon not only that it baa bean and la being
contemplated, bnt alto that It hae already
been attempted, end that it will beattempted again and, I fear, from the great
wealth of thoae who are Intonated in the
protect, that It will anooeed nnleaa the
people take a decided atand to protect
their righta and ao legislate that its greatfeet possible benefit may accrue to the
people of Maine without hardship to the
righta of the invested capital or discouragement to new projects.
PLAN TO HTKAL POWER.

If my memory serves me right, it was
in 1903, though it may have been in 1906,
(I can eaaily determine the date if anyone
dee ires it) that parties from Boston, representing large interests, came to Maine and
broached to oertain gentlemen in thia
State a gigantic scheme which they hoped
to gumshoe through ths legislature.
This scheme was, briefly, this: to secure from the legislatun then in seesion
a right of eminent domain to take land on
which to string wires and convey electricity across the borders of Maine into
Massachusetts. The plan contemplated
the development of certain water powers
on the St. John, Penobaoot, Kennebec,
Androaccoggin and other rivers, tying
them together at some point conveniently
near the center of the State and shooting
their combined electricity over into Mas-

ELLSWORTH MARKETS

because it was necessary to make oertain

exceptions In ordar to maat the requiremanta of tba iotar-atata law and thereby
make the act constitutional, yet It Is a
▼ary important measure, and stands forth
as a valuable instrument for the prevention
of hasty legislation in granting snch
franchises as above indicated.
This act pats into the power of legislatures the right to say when and how
electric power may be transmitted beyond Btate Unas. It was not a prohibitive
act, for it simply requires that, before any
corporation excepting railroad companies
than doing business in the Btate, (an exception made as indicated above on sccount of the inter-state commerce laws)
transmitted electricity beyond the coniines of the State, it should get permission
so to do from the' legislature.
This bill was amended in committee,
was introduced in a new draft to meat the
objections indicated, but it is to be
noticed that in this biU no railroad Is permitted to seU power or to use it for any
other purpose than the operation of its
road between some point in Maine and
points beyond its confines. This act is
upon the statute books, and in addition to
this a provision was afflxed to every act
granting a franchise for water storage
or water power
at the last legislature,
forbidding the transmission of electric
power so generated by water beyond the
coniines of the Btate.
Here the matter etanda at

time.
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Br EDITH B. GOLDWIN
Association.

"For shame! Too. the son of an earl
and a member of od« of the proudest
families In England, to make a high1

ward the Lady Clara Travis, the
plume of his hat trailing on the floor.
But, though his bearing was humble,
he was not without hope. Did he not
know by her heightened color, the
tremor In her voice, even a slight
moisture in her eye, what she suffered hi dismissing hlmT But would
her heart triumph over her resolutions? Clara Travis was not a prude.
She was a light hearted girl who
could dance till morning at a ball,
ride across country, taking fences and
toe preeent
confleoated ditches by the way, but she would
stoop to Injure even an enemy.
Indeed, men said of her that her
standard of honor was that of an hon-

inmn or c:wskbvatioit.

A WISE ACT.

This act of 1908, which was the first step
in general legislation in Maine to control
the transmission of electricity beyond
State oonflneB, was enacted in the seventyfourth legislature, and in the effect sought
to control the action of the corporations
in the transmission of electric power and
same more
piw the disposition of the
specifically in the hands of the legislature.
While this bill was not all that, personhave had it,
ally, I would have liked to

the

greatest manufacturing

accustomed to go
LsuSca People
about to gambling and dancing
bouses, and matters finally came to
such a pass that the city government
decided to raid a notorious dance
house In Sobo. A few hours before
the raid was made the lord mayor,
dining at a fashionable club, revealed
the proposed descent to a companion.
The latter begged to be permitted to
accompany the force sent for the purpose disguised as a policeman, ana
leave was given. By the lord mayor's
order he was enrolled and uniformed

special policeman.
Revelry was In full swing at the
dance house when a policeman, followed by others, entered the place,
locked the door behind him and posted a man at each point of egress with
orders to permit no one to pass out.
Nearly all those present were masked. The dance came to a sudden halt,
the dancers standing stock still In
their places. Then the officer of police

09
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not see and ooald not understand if yon
them.—Charltt Xing*toy.

A

saw

Cabbage, lb
f
Paranja,
renlpe, lb

Celery, onnch
Spinach, pk
Beet rraoaa, pk
stiawi

Squab,

CarroU, lb

bx

Java,

90 Badlabes, bunch
IS Bhabarb, lb
90 Cucumbers, aacb
Fralt.
>•*0 Lemoaa doa
90 PlMapplee, aaoh

SO

Mrs. A.—1 do love lobsters, bat I never
have them at home because it seems so
inhuman to kill them by patting them in
10310
a kettle of boiling water. Mrs. B.—Gracious! I never kill them that way.
It would be too horrible! I always pat
them on In oold water and tot them oome
08*00 to a boil.
90090
01
to

Oatmeal,pare

Buckwheat, pkg
400*0 Graham,

MOM

Bra msal.

Granulated mnl.B 09M
Sugar—par *—
Granulated, 0X308 OH—per gal
OS
•0070
Tallow, O
Llnaaed,
la
08*10
Keroeene,
Powdered,
Molasses par gal

Banna,
PortoHoo.

M
M
Maata aad Provlaiona.

Beet,*:
Steak,
Boaata.

18*80
19*90
10*18
17018

Corned,
Tongue,

▼eel:

M
Steak,
14*18
Boaata,
Lamb'
10080
Lamb,
00
Tongnaa, aaoh

Pork,*.
Chop,

Bam. par *

Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt

lard,

r®a

90. M
10

9**80
1*017
18«M

Buy a

Fruit Flab.
08 Clamt, qt
08 Scallopa. qt

Haddock,
Ballbnt,
Oysters, qt

00

Cracked com,

100

LAW BBOARDIMQ WEIGHT* AMD MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shell weigh 60
pounds, end e bushel of Turk** Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and At for shipping, la 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, rutabaga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions 62.
pounds; of carrots, Rngl'sh turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
82 pounds, or even measq^ ga oy Agreement.

You will find it real economy
buy the famous William Tell
Flour by the barrel.

to

You will not only protect yourself
against advances in price due to

“wheat corners" and crop conditions,
but you will always be sure of the
the whitest
finest grained bread
bread—the lightest biscuit—the most
delicious pastry that can be baked.
—

Note how much cleaner William
Tell is than other flours—due to the
costly equipment of the Ansted &
Burk Company’s mills for protecting
the grain and flour in grinding.
Ask your dealer and Insist oh

fcaving—

BLliPkEgS *ICMT§.
Many a night’s rest is spoiled
frequent
fits of coughing—sometimes by a mere tickling in the throat that is so annoying as to
prevent sleep.
Kemp’s Balsam will cure
coughs if any medicine will, and will relieve
the irritation in the throat. For all throat
and lung troubles take Kemp’s Balsam. Druggist sell it at 25c. and 60c. a bottle.

t>y

When—

Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co.
ELLSWOKTH FALLS.
ME

The Stomach is Sick
The Liver Sluggish
The Bowels Clogged
The Blood Impure
The Skin Sallow

X

THcil— ft’s
That

angrily.
“Clara, I can get you out of this.”
“Oh, Alfred!”

|

“I knew you the moment I entered
You have not been recogthe room.
nized.
Put on your mask and come
with me.”
Donning the mask and slipping her
hand on his arm, the two walked out
of the hall and, entering a carriage,
were driven away.
“Who was your escort to this select
party?” asked Tillotson.
“Father. I forgot all about him.”
“He won’t suffer, being In good comNearly all our best families
pany.
were represented.
But, Clara, if one
who attends dance houses Is too good
for a highwayman, don't you think she
could condescend to marry a policeman?”
There was no reply. He felt for her
hand, found It, and It was not withdrawn.
The next morning all London rang
with the news that the nobility had
attended a dance house In Soho, and
many names were mentioned as participants In the festivities. Bnt the
name of Lady Clara Travis was not
She never afterward
among them.
forgot this service of her husband.

t

William Tell

grand, old,

Time

to

4

Take

time-tested

remedy—

BEECH AMS PILLS
la boxes with full directions, 10c. and 25c.

rswnrs

ANIMAL

FERTILIZERS'

“My service to your ladyship. I’ve
to ask which Is worse, taking
purses on the highway or frequenting
low dance houses?”
The lady looked at him, stupefied for
a moment, then exclaimed:
“Alfred TlUotson, what does this
mean?”
“That a highwayman has Joined the
police. You would not have me as a
lawbreaker, so I became one of those
whose business it Is to punish lawbreakers.”
“How dare you speak to me when I
have persistently cut you?" she cried

Barrel

of This Flour

12*90 Tloundora, doa

Floor, Grain and Food,
82
Oata, bn
Plonr—par bbl—
eooosro aborts—bag—140® so
ISO Mix.feed,bagloog180
Corn,100*bag
Corn meal, bag
loo Mlddtlngs.bag 1 00*180

V Active all
the time.

:ome

of the

Cheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil. Stops the pains and heals the
wound. All druggists sell It.—— Advl.

18*10 Onlone, *

Potatoee.jpk
Turnips, a

Be not anxious about to-morrow. Do to-

day’s daty, fight to-day’s temptation and
do not weaken and distrust yourself by
looking forward to things which yon can-

her:

State

union.
Maine cannot go on supporting her
great charities and institutions of learning
without a new source of revenue. It is
not proposed to sacrifice these institutions.
Either a new source of revenue must be
found, or the people muBt be taxed Increasingly for their support; for no one
dreams of abandoning them. Here, in our
hands, is this ready-made source of income,
given us by the Almighty, a perpetual and
unfailing souroe—really a trust, put in our
hands for the use of all our people. Hhall
we use it for the beneficent purpose of
helping the poor and the worthy within
the limits of our State, or shall we hand it
over for
spoliation by the speculators of
the outside worldT

**«

as a

called:
“All unmask."
Some endeavored to pass the policemen at the points of exit, but were
driven back. Some endeavored to hide
under the furniture or behind curtains, but they were pulled out. It
was a slow process, but one by one
they were all pushed on to the open
floor and forced to uncover their faces.
What was the amazement of the police to discover that at least a third
of the company consisted of ladles and
gentlemen of the highest aristocracy.
A policeman stepped up to a lady,
furious at her exposure, her eyes snapping, her foot stamping the floor, and,
lolling his hat respectfully, said to

7OOT0U.OI

Bat they slat the Mad o' BMdlaas that apfoale
lo Muon mom;
Too may talk shoot yoor dodgers, sad yaw
etnolsnsod sooh,
Bat I oslealste thoy dost assist so advertiser
_pare..
40*40
mush;
soais
Belry ............
Oleomargarine...
90® 18 SudMpeeUllyluwlaMr, wheo the saowlsoa
the ground,
Fresh laid, par do*.HIM I wonder where your potter* sad yoardodftfs
eon bo foandr
■sen Bat wttMn the eoiy booMStaad, whoa the parlor
.*>39!
stove's aglow,
■ay.
The newspaper Is rsad stood to everyoas wo
Boat loose, par ton..
.18 #20
know."

never

orable man.
Months passed, and TUIotson saw
no alteration In Lady Clara's treat*
ment of him. He looked In Tain for
the slightest sign of relenting. Bnt If
she grieved she did not believe In seclusion. She hunted, danced, played
at cards with no trifling stake, just as
she had done before her disappointment TUIotson when he met her
looked In vain for even recognition.
She paled or colored slightly at his
approach, bnt evidently considered
one w'bo had taken purses even for
amusement unworthy of her acquaintance. When months had passed and
there was no reconclUation the lover
became despondent
During this period, the latter part
of the eighteenth century, Venice set
the fashion In all matters of amusement, just as under the second empire
In France Paris set the fashions In
woman's dress. From the City of the
Sea a mania for masquerading and
In
gambling spread over Europe.

MO

The quotation* below gin the ni(t ol
retail prion In Ellsworth.

wayman of yourself. Our betrothal Is
at an end. Leave me.”
The Hon. Alfred Tlllotson, younger
son of the Earl of Enderby, withdrew
without offering a bit of defense,
keeping bis face while retreating to-

The act, referred to,
nothing; Interfered with no exlatlng contracts, bat rested content with placing in
the hande of tatare legislatures, the power
to control the doings of corporations
created by the State in regard to this
matter. There it rests at the preeent
time, and that la largely why I am seeking
to call attention to the situation and have
the people aroused to the importance of
the question, that they may be on their
guard in the coming year.

eration,

Sterj »/ the Eighteenth
Century.

Copyright, 1910, by American Preaa

And now, In the conclusion, a few
words on the subject of the need of great
care in the conservation of our natural resources in Maine.
I will not discusa the
manner in which the people lost their
birthright in the wild lands of Maine.
This is too well known to need repetition.
Had the wild lands been kept by this
State; the etumpage Hold by the State and
the iooame derived by the State, it would
practically pay the running expenses of
the same.
Millions were lost to the people by the
disposal of this valuable asset for a mere
trifle. The wild lands passed into private
ownership, out of the control of the State,
and being subject to the will of the owner
sachusetts.
The scheme might have gone through rather than to what might have been the
had not one of these Boston gentlemen d!* wiser policies Of scientific conservation of
vulged It to a Maine man not in sympathy State control, they are being rapidly
with such gigantic wrong to the people of stripped for lumber and pulp. At the rate
this State. Attorneys were employed to the forests of Maine are being cut out tooppose the scheme, and it was killed in day, they oannot last for more than
the committee.
twenty or twenty-five years as a source of
Tbs next more that ni made was in profitable revenue to paper and pulp-mak1906, whan a charter waa granted in Con- ing.
When the paper and pulp mille shall
necticut to a corporation called the Twin
State Oas A Electric company. This have discontinued (or lack of material,
corporation waa given the right in this what will be done with the power which
charter to maintain an office and conduct is now required in their operationf At
its business in any portion ot Connecticut the present time about GO per cent, of
and in the states ol New Hampshire, Ver- the freight carried on the Maine Central
mont and Maine, and in any other etatea railroad comes from the forests. When
and territories and in the District of Co- this is exhausted, unless other industries
lumbia and in dependencies and in foreign replace it, the railroads will find themselves in a perplexing position, if obliged
countries.
The business authorized under this to keep in good condition and run trains
charter was as follows: “To generate, as (hey do to-day. Realizing this possimanufacture, purchase or otherwise util- bility, the railroads are already institutize and supply, lease, or sell or otherwise ing bureaus of information, circulating
the
business
dispose of gas or electricity or illuminant pamphlets, advertising
opportunities and the inducements of
or motive force or agency natural or artiflcial for light, beat or power or other- agriculture in Maine.
There is no other one business so dewise.” This charter also gave the corporation the right to acquire water powers pendent on the growth of Maine as is the
and water rights, construct reservoirs, railroad. The first principle of good raildams, water towers, etc. In short, to do road management is to build up the
nearly everything under the sun in the country through which it runs. There
dear to the heart of
way of acquisition and control of the is no other subject so
the railroad management in Maine as the
water powers in any state in the union.
This charter having been secured in development of water powers within the
Connecticut, the next step was to make it State and the clustering of industries
effective in Maine, and this was done by along our waters. If the electric developintroducing a resolve in the Maine legis- ment of our water power is controlled and
the railroads of
lature to authorize this Twin State Oas & sold outside of Maine,
Electric company toexercise within Maine Maine will get but small benefit from this
ail the rights, powers and privileges and great natural resource, the State itself will
franchises conferred upon it by its certifi- be quickened in none of its industries,
of taxable property,
cate of incorporation. A resolve to this there will be a loss
effect was passed February 27, 1907, and and the burden of taxation must fall the
more heavily on the people.
approved by Governor Cobb. The sweepIt is always hard work to get new ining nature of the power thus conferred can
be realized only by reading the said cer- dustries into Maine. Distance from the
tificate. It gave to this Connecticut cor- market has been the chief argument
it. As opposed to this argument,
poration enormous rights and privileges, against
our strongest plea haB been that Maine
so far as I can learn, without quibble or
has cheap power from her water sources.
question.
1 do not need to refer to anything fur- If the water power is to be controlled by
ther along this line, nor is it essential to the big water-power trusts and sold outshow that within a few months great side of Maine, our argument is of no avail.
On the other hand, if proper restricbusiness interests, representing perhaps
the largest water power construction con- tions are placed on its transmission and
in America, have been in Maine each request be carefully scrutinized by
cern
and
seeking to secure counsel and lay its plan the people through their legislators
his office,
to obtain permission from the legislature by the attorney-general, and
water power, soon to bs
to control one ot the largest water powers this enormous
of Maine,
of Maine or New England; to transmit developed along the great rivers
enormous
hydro-electric power across can be largely utilized within the State,
Maine by a trunk line and unite it with can be transmitted to our manufacturing
of Maine and to sate and beautiful
great hydro-electric power organizations centers
can be estabin Connecticut and other New England harbors where factories
lished, and where all the advantages of
states.
Bat such is the tact, ana mere puuuciiy water and rail transportation can be sereferred to, cured.
on the part ot corporation
of 1908 a
There la no reason why industries
were It not that in the legislature
certain bill was enacted to compel public should not spring up from source to
and why Maine
application to the legislature by all cor- mouth of our great rivers,
should not become, within the next genso desiring, for right of electric
transmission beyond State borders, so
that the people might know and underatand all about the extent and purpose of
the same before such authority is given.
Were it not for this act of 1908, the oldfaahioued, quiet methods of by-gone days
wonld have been sufficient.

Masquerade

“Too oak about

Too Mach

Emphasis

cannot be laid upon the fact that the fertilizer nearest to nature, or nature'*
manure, will prove the most reliable and profitable.
That is why Swift's Fertilizers are so much in demand—so satisfactory.
They are crop producers as well as soil builders. They leave the soil in
excellent condition for later use after first crops have been removed.
Be sure you use them.
For this reason they are active all the issue.

Swift—Snperi<M>-Swe
••It gives me great pleasure to state that
I raised one of the finest crops of corn on
Swift’s Fertilizer this season ever proThe yield
duced on World’s End Farm.
was more than 96 bushels shelled com per

a<Hteve used these fertilizers to my entire
use
satisfaction the past ten years, and will
them extensively this coming season.”
C. K. Goodhue, Supt.,
World’s End Farm,
Hingham, Mass.

“I have conducted an experiment with
60 varieties of potatoes to ascertain
the best yielder. Swift’s Superior Fertilizer
has given glorious results in spite of the
driert season known in the century. Yield
460 bushels per acre of handsome salable
potatoes. After many years’ trial with
different kinds, your fertilizer gives me the
best results, and it conserves moisture
even in periods of drought.”
[Signed] Rev. J. R. Lawrence,
Kaynham, Mass.
over

to enrich the sou and maintain its
To do this economically and successfully simply insist upon using
Swift’s Animal Fertilizers. They cost no more than others, and are swift,
superior, sure. See local agent or write us. Free Pocket Memo Booklet
containing valuable crop information on application.
Swift’s Lowell Fertilizer Co. 40 North MarketBoston. Moss.

One of the vital demands upon you is

fertility.
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Liniment

The bottles
All dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
are large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c QUANTITY
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whom knew him
Ex'■ Little Comfort for Democrats
of hie paper, and moat of whom knew
pect next Honee to be Republlonn.
JOURNAL
A LOCAL AMD POLITICAL
hie
and
him personally,
appreciated
Washihotok, D. C., April 30—It will be
rOBUBUD
rare qualities both as a man and as a well for the democrats to take ell the
■TENT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT
comfort possible oat of the two reoent exJournalist,_
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
ceptional election In congressional disan
obscurer
of
An obscure editor
tricts, one In Massachusetts and one In
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
been
sheet published in Portland has
New York. Both of these districts will
P. W. BOLLIX. Editor ud Manager.
abusing Col. Frederick Hale ever go republican next November, and the
W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.
since he announced his candidacy for result in the special elections will be of
Oabsorlptlon Price—*2 00 a year; $1.00 lor six
the first Maine district. great profit to the republican party
Months; go cent* for three months; If paid Congress in
ntrtetlv In adranoe, $1 50, 75 and <8 wnts Ool. Hale
and wisely paid throughout the oountry. Already the
naturally
arAl.
respectively Single copies 5 cents.
the effect ia very apparent In Washington, and
rearages are reckoned at the rate of $9 per no attention to it all, but when
everyone, from the President down, ia
and
bolder
things
fellow
printed
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fully alert to the situation. There will
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
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which directly
■ade known on application.
be six weeks of very busy times at the
hunted
Hale got mad,
up oapltol, and then it is expected that the
Baslneescommunications should be addressed then Col.
made
orders
a
pay- the editor and horsewhipped him,
to. and all checks and money
administration can point to a record of
able to Tn Hancock County Publishing
CO, Ellsworth. Maine.
proceeding which may not be digni- legislation that will show redemption of
fled but whioh is an eminently fit- pledgee and a desire to meet as far as
chastisement for a possible the people’s needs.
mode of
This week’s edition of Tbe

Average for the year of 1908,

9,395

WEDNESDAY MAT 4, 1910.

STATE OF MAINE.

By tfca OorwMr.

A PROCLAMATION.
The- great natural resources of the eerth
planted in a pest too dim to penetrate
were
nurtured through the
ages
by the Omnipotent Hand, that the first
-dawn of intelligence should be greeted
•by works that spoke to Man of a power
stronger than his own; of laws, unlike his
own, immutable, enacted for the guidance
and obedience, not alone of the first, but of
•▼cry succeeding generation of people to the
last to inhabit His universe.
The rise and fall of nations; the vigor and
decay of peoples, can be traced, in the one
instance to the observance, in the other instance to the disregard of these Supreme
were

wad

teachings.
More than four hundred years ago, those
from whom have sprung the American nation
proclaimed their sovereignty over this land.
It was filled with riches garnered under the
reign of nature’s laws, sufficient that comfort and plenty might be the heritage of the
remotest time.
But the very abundance and prodigality of
the land misled many who have gone before
ns. The storehouse that seemed inexhaustible has been largely depleted, and to the people of this day has come the awakening to
duties that cannot be evaded.
One of the first of these, is the replacing on
the face of the land, the trees, that at once
protect it from flood and shield it from heat.
To this end, and with the further view that
•nr State may be beautified, I. Bert M. Pernald, governor of the State of Maine, by
•nthority of wi*e legislative enactment, do
hereby issue my proclamation, designating

JFriday, May 13, 1910,
ARBOR DAY.
And I earnestly recommend that it be devoted by the citizens of Maine to the planting
of trees, shrnbs and vines about their homes
and public bnildings, and in the parks, playgrounds and streets.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this twenty-ninth day of April, in the
year of our Lord* one thousand nine hundred and ten, and of the Independence of
the United States of Americajthe one hundred and thirty-fourth,
BBBT M. FEBNALD,
Governor.

By the Governor,
with the advice{and consent of the Executive Council.
A. I. Bxown,

Secretary of State*

NOBrH CA8TINE.
Little Bernice Conner, who hae been ill
ol croup, it better.
Misses Pauline and Joeapblne Conner
are teaching in Atkinaon.
Mice Lila Dunbar, ol Penobeoot, ie
ployed at Paul Wescott’s.

em-

Chez lea Wllaon baa eold out hie milk
route to Hooper A Dunbar.
Mice Lottie Emerton, ol Bluehill, ii the
(use' ol her lister, Mrs. Alloa Ward well.
Bart Bowden, wile and daughter Marion,
ol Oaatine, are visiting at Fred F. Wardwell’s.

Colby Gray, with his wile and intent
son, ol Chatine, is rialting at Frank E.
Witham's.
Bara Conner has gone to Chpe Jellison to
echooner M. H. Bead, Capt. Conrune Grant.

join the

While this legislation in itself will be a
8. Walker, ol Mew Portland, who spent
large party asset, the general work of the
in
elsewhere
published
administration will also make good re- a lew days with his brother Carl, has reof
P.
Edward
this issue,
Bloker,
publican arguments la the owning cam- turned home.
Poland Spring, calls attention to dan- paign. It ia, of course, natural to expect
Misses Annie L. Dunbar and Annie B.
gers which threaten Maine through that the expenditures of the government Conner, who an teaching in Penobscot,
the effort of large interests to get will show a normal increase from year to spent Saturday and Sunday at home.
oontrol of Its water powers for trans- year, because of the increase of popuMn. J. W. Bowden is home from Lawlation and increased demands on the
mission of power in electrical form
nnoe, Mass., alter two weeks with her
treasury.
slater, Mn. Daniel Champion, who is ill.
beyond the borders of the State.
And yet it is a fact that expenditures
“Home power for home people”, is have decreased under the Taft administraBalph Ward well, who went to Mew York
ol the yacht Topeey,
the burden of Mr. Ricker’s letter, and tion. How
great this decrease will be at as assistant engineer
we commend It to the careful atten- the end of the present flaeel year cannot writes glowing accounts ol his trips up the
Hudson.
tion of every one of our readers.
now be estimated, but it will be a very
Dandelion and strawberry blossoms,
substantial amount. The postal deficiency
Rear-Admiral
Philip Hlohborn, will be very considerably lees, it being sereral spins ol grass a loot long, and a
U. S. N., retired, for many years one now fl,000,000 less than last year to the branch ol apple tree leered out, wen some
of the best-known figures In the present time, and it will be found that ol the rarities picked ben on May 1.
American navy, died at his home In every department has responded to the
Owing to the non-arrirel ol the newlyof the President for the utmost appointed pastor ol the Methodist church,
Washington Sunday, aged seventy- request
economy possible, consistent with the from Massachusetts, then was no meeting
one years._
best service.
at Bethany chapel Sunday afternoon.
The fault-finding nswspapers have not
COUNTY OOSS1P
Albert, young son ol Percy Ward well
had time to notice this work of the
and wife, was suocesslully operated on lor
but
the
will
soon
administration,
of
people
2. Bogg, o( Sorry, mode ■ big bool
adenoids at Chatine last Thursday. The
find it out and give proper credit.
young foxM recently, digging oat ■ fox
operation was performed by Dr. Tapley ol
den and oaptaring nine of the little felBallast, assisted by Dr. Parsons.
low*.
It la pretty hard work lor the aooldan to
Mrs. Augusta A. Leach, who has been in
keep up their fault-finding with the new Portland with her daughter, Mn. 8. L
Hon. Elmer P. Spofford, of Deer I*U, bn*
tariff in the face of the splendid results
Bates, since last fall, is in Bucksport with
been elected deputy grand muter of the
which are being recorded. The increased her
sister, Mn. Druailla Hutchings, who
grand lodge of Moine, P. and A. M. By revenue is now over
but that la is
(80,000,000,
Mn. Hutchings has many
rery ill.
long recognized custom, tbi* election give* one of the least of the results of its
operatriends hen who hope for her recorery.
bim a clear right-of-way to the grand
tion. It is estimated that the increase of
L.
Mayl
muterahip next year.
wages during the first year of the new law
will approximate half a billion dollars,
CABTINE.
The gold-beaded cane given by a Boaand that every worthy man in the oountry
ton newspaper to the oldeat mala reeident
Willii Ricker ia in Boeton on business.
can find work at good wages.
of Surry, bu by the recent death of
R. B. Brown and wife ere spending the
This record would be checked, it not reAlexander McOulin at the age of more
if a democratic Hcsw rijnold be week in Portland.
versed,
than ninety-three year*, paued to the
Alectsd next fall. While there would
P. W. Vogell epent laat week, with his
poeeeeeiou of Simon Flood, of Boat Burry,
he no tariff legislation, yet the business brother, J. M. Vogeil.
aged about ninety-one year*.
world would be anxious about the future,
A. H. Folsom, of Roxbury, Mass., is in
It wu a Hancock county man who in and this uneasiness would result in a town
lookiip after his cottage*.
menace to oapital and a
consequent setVenice on April 14, welcomed ex- Preaident
Mrs. John Thomba, who baa spent »*Tback
to
labor.
Rooeevelt—John Q. Wood, formerly of
eral week! in Mew York, returned home
Buckeport, now American ooniul at
Saturday.
The democrat* here no program to offer
Venice. After breaktut with Silu McBee,
W. C. Brown, who has been in Boeton
editor of the Churchman, New York, Mr. which can appeal to the people a* an
on business
the past month, returned
Wood with hi* gondola, met Col. Koooe- improvement on preeent condition*. They home
Saturday.
velt at the Hotel Britannia, and they *et are, ot course, dee iron* of a change limply
Mrs. A. Ricker, who has been making
off to *ee *ome of the sight* of the city. became they are office-hungry, bat thorn*
Mr. Wood and Mr. McBee were Col. and* who are impatient at President Taft an extended visit in Jacksonville, Fla.,
became he ha* not accomplished in a year returned home Friday.
Boosevelt’s guest* at lunch.
In an article

what has taken four yean under eome adVilda Stockbridge, a little Atlantic]girl, ministration*, will haeitate when it comee
guttering for three yean from hip disease, to voting for a change to democracy.
The fact i* that Preeident Taft and hi*
for more than a year put being in a
hospital at Portland during which time cabinet are not spectacular. Mach i*
she has had one leg amputated, hu written being aooompliehed Iron week to week
which is not being noted, bat which will
a prize-winning story for a Boston paper,
under the title, “Happy Days in a Hoepi- appear when the record ia made op. The
tal.” The story, which contains not one people will find it ail oat long before Nov.
word of complaint, not one word of her 8, and will register their approval aooordown suffering, is a sermon on cheerfulness
ingly.
The people should, and will, appreciate
u eloquent u any ever
put in words.
The story it printed elsewhere in this the fact that all the promisee of a platform
cannot be enacted into law in a single
issue.
year or in a single Congress. Some imForest Fire Warden*.
portant measures mmt go over till the
Announcement wai made at the State next session, and some till the next Conforestry department yesterday of the fol- gress. For that reason, Ur. Taft should
have a republican House to work with the
lowing warden* for Hancock oonnty:
Chief warden—H. T. Sillby, Aurora, all republican Senate during the latter part
of Maine’i forest fire district in Hancock of his term in order that the full measure
of legislation may be had to meet his
county.
recommendation* and the pledges ot the
warden—M. B.
North Han-

Getting Together.
Deputy
Joy,
Tleerge 8. Hobbe, o< Portland, aee- cock,
township No. t.
-ond vice-president and comptroller
Fred S. Bunker, Franklin, townships 7,
'Of the Maine Central railroad, waain », 10 and IS.
Ellaworth yesterday, and met a few
A. B. Havey, East Sullivan, Nos. 7 and
-oftke boalneea men of Ellaworth at 10.
W. H. Farnsworth, South Beddington,
Vn informal meeting at the office of
east half No. 28; east half No. M.
Hon. John A. Peters.
Henry French, East brook, township No.
The object of Mr. Hobbs’ visit here
16; south half and east half No. 22.
-was to get in touch with the business
Nabum Jordan, Aurora, township No.
men of Ellsworth and their interests,
21; north half No. 22; west half No. 28.
and is in line with what the railroad
Esra Williams, Great Pond, townships
a policy No.
is doing all over the Sate
32; west halt No. 38; No. 33.
which cannot fail to reeult in mutual
John Baker, Bradley, townships No. 30
advantage, for It gives the business and 80; No. 2; north half No. 31.
Charles Merritt, Deblois, east half No.
men of the localities visited an opeast half No 18.
portunity to offer suggestions, ask 22;H. H.
Madden, Greenfield, No. 32.
dismake
oomplalnta,
questions,
Howard Fletcher, Ellsworth, plantation
and so
cuss
—

on, directly
situations,
a high official of the road.
the meeting yesterday, a whole

No. 8.
with
John B. Shuman, Great Pond, number
At
32 plantation.
lot of matters of mutual interest were
H. P. McReavey, Northfleld, east part
informally discussed, and while noth- townships 38 and 81.
Bufus S. Page, Passadumkeag, west psrt
ing specific was done, the general
offset of it all was that Mr. Hobbs townships 38 snd 81.
Hiram Corliss, Cherryfleld, Lead Mountook away with him a feeling that
tain and surrounding country.
this dommunity was alive to its conW. L. Robertson, Cherryfleld, northesst
dition, and he left behind him a feel- half No. 10; southeast half No. 18.
of
the
railthe
disposition
ing that
Albert E. Bchoppe, Beddington, west
road management was to co-operate half township No. 38; west half
township
in every possible way in the develop- No. 20.
E. a. Tracey, Cherryfleld, townships 7,
ment of our resources.
9,10 and 18.
John O. Whitney, Ellsworth, general
Clarence B. Burleigh, editor of the
Kennebec Journal, and eon of Oon- deputy for Maine forestry district.
Howard B. Moor, Ellsworth, general
greeeman B. 0. Burleigh, died very
for Maine forestry district.
eaddenly Monday evening, at the deputy
Madison Gordon, North Sullivan, T. 7,
borne of hie brother-in-law, Dr. R. H. H.
8,9, 10.
Stubbe. Mr. Burleigh and hie wife had
Fred A. Carver, Caps Hosier, all islands
and
in
the
been ont
evening calling,
in Maine forestry district in Hancock
«n their way home he complained of oounty.
ohoilnnae of breath. They went at
POLITICAL NOTES.
wnee to the home of Dr. Stubbe where
Mr. Burleigh died a few mine tee
The socialists of Maine, twenty-live of
Inter. Death wae doe to heart failure. whom met in convention, have nominated
Mr. Burleigh waa flfty-eU yearn of Hobart V. Hunter, of Freeport, for goverof Bowdoin nor, and F. E. Bramhall, of Camden, for
ege. He wae a graduate
and had been oonneeted with State auditor.
_

college,

—

ting
blastherklte.

American is 2.400 copies.

COUNTY NEWS

the Kennebec Journal einoe 1887, being
The highest form of Christian life is
editor einoe 1888. Mr. Bur- self-denial for the good of others.—Bn.
ebook to hia Dr. Park.
iaa
death
great
gaigh’a

party platform.

Republican State Convention.
The call for tbe republican State convention to nominate candidates for
governor and auditor, has been Issued.
The convention will be held at the city
hall at Augusta Wednesday, June 28, at 10
a. m.
Harry B. Austin, of Phillips, will
preside.
The following list shows the number of
delegates to which each town in Hancock
county is entitled:
Amherst,
Aurora,
Bluthill,
Brooklln,
Brooksville,
Bucks port,
Castinc,
Cranberry Isles,
Dedham,
Deer Isle,

Eastbrooks,
Eden,
Ellsworth,
Franklin,
Oouldsboro,
Hancock.
Isle au Haut,
Lamoine,

1 Marla villa.
1 Mount Desert,
S Orland,
1 Otis,
3 Penobscot,
4 Sedgwick,

% Sorrento,
t Stonlngton,
1 Southwest Harbor,
S Sullivan,
1 Surry,
S Swan’s Island
S Tremoat,
S Trenton,
S Verona,
1 Waltham,
1 Winter Harbor,
3

8. K. Whiting chapter held a sapper at
its hall Thursday evening. The members
of the supper eommittee were Mrs. Frank
Coombs, Mrs. I. M. Gardner, Mrs. Alexander, Mrs. Clara West, Mrs. E. C. Bowden.
After supper, the degree was oon (erred'On
one candidate—Mrs. Katharine Hunt.
The United States civil service commission announces first-grade clerical examination to be held May 14, for the position
of deputy collector and inspector, at (1.66
per day, in the custom house at Castine.
The age limit ia eighteen years or over on
the date of the examination, which ia open
to all citizens of the United State*. Application form may be obtained from C. Fred
Jones at the custom house, or from
Secretary First District, Boom 141, Postofllce
Building, Boeton.” Applications must be
on file with the secretary at Boston by 4 JO
O.
p. m. May t.

COUNTY NEWS.

38.
boy, who arrifod at thoir bom* April
Thai! many trionda ban extend oongntulationa.
A8HYUXE.
William Tbompaon, of Sooth PenobBd. Qaptill rUlted relatiree in town
•cot, had tha mUfortana to lota hit honaa oently.
waa
by Hr* Sunday night. Mr. Thompaon
Min One* Banker hu ntonM u,
waa dlaaway from home whan tha Ora
South Go old* boro, whnn Hm hu
,m.
oorered, and aa than an no near nelghAn ployment.
bon, baton help could arrin tba
John Trucy haa gone to Su
The outbuilding*
bad gained headway.
Hurbor
and fornltun down italn wan need. •hurt hu hoe employment at Urn Belmont
Then waa no inaumnoe on tha building. tor the coming muon.
Mr. Thompaon baa the aympathy of many
Dorn Donnell and
Mr*.
duniht.,
trieoda ban.
Eleanor, ot Wert BnlUvun, ere gueete 0|
Woodlocm.
3.
Donnell’.
Mr*.
May
perenU, Milton Johruon
and wile.

SABGENTVILLE
E. K. Hammond and lkmily wen
called
CUpt. C. L. Babaon la at Eggemoggin.
to Weet Gould.boro Bondar to attend
the
bual£. E. Camming* la in Portland on
funeral ot Mr. Hammond', brother, CW
Henry Hammond.
Mn. Hontlo J. Lymburaer and children
Ml*. Moaea Bartlett attended
Pomom

at lalaaboro.
grange In Gould, boro Wedneadaj. Mr
Mn. Clan L. Bowden haa nturnad from Bartlett, Mine Bartlett, Mn. Charlw
Small and Mia* Qraoe Banker attended
a Tialt In Uadflald, Maaa.
Coabmon grange Wedneeday
Mn. John Bannatt haa bean Tiaiting bar
evening.
Maya. _Phoebe.
pannta at Little Deer lale.
an

Mlaa Edith Eaton, of Auburn dal*, Mam
la at bar home In Ufa Tillage.
Bon. Henry W. Sargent and wife an
apanding tba week in Portland.

_

_

Mn. Hattie Lynam, who has been in
California through the winter, is home.
Mn. Linda Lynam, who has been with
her daughter in Portland through the

WEST TREMONT.
Mr*. L. M. Loot U better.

Cept. C. P. Lout, achooner J. M. Harlow,
■ailed Frida; lor Oalala to load for New
winter, to home.
York.
May 2.
Cept. Willard Kick, schooner IArid
Fault, wiled yeaterda; for Bangor to load
Bow's TKIf?

lumber.

The ladle* of thl* place met Frida; and
cleaned the church. Bar. L. C. Warren la
tha new paator.

Cept. E. 'A. Lunt, achooner F. H.
Odiorne, arrived Saturday, bound for
Somea’ aound to load paving for New
York.

Ckpt. George W. Murphy and daughter
Helen are home from Boaton. Ckpt. Murphy left to-day to take faia veeael, the Levi
8. Andrew*.
W. A. Clark, ar., left yeaterda;
government ateamer Myrtle to do

on

wtaka' work on the monument at
Provincetown, Maaa., which waa left on
account of bad weather.
Bey. Alfred Biahop and wife will leave
thla week for their new home in Marhlaa,
where be will preach. It la with regret
the people part with both him and hie wife,
aa the; have been much help for the abort
time the; have been here, and bare made
man; trienda.
Thelma.
Ma; 2.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mr*. Row Wedge l* in very poor health.
A. P. McDonald left In the Morning
Star on Friday.
The schooner Gold Hunter, from Bluehill, is at the wharf with a load of wood.

1
1

No. 31
No.*

Mnvnu.

Wi offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Care.
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo. 0.
We, the undersigned. have known K j.
for the last Xft years, and believe him
honorable In all busineaa transacperfectly
tions and financially able to carry oat any obligations made by his firm.
Waldimo, Khvxan A Mabvi.*,
Wholesale Druggist*. Toledo. 0.
Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 7# cents per bottle. Sold by all drug-

Cheney

fists.

Take Hall's

Family Pills for consti pstion.

Jot 2*U.

the

aeveral

MOTOR—-A t to 4 horse-power
Belknap "Little Giant” vster motor.
Good as new. Jest the thing for light power
in town which has waterworks. Will be sold
cheap. Address P. O. Bog 4W. Ellsworth.
008 FOR HATCH!NO-Pure bred barred
Plymouth Rocks and 8. C. Brown Legi; Me. per setting at the house; "fc. by
express. First-class stock. O. P. Toasxscs,
R. F. D. t. Ellsworth, Me.

WATBR
B?

of the late Margaret
Earn ham situated at Lamoiae village.
HOMR8TBAD
A.

Apply to Fbamk L.

Hoookiks.__
HOMESTEAD
L. W. Rcxiu,

TBi CHESTER ROBBINS
X —At Seal Coes. Apply to
West

Tremont,

Me.__
one

COWS—Two;

fresh in milk.
street,

of them
Jamm

young Jersey,
Meerut, Pine

a

Ellsworth.__
EBantrt.

work.

.non] SoukMbs. Wm. 8. Cocsixs. Lamotne

Point, Me.

Mrs. Fred Fernald and little daughter,
spent two days with WIlford Truswli and
Houuik
wife recently.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERS HIP.
BAR HARBOR.
The drama, “Village Belle,” will be
firm of Tracy A Bellatty is this day
wife
ot
Fred
C.
EdaD.,
dissolved by mntaal consent. Mr. BelJeUiaon, died given by local talent Wedneeday evening. THE
All bills
from the business.
retiring
at
the
latty
Monday April 2d,
ace ot thirty- Music by Kelley’s orchestra.
against, and all bills dae the firm win be settour yean. Mn. JeUiaon baa been critiMiss Viola Joy is spending two weeks at tled by W. B. Tracy.
William B. Teact.
eaUy U1 ainoe the birth of a child the lat- home before the summer season
HABBTM.BxLi.Arnr.
opens at
April 10,1910.
ter part of February, and a abort time ago a
Poland Bprings, where she is employed.
aeriona operation became neceaaary, from
CARD OP THANKS.
Friends are sorry to learn that Mrs.
which ahe had not etrength to recover.
B hereby extend oar sincere thanks and
Frank Stanley will be obliged to take her W appreciation to the friends and neigbMn. JeUiaon vaa born at Our land, the
bor. who liihm ■■ to <o
w.j. in oar
son Lyle to Bar Harbor
hospital nont Md horonvom.nl; bob,
olio to the mur
daughter of David W. Dearborn. Beeidea youngest
for a surgical operation on his throat.
friend, who M kindly contributed tbe floret
her huaband, ahe ia aurvived by her
(tfto.
May 2.
S.
mother and one brother. The family baa
Fanttr.
Kn Fun P. Vmun
Cuum M. WrcwAK »*D Feteur.
the ainoe re aympathy of a boot ot friend*.
AMHERST
Ellsworth Polio. Her «. 1*1*.

Mays.

_

The pain ten of Bar Harbor went out on
•trike Monday aa they had threatened to
do nnlaoa their demand lor a minimum
wage offtAO for an eight hour day wen
granted by the maater painten' aaeociation.
Them am about oixty Journeymen painten
in the local union and they have voted to
remain out on atrike until their demand ia
granted.
They ham been receiving fl
per day, and they give aa the reaaon for
aaking for an incraaae the preeent high
coat of Uving. They ham rafuaed an offer
of |IJS.
W. H. 8. Ellingwood, superintendent ol

schools,

baa

accepted a poaition

aa

super-

Leonard Marsh, of Eddington, wss in
town last wwk buying cows.
Mrs. Charles Smith, of Ellsworth Falls,
is visiting her parents, who are ill.
Charlie Soper, of Bar Harbor, visited at
the home of W. G. Orcutt last wwk.
Miss Bernim Orcutt has gone to Marlboro to visit her sister, Mrs. Harry
Rodick.
James H. Nickerson died very

suddenly

Monday evening soon after going
He was eighty-two years of sge.
May 3.

to

bed.
O.

WEST STONINOTON.
Mr». M. A. Seller* i* itill in poor heelth.
D. U. Fifield i* having extensive
repair*
made on bis boose.

intondant of echoola at Romford Falla,
and will leave Bar Harbor in about a weak
No. S
to take op bia new work. Tbe man wbo
Total
haa bad char** of tbe acboole at Romford
V
Mr*. Elisabeth Stinaon (pent a few
Falla, baa been receiving a salary of |2,000
day*
“Better Farming” Train.
per year, and leavea to aeoept a better last week with friend* at Stonington.
U
The Maine Central railroad
malting poeition. Mr. EHingwood’e salary in Bar
Elmer Gilley and wife are guest* of Mr*.
plane lor a “better ifarming” train to be Harbor waa fl,4fi0 a year. He will receive Galley’* parents, J. W. Stinson and wife.
tent ont over iU linee beginning about the 11,800 at Romford Falla to start
wltb, and
Mr*. Mabel Putnam, wbo was called
middle of Jane. It will be ran under the tbe aaanranee of a eubetantial
increase, here by the death of her cousin, returned
of
Maine, If bis work la satisfactory.
anapieee of the Cnivenlty
to her home in South Thomaston Friday.
which will forniih speaker! and exhibits.
May 2.
Mum.
It is proposed to ran the train over all
PENOBSCOT.
the lines in the State, making stops at
The memory of the past 1 only worth
Mrs. F. N. Bowden and Mre. Colon preserving as a motive to
many towns when the exhibits in the
the future_
leach spent Friday and Batorday in Ban- Sunday School Times.
oars will be open to inspection, and short
the
who
will
be
talks
speakers
gor.
given by
The mother* of the old regime who were
will accompany the train.
Mrs. Abbie Snowman arrived from artistio successes, a* the modern social
The object is ednoational, and in line
Bandy Point last week, and baa opened
with the work recently taken op by the her boose here for tbe summer.
Maine Central railroad to advance the
Mrs. Herman Perkins and son James
It i» commonly said by tanner* that a
farming and industrial interests of Maine. arrived home
Friday from an extended good pear or
apple costs no more time or
visit In Belfast and Bangor with relatives. pain* to rear than
a poor
one; so I would
Set yourself earnestly to see twhat you
have no work of
art, no speech, or action,
Stephen Salisbury and wife, of Brewer,
were made to do, and then set yourself
or friend, but the beat
thought,
are tbe happy parents of a nine-pound
ernestly to do it —PKUiipt Brookt.
Long Island,

WBBT OOULD8BORO.

Jams* B. Wright died Monday,
April a
at lb* age of eeeanty-nine yean, jg,
Wright rMpondad to his ooontry’i oeil
Mia* Marlon Lord, of Salem, Maaa., la during the Ulrii war and tu a m,mb<r
of the a. A. B. post ol Sullivan. He «u
the gneet Of Mlaa Joaapbin* Hinckley.
attarward employed tor a number ol yean
Mn. Buaan M. Qrindal baa returned
aa keeper of Mark Ialand light,
resign!,*
from Portland, whan aha apant tha winthat position to lire a quiet life at his
ter.
home bars. Ueeidaa a wile, he leaves three
Oaoar Hooper, wife and aon Winfield
daughters-Mrs. Julia Sargent and Mn.
apant Sunday with friend* at Little Dear Etta Torrey, of Winter
Harbor, and Mn.
lale.
Hattie Young, of Hancock.
of
and
chtldnn,
Kimball
Erl*
Mn.
Bangor, wan in town tha lint of tha
BABY LAMOIME.
week.
Mias Florence Hodgkins la Tisltlug in
Norman Gray left laat weak for Long Bar Harbor.
Inland, whan ha la employed on tha yacht
Mn. Moody and Mice Btebbine, ol BosErelyn.
are at Luther Gilpatrick’s tor the
ton,
Mn. Warren Beadle and aon Llewellyn
summer.
in
bare nturnad from a Tialt with friend*
Mn. Delia Willis, after a long and
Chmdan.
painful Illness, died Friday, April a.
Albert Billing*, Herbert Hoopa, BowFuneral eenrisae wen held at the home
land Qny and Raymond Grindall aa emof her sister, Mrs. Etta Lancaster, MonT.
Mona.
ataamer
J.
on
the
ployed
day forenoon.
Harry Hooper and wife and Frank Fita8.
May*.
gerald and wife, of Camden, bar* been tha
SEAL HABBOK
gueet* of Llewellyn Hooper and wife.
Sin.
Lucy Cummings to eery ill of pneumonia.
May 2.

_

or^

—

IdpINetias.
Buknpt'i PMlttOB for IMKharj*.
In tha Bittar of
Roscon B. Qoolo,

Bankrupt,

1

Bankruptcy,
{In
)

To tho Bon. CUronoo Halo, Judge ot thr DUtriet Court ol tho Uni tad States tor the DUtrict of Mulm
B. GOULD, of Rlleworth, in tb*
county of Hancock and BUMto*
ne, In said district, respectfully repr«*
•enta, that on tho Uth day of March. on*
past. ho was dnly adjudged bankrupt
dor tho Acta of Congrooo relating to ban**
rnptcy; that ho haodnly ourrendered ollkw
property and righto of property, and baa
complied with all the requirement* of •*»
acta and of the orders of court touching hi*

S08C0B

|u*

fO‘jI

bankruptcy.
wherefore he1 P*hT» that he may be decreed
ed hjr
b; the court to here n full diecherge
ertete
from
at a,,
nil U*ww
vcwva»w*a
debt* provable
■§■•••■• his ■, Ml
against
under said bankruptcy acta, except ouch
as are excepted by law from ouch dischargeDated this 19th day of April, a. d. 1910.
Roocon E. Gould.
—-

dept*

Bankrupt*.

Order of NotleofThereon.
Diotuict or Mama so.
°*
On thU »th day of April. ». d. WA
the foregoing petition, it ie—
reeding
__Nfoll
beering be
Ordered be the oourt,
«
hnd upon the
on the »th day
e®"*
eeld
d.
before
Bey. n.
mo,
“
»l
nt
Portland, in said district,
o’clock
in
the forenoon; and tb»t
tice thereof be pnbliebed In the
American, n newspaper printed in e»Wolk<
trict, and that nil known creditors, end *
in lntereet, may appear at lee
ne end plaoe, end show onuee. If any
ehoow
hevo, why the prayer of said
not be granted.
|U|
court.
And It ie further ordered by the
the clerk chall send by mail to
or
creditor, oopiee of mid petHlon end thU
'«*
der, add reseed to them attbeir places ol
d
Btl*.
Honorable Clerence
■«—

_

...___

JfJ

Kreone

petitioner

'KJ

til‘f"

wUnom**the'

m

Jew ■. Hnwnr. Clerk-

CITY MEETING.

ORANGE FAIR.

RUsworth Subscribes Thousand DolOUTBIDS BTC*
lar Bonn* to Brins It Hera.
jjjTLE BDbINM
T»« bon at ol fl.OOO asked from tha
ULAB ROUTINE.
buainaaa man ot Ellsworth
by tba Hanoock
mw uou-otfob
pnrriow
County Orange Fair association to secure
at poo* pa*m—

pbovbmbhtb

tba location of tha tali
bam, baa baan subaeribad, largely through tba efforts of ex°f tha city fovarn- Mayor Simonton.
T1>(, rrguUr moetin*
At a
held
Monday
•rainy, Mayor Uon meeting of the grange fall associa«u
bu,,
witb Secretary Howard P. Whitcomb
aldannan
promt,
Higortby praaldlny;
representing tbe Hanoock County Fair
and Pattan.
association Saturday
jBtebar, Moor*
afternoon, a—i
as follow.: negotiation# for tbe tranafer of
Boll, of accoanU warapaand
Wyman
to
tbe
park
grange fair aaeoclation were
BOLL OB ACCOVm wo. I>
bolls of acoodhtb.

jWobbo.
* L

Drmmmay*
Police.
MIctaMl J Drawuwoy
P90tt
H
A O BPowar Co.
nitric light. B
B ■ Spriasor,
Library.
Mr. H H limn,
Mary A Hodgkin.,
•apt of .chi. PA AKlllam.
Clara O Hopklaa,
Tut book np,
P A A KiUara,
CbarlM O Wormall,
MllT.r, BardoM A Co,
Honphtoa, MtSla Co,
Haaoook Oo Pab Oo,
AB.rican Book Co.
D C Hiotk A Oo,
Mlltoa Bradl.y Co,
Atklaaoa, Maataar A
Onrtr,
Edward ■ Babb A Oo.
F B Aik.a,
Hlfb school. Edward B Babb A Oo.
Edward Haaoy,
School,
Sohoolhonaa, B Aafaatoa Flood,
Lao 1 Ward wall,
llreDvpt,
«a H Fomroy,

enacted.
Tha grange fair aaeoclation la now in
poaitlon to aaaoma immediate control of
tba park, and prnpoaee next week to
begin
weak on tha improvements to ba made.
Tha drat work will ba tba
rebuilding of
tha board fence around tha
grounds, and
of the rail fenoea along both aidaa of the
track. The grounda will ba
graded, and tha
track put in condition for
trotting.
Further improrementa will include the
erection of new horae-abeda and tha
building of a single-dock grand a tend
about 80x136 feat, with exhibition hall be*
l°w. And tha erection of a rectaurant
building, and toilet rooma tor man and

Awtommt.
S US

MM
MM
S 71
MM
IN
an
TM
1H
at
SM
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HI

woman.

George E. Daria, F. A. Orcutt and Roy

•M
MM
7M
MM

C W A F L Maaoa,
Warns March,
Bdward B Card.
Albert F Btoekbridsa,
NETal ATalCo.
M B Toua«,
David Frlaad,
B H A U B Powar Co,

C. Hainaa were made a committee to secure bids on the work
proposed.
Tba aaeoclation will now make an settee
canraa for tbe sale of stock. The
capital
stock is 910,000, divided into 6,000 shares
otflaach. It is hoped to distribute the
slock widely imong
grangers, no others
being allowed to hold stock, and the Individual holdings being limited to fifty
•hares. This insures against any control
of the fair by a few large
shareholders,
and placing the management in tbe hands
ot the grangers themselves.
With the grangers of the county behind
It, the success of the fair financially, and
aa an institution making for tha
development and ad ranee ment of the agricultural
interests ot this section, ssema assured.
Tbe dates for tba fair, aa already as-

ISM
MM

IM
MM

Haary B Davla,
Jamas B Aadaraoa,
Thomas I Hal a,
William H Tras,
Mlltoa Bockwllb,

BSStsvaas,

signed. am Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, dept. 30, U and 33.
At Saturday's meeting, the secretary of
tbs association was Instructed to address
MM a letter
of appreciation to tba people ot
Ellsworth for tha support given tha project. Tba letter follows:

Haaooek Co Fab Co,
William K MoOowa,

BHAUI Powar Co,
C W A F L Maaoa.
Joba f Boyal,
Haary A Davla,
■ Eafaaa

tunm

Total.

To iko CUiaont ofMUworth:
It ll mj pleasant duty as

'* moiu.
on n
is 01

mm

Highway!.
BldtWSlk.......

crushing

an n

menu'
Common schools
Hi(h school.

....

Grand total.

Bond of J. H. Braanahan as const*bis st
Urge ni accepted end filed.
Report of Citj Auditor T. E. Hale,
printed elsewhere, wee accepted and filed.
Petition of William B. Mitchell and
forty other* tor an electric light at the
corner of High and Waahlngton streets,
was referred to the committee on electric

lights.
Petition of the telephone company for
the right to erect polee and wires on old
lamoine road from Pierce’* corner to Lamoine road line, as presented at last meet-

ing,

was

raising.
Again thanking the kind citizens of Ellsworth, and asking you to Join our Boost
club, the Hancock County Orange Pair

granted.

The (Inane* committee was authorised association will welcome you at the grange
to secure a temporary loan of f&,000.
fair, Sept. 10,11 and 22. Cordially yours.
It was voted to allow fK toward repair*
Roy C. Hamas, Secretary.
O. W. Poss. President.
and improvement* on the old cemetery
Hollis E. Acsrm, Treasurer.
near the Congregational church.
It was voted to Install a bath room and
DEDHAM.
two closet* at the city poor farm. Alderman Moore was appointed a committee of
Mrs. Orlando Grindle is ill of grip.
one to attend to the matter.
Miss Gladys Eldridge has gone to BanBequest of tb* first assistant engineer of gor for medical treatment.
the fire department for an increase in
Roy Varnum, who has been at the
•alary was referred to the committee on
hospital in Bangor, is home,
fire department.
The census of the town of Dedham is
Bill of ten men for fighting forest fire in
Flood district April 17, three hour* each, | being taken by E. W. Burrill.
was referred to the committee on fire deMrs. W. W. Black is visiting her daughpartment.*
ter, Mrs. Bert Venadestine, of Orono.

|

Adjourned.

moved to Holden,
Herman Gray
where he will be employed by Walter
Maddocks.
Eugene Moon and wife, of Mt. Desert
Perry, were guests of J. F. Cowing and
wife last week.
B.
May 2.
has

i
It is more from carelessness about truth
than from intentional lying that there ia
so much
falsehood in the world.—Dr.

Johnson.

Basil
Mummy, tall us a story about
fairies and witches and imps. Mother______
Then was ones a little Imp and its name
Be assured that endurance is nobler
was Basil. Basil
Perhaps you’d better | than strength, and patience than beauty.
keep to witches and fairies.
I —John Rustin.
—

|

—

credit*.
« 86 00

(ten.

Bute road

Oty

poor.

City echoola.
High echool.
Text-book.

Bchoolhonae.
Bopt. of echoole.
Police.
Fir* department ....

City library.
Internet.
City water.
Electric light.
P*rpt. care oem. lota,

400 00

S/BO 00
1,000 00
2/00 00

842
37 90
080 08

400 00
40000
B00 00
780 00
8,000 00
700 00
3,800 00
2,000 00
2/00 00
0B 00

762
80 74
113 06
372 82
383 42

823 18

credit*.

fO,OBB 00
4/00 00
900 00
400 00
1,000 00
400 00
3/68 42
1,007 03
2,080 08
400 00
407 62
630 74
883 06

3,372
1,083 42
3,800 00
2,000 00
2,82318
02

drawn.

91,486 07
368 78
06 48

Bat otardrawn.

94/48 00
4,143 21

60168
27176
84 00
706
486
83 32
166 70
678 81

803 32
400 00
1,000 00
400 00
2,006 78
706 18

381;16

706 36

2,704

11

963

67

3,536 26
2,000 00
2/42 02
66 00

931,792 12

COLLECTOR’* ACCOUNTS.
Col. eineo
Uncollected la ft
last report.
auditor’• report.

TAX

!**.
.

Totals..*..
Balance on hand tart report,

Total,
14*7 2,1810.

188 79

Bal. uncot.
to date.
99473 82
373 80

1,706 S3
2482 OB

6,386 73

20

918,342 86

9 847383
M3 W
1,706 38
9,277 81

98146606

94,757

treasurer's report.
Paid *inoe last report,
91,16066

96,479 44

"There, mumr she said. "I pinched
one or two, aa you told me, and when
the man wasn’t looking I pinched the
blessed lot!"—London Answers.

<

BUCKSPOBT.
Kn. Reginald Muir returned to bn
bom* in Boston Monitor, after Hnnl
weeks at tbo Bobinson booaa.

Min Maria Stow returned to Bangor
Friday afternoon, after spending a few
daya with bar brother, B. B. Stover.
M”i. Mary Crocker, wbo baa been visit*
i»« bn damrhtn Mra. E. S. MoCbodter, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., returned by boat Saturday.
Tbs remain! of Cap*. Melvin H. Lowell,
wbo died at Gloucester, Maas., Friday
April», arrived Tuesday. Oapt. Lowell
was a resident of Buck*port, and moved to
Massachusetts four years ego. For tbs
put year be bad been captain of a barge
out of Philadelphia. He was taken ill, and
only lived a abort time after being removed to the hospital. He leaves a widow
and two children. Ha was forty-two years
of age.

Child.
Chorus
Macaulay
Thomaa Ba blog-ton Macaulay should Reuben Haskins,
“Silas Green'*
Herbert
Porter,
uniwith
the
hare
ranked
perhaps
versal geniuses, bat It la true that hla Recitation,
Miss Rebecca Fogg
precocious gift waa largely In the di- Musette,

He read Incesrection of literature.
aantly from the age of three. At seven
he had composed a very fair compendium of universal history from the
creation to 1800.
At eight he had
written a treatise destined to convert
the natives of Malabar to Christianity.
As a recreation from this weighty
work be wrote In the same year a romance in the style of Scott In three
cantos, entitled "The Battle of Cheviot” A little later came a long poem
on the history of Olaf Magnus and a
vast pile of blank verse entitled "Pingal—A Poem In Twelve Books.” Bat
he disliked mathematics and did not
pass hla examinations In that subject
thus standing oat among all child
prodigies. Hla memory was such that
he literally never could forget anything and after twenty years could
repeat bits of poetry read only once.
Her One Wish.
The wandering peddler stopped at
the southern cabin and opened his

Is diMto the debilitating weather oftheaoaeon,
and to the Impure, Impoverished, devitalized
condition of the blood oaueed by too oloae confinement, too little outdoor air and exerofea^teo
heavy diet during the winter.
It la oured by the great constitutional remedy

Hood’s

•8,967 41

Total,
T. E. Hale, Auditor.

Sarsaparilla

Wbfefe effect, It, wonderful <nm. not simply beoaam It contain, wi MfiSi,
tat became it combine, tta utmost remedial valnee ot man than.tmenty
different Ingredient,.
Tbeie la no real enbetltate (Or Hood’t Sareapartea.
Baaed to boy any preparation laid to be “last m good,” yoa maybe an tt
auertoe, ooete leee tomafce. and yield, tbe fleeter a larger profit, HW DWS-

Miss

Real Estate aim Insurance
C. W. & F.L. MASON
ElVERVIEW LOCAL UNION
WU1 Meet

With

IamlM

Rivervlew Local Union of Christian Endeavor and' Epworth League sooiatia* will’
inaat with Lamoina society Wednesday,
May 18. Tha program follow*:

Boa. P. A. A. Klllam and othara

Offering.

Offering.

Overture—Medley
Sousa Military Band
Italia! Beloved.Donizetti
Chorus
Solo—Maid from Nicobar.“Isle'of Spice'*
Miss Adelaide Stllphen, “Japanese
Maid"
The Good Old USA (solo by Beatrice
O Italia!

Witham)
Merry Ploughboy (whistling interlude)

The

Children’s chorus
Meet Me where the Lanterns Glow (solo
Vincent Courcy)
Chorus
Mary Calkins, Mabel Lyons, Margaret
Snow, Hazel Smith, Adelaide Stllphen,
Marian Chester, Phoebe Calkins, Ethel

Applebee
Solo—The Sousa Girl..Jerome
Miss Kate Hooper, “Daughter of the

Regiment"
Let the Hills with

A&verticerc in THE AMERICAN art

“The Village Choir 1840"
Song—Sullivan,
Earle Grindle, “Dennis McRafferty"
The Rehearsal,

The newspaper which hat no uniform
rate for adverticing space, and is catir
fed to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertieer need expect nothing but cheap
reeulte.—InwreneehaiK f ind.) Press.

J.
_

Ur. Cunningham
on business.

came

from Boston Fri-

day

range or a fur-

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Street,

Ellsworth.

At LUCHINI’S
Bananas, wholesale and
retail; Fruit of all kinds;
the purest of Olive Oil;
Soda and Soft Drinks;'
lee Cream.
CONFECTION EKY, NUTS,
TOBACCO AND CIGARS.

LUOHINI,

BORN.
BILUNGS—At Stonington* April 28, to Mr
and Mra Almost Clayton Billings, a son.
BOWDEN—At Stonington, April 24* to Mr
and Mra Roscoe B Bowden, a daughter.

(Jeesie Leah.)

FERRANTE—At Stonington, April 27* to Mr
and Mrs Camillo Ferrante* a daughter.
POTTER—At South Gouldsboro, April 27, to
Mr and Mrs Stephen Potter, a son.
TRACT—At Gouldsboro* April 80, to Mr and
Mra Marcellua E Tracy, a son.
WHEELDEN—At Ellsworth, May 8* to Mr
and Mrs Harry L Wheel den, a son.

MARRIED.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

a
a

Main

Hancock County Porte.
Southwest Harbor—Ar April 27, sobs A F

Kindberg, Rockland for Bitilivan; R L Toy,
Rockland for Sullivan; Lain W Eppes, Bock*
land for Cutler; Inez, Rockland for Milbridge
Ar April 28, ach Ann C Stuart
Ar April 25, ach Effie M Morrisey
Ar May 4* ach Ada J Campbell* Rockland

Whether it’*
nace—if it is

“Clarion”, it ia
*ara to meet' every requirement.
Made by the Weed Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by

MARINE LIST.

Uncle Josh Perkins’ Orchestra

Mmy ?.

THE=CLARION.

capturing the trade.

Song Resound....Richards

Chorus
Duet—You and I.“Isle of Spice"
Miss Celia Smith, Vincent Courcy
Trio—Wouldn’t You Like to have Me for a
Sweetheart, from the “Yankee Tourist*’,
Misses Hazel Towle, Jessie Nye, Flor-

Thuff tan tKmjibvrf.Benaffrjntl

Summary,

Consecration service.

Part Second.

PANACEA

IbrtnoM at lOJIOt
Praia* wrier—.PraokHodakina
DaPhtlonal aarrioa.Mia* Margarat Koch
Afternoon at 1.
Praia* wrier...Mr*. T. M. Blaiadell
Prayer and scripture....President W. 0. Moon
Singing by Hancock aociaOy.
Solo-Baa. Pi A. A. Klllam
Topic of the afternoon: "Christian Endeaaor
and Epworth Leagne Member*: Their
Duties and Selatlona."
1 At Home, diaenaaion opened by Mra.
Ethel Moon
> In Their Societies.... .Lamoine Sooiety
A With One Another,
Eaat Franklin Sociaty.
Solo
* With the Church-Mt. Oeaert Society

..—

Kitty Webb, “Tambourine Girl"

HaRr,s

Society

Wednesday,. May 18.

Junior hour... .Miss Margaret Kooh>
Weening at 7.
Praia* aervice.
Prayer and acrlptura.. President
Duet.
Addreaa.—
—.Miaa Koch,

pack.
ence Homer
“Mammy, let me show you some self
Solo—My Dream of the USA,
he
began.
raising umbrellas,”
Jere Bulduc
“No use, man, no use,” Interrupted Singing by

the old colored woman as she busied
herself about the pot of clothes.
“Cyant use nuflln lak dat”
"How about self raising window
shades !”
“No good heah, kase deh ain’t no
windows wuth talkin’ about”
“Self raising buckwheat!”
“No good to me—we eat cohn pone.
But mister!”

Spring Debility

rnwnvAL or umn.

The “Festival of Lanterns” given Friday evening undn the anaplcee of the
Metbodiet church was meet suoceaeful.
Much credit is due M. W. Littlefield, of
Bangor, wbo oonducted the affair. The
ball was prettily decorated with Japanese
lanterne.

Muote Writing Made tasy.
MDe. Balls waa In the eighteenth
The accompanists wen Min Eva Mayo,
century the moat accomplished and
fhsdnating baltetauae at the famous Mrs. Horace Gould and Min Margarita
French Opera. In addition to her oth- Dinemore. The following ia tba program:
er qualifications, she played and sang
Part Pint.
with extraordinary artistic skill and Kerris May.OaldtooM
Chorus
depth of expression. She once confided to Rameau, the noter musician, Duct-In the Isle of Oar Dreams.Bad KOI
Mrs
O
A
Breklne.
Earl Orlodle
that her ardent wish waa to be able to
Solo—The Gypsy Maid,
oompoee and asked him to give her a
Mias Myrtle Marks, “Gypsy Maid”
few lessons In the art "Nothing easQuartet,
ier in the world,’’ Rameau gallantly
Misses Celia Smith, Adelaide Stllpben,
replied. He handed her a sheet of paHaiel TOwle, Marguerite Dlnamore
per ruled for music and asked her to Solo-Then's No Place Like Home,
Clifford L Bur rill
take her valuable breastpin and prick
holes In the Unas wherever she thought Bunker’s Hill (solo by Rachel Ripley)
The
that
Has Never Known DeFlag
proper. After the lady had completed
feat (solo Inez Lawrence)
her task Rameau took the sheet of paChildren's chorus
per, turned each puncture into a note, Anchored.Wnteon
determined Its length, selected a suitaChorus
ble key, and the thing was done. This Sestet—Life is a See-Saw.“Isle of Spice”
remarkable composition turned out a
Misses Celia Smith, Laura Dow, Gertrude Marks, Messrs Oourcy, Porter,
lively piece of dance music, which
Grlndle
was afterward entitled “Lee Bauvagee
Solo—The Ould Plaid Shawl.Haynea
Pans lee lodes Gal an tea” and was
Miss Gladys Gilley, "Irish Lass”
popular In France for a great number Song—Take Me Out to the Ball Game,
of years.
Boyce Allen, “Patsy Donovan”
Old Favorites,

BROWN-PRRBY-At Camden. April 27, by
Rev S E Frohock, Miss Mina E Brown to
Leland H Perry, both of Eagle Island.
MORSE—LEACH-At Bluehill, April 80* by
Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Ida E Morse to
Irvin L Leach* both of Flnehill.
RAYMOND
SPILLANE
At
Ellsworth*
April 27, by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Ooldie
E Raymond, of Ellsworth, to Thomas B
Sptllant* of Portsmouth* N H.
SPRINGER
GORDON
At Franklin, April
20, bv William W Bragdon* esq, Miss Bel vs
M Springer to Edgar S Gordon, both of

Giles Block, Main St„ Ellsworth, Me.

Sprlug Is the twi to give your horse

DR. A. C. DANIELS’

Horse Renovator
Powders
Gives Vim end Strength,makes New Blood,
Acte on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs.
DR. DANIELS’ book on Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Dog and Cat, FREE at
WHITCOnB, HAYNES * Co’S,
and GEORGE A. PARCHER’S.

—

Frank Turner has been hers the past
“Well, mammy!"
tor Ur. Loring.
“If yo’U tell me how to tuhn dese week plowing
Hale Burns, who has had employment
heah fohteen bad Chilian Into self
raising pickaninnies Ah’U be yo’ friend in Uaasachusetts the past winter, is home.
L.
Uay 2.
fob life, dat Ah will, sah.”—Chicago

—

—

Eaatbrook.

News.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

PAT, NO WilIII.n

All kind, of lanndry work done at abort Botina.
Good, called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY * CO.,
9tfurttfcmcntk%
DIED.
Bllawortb, Me
Bate? Building, State St.,
Spirit Rock.
At Bangor, April 88, Edna A,
FIFIELD
A memorial to an explorer la that In
widow of Sidney FFi field, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 77 years.
honor of Jean Nlcolet at Menaaha,
GRAY-At Blnehill, April 28* Mrs Sylvia C
ffla. It la a huge bowlder of WinnePell Llnae of
Gray, aged 86 years.
bago Manltou atone, known aa “aplrlt Indigestion U the Cause of It—Get JBLU80N—At Bar Harbor, April 25, Mrs
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
on
a
mounted
C
AND
la
Fred
84
and
FIXTURES.
plain
pyrJellison,
aged
years.
rock,”
Rid of It.
M’PBETERS—At Sedgwick. April 28, Stewart Eadeutte ee WMeg aad Smta fkaartiHy Una
amid of Banda tone twelve feet high.
from
on
little
S
78
11
ft
MoPheters, aged
suffering
months,
years,
People go
ANDREW M. MOOR.
An lnacrlptlon relates that Nlcolet was
days.
stomach troubles for years, and ImEllsworth.
Eatey Building. State|Bi-.
and

She—When you go to ask papa the
first thing he will do will be to accuse
you of seeking my band merely to become bis son-ln-law.
He—Yea? And then—
"And then you must agree with him.
He’s a lot prouder of himself than he
ts of me."

98149212

1907

sixpence.

Winning Her Papa.

466 42

..

Tax.

a girt of eight
"here’s sixpence. Go out and get mo
a pound of plume. And aa I'm going
to giro them In the end to the girl
who gets the sum right lint bo sure
before you buy them you pinch one
or two Just to see that they are wholesome."
A few minutes and Mary had returned. With Unshed face and triumphant
eyes she approached the teacher's desk
aa one worthy of commendation and
plumped down a bag of plume and the

402 67

86 00

UHt-WOi.

So—
"Mary," she said to

302 85

94,463 14 831,792
Total*,
933,966 00 92,290 26 836,266 96
Total credit*. 836,266 96
Accounts underdrawn
Total warrant* drawn.
Acoounta overdrawn...,
4,46814

_

how much hotter oho could Illustrate
her example to her youthful charges
If she really had a pound of plums.

the lint white man In Wisconsin
that he met the Winnebago tribe and
held the earliest white council with
5,000 of Its braves. The monnment
waa erected by the city of Menaaha
and women’s clubs of that place.

2,00418

00 85

264 76

ical pupils wore Inwardly ma the ms Using mathematics
“Now. suppose,” mid tbo mistress,
"I had a pound of plums”—
At which point It occur rod to her

—

Appetite Gone.

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT,

(After ebu|in| off roll! and order* paaeed April 4,1010.)
Total Warranto Bat awApprapria- Bawdry
derdra ten.

Contingent. 06,00000
Highway. 4/00 00
000 00
Sidewalk.
40000
Bridge.
Bockcrnehing. 1,00000

ctaao »u matbematialng for bor mathematical pupils, whllo bor mathemat-

aa a

secretary of the
Hancock County Orange Pair association to
make tbs following announcements:
Pi ret, we extend to the Ellsworth board of
trade. Merchants* association and subcribers
to the $1,000 fund our sincere thanks. We are
proud of the generous expression of honest
support and endorsement, and trust that as
you hare given so may you receive.
The board of directors, through its officers,
hereby pledge themselves, and guarantee that
our project is backed by sincere efforts to
accomplish our aim.
The Hancock County Orange Pair association has to-day completed the terms for the
transfer of Wyman park property, and will
presently take steps to put the ground in
condition and readinesa for the first fair,
which is to be held Sept. 10, 11 and 12. On
each succeeding year we shall hold our fair
for the purpose of agricultural extension and
expansion in Hancock county and the awakening of greater interest in stock and stock-

Bridges..
Bock

COUNTY NEWS

HimM Plum*.
The miatriee of tbo otthnulkd

When She Wasn’t Looking.
Anxious Mother—How do you know
Mr. Jackson la In love with you? Has
he told you so? Pretty Daughter—
N-no, but you should see the way he
looks at me when I am not looking at
him!
Neither.

BngUah Walter—Which side of

the
you wish to sit on, sir?
American Guest—I prefer to sit on a

table

agine they have a
They over eat
force on the

serious disease.

or oyer drink and
stomach a lot of extra

work.

But they never think that the stomach needs extra help to do extra

work.

If these people would take a Mi-ostomach tablet with or after meals,
it would be a great big help to the
stomach in its strain of overwork.
Ui-o-na Is guaranteed by G. A.
Parcher to cure indigestion or any
stomach disease or money back.
Mi-o-na for belching gas.
Mi-o-na for distress after eating.
Ml-o-na for foul breath.
Mi-o-na for biliousness.
Mi-o-na to wake up the liver.
Mi-o-na for heartburn.
Mi-o-na for sick headache.
Mi-o-na for nervous dyspepsia.
Ml-o-na after a banquet.
Mi-o-na for vomiting of pregnancy.
Mi-o-na for oar or sea-sickness.
Fifty oents a large box at leading
dealers everywhere and at G. A.
Pifchei’i.
Booth's Pills cure constipation—26c.
na

electrical

NICKERSON-At Amherst, May 2, James H
Nickerson, aged 82 yean, 8 months.
SCOTT—At Bucksport, April 28, Mrs Mary' D
Scott, aged 85 years, 7 months, 8 days.
WILLIS—At Lamoiiie, April 29, Mrs Delia E
Willis, aged 57 years, 10 months, 25 days.
WITHAM-At Ellsworth Falls, April 80, Fred
P W'it ham. aged 56 years.
WRIGHT—At West Gouldsboro, April 25,
James B Wright, aged 78 years, 4 months, 17

days.

E. K.

In the morning when thou riaeth unwillingly let this thought be present:
"I am rialng to the work of a human
being.’'—Marcus Aurelius.

)
Just
Oozes catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
50o.
Extra
bottles
inhaler IL
Druggists.

Send for circular.

Hopkins,

Successor to Foster Marble and Granite

Franklin

L.

MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maine.

CAMDEN WOOLENS
Co.,

Street,

wishes to call your attention to his shop fnll of'
the latest and best designs of Cemetery art
work, and to the fact that he will sell these new
goods at a small margin.
The public Is invited to call and Inspect tlieee
fine designs if In want of anything in marble or

granite.
who has been In the business
over thirty years and can guarantee a first-class
in
job
every respect, and nice LETTERING is
his specialty. Please drop in and look at a new
departure in Marble work.

Ladies' and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills output. Write for Saaples.
Apsis Wasted is Ersry Town ts SsH Thssl Ml
F. A.

Packard, Mgr. Retail Department,
Box 3B, Camden. Me.

ItofMitonsl Care*.

j^rTcTeT holtT

a man

do

chair.—Judge.

modem improvements.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy rugs made from old
woolen, tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Cayab daaaad dam. Rataraad ky sett bdgfct

L.
2DfttittMtnmuk

Be has

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

BANGOR,

DENTIST.
H.

FOR 8ALE

ALICE

SCHOONER OTRONTO

akd
dLBBICAL WORK.
Agent ot the Onion Sate Deposit * Trust Oo^ si
Portland, Me., for furnlsblng Probata
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moon's Sea
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

M Torn Net
will be Mid at a bargain to aettle estate.
Inquire of Fred L. Mawo or Sarah E.

Doyle, Ellsworth,

SCOTT,

typewbitTnu!'’accounting
GKNREAL

COUNTY NEWS.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

t

'timed, and will ba employed
iHodgkins farm this summer.
April IS. __

on

COUNTY NEWS.

tho
N.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

HAPPY DAYS AT A HOSPITAL.
[ Priie story wi Ittsa for th* Boston HtreU
*.
by Vtldn Stock bride*, daughter of W. th*
Stock bride*, of Atlaatio. who entered
hospital at Portlnad for treatment for hip
dl**a*«, aad submitted to th* amputation of
e lofO

Mr*. Margaret Trundy, of the Hotel
Holmes, has been seriously 111 for a weak,
bat la now safely reoovering.
I thought I would writs a story In th*
Quite a large number from Rowena Re- Boston Herald of my stay in tha hospital.
bekah lodge will go to Bar Harbor May 4 1 have no tot wrtttsn baton, but I know
to do special work before Unison lodge.
of a girt who baa, and shs got several
Mrs. Fannie Crockett has been confined prises. I hope I may ha aa successful.
A year
I have been lama three years.
to her home by illness for nearly a month
with grip and its attending prostration.
ago a friend sent me the Lewiston JourThe ladies’ aid society of the Methodist nal, and in it 1 saw that there was a place
church will give an amusing comedy at for crippled child ran at the children’s
Masonic hall Friday evening, May fi, en- hospital in Portland. I thought I would
titled "The Modern Sewing Circle". writs to one of the doctors and see if I
head
Plenty of tan with clever hits will ksep could get any help, so I wrote tha
doctor theta, and was waiting patiently
the people in good hamor.
bn* day whan I got an answer tailing ms
May 2._*»•
Mr*. Nettie Rich, of Bar Harbor, haa
to ooma at once.
Howard Webb suffered a severe hembeen visiting her sister, Mrs. McKay,
NORTH HANCOCK.
My home is at Swan’s Island, so I had to
orrhage last week which left him in a
and assisting to get her brother, James
start early in tha morning. My papa
weakened condition.
George Stewart and Charles Googtns got Long, ready for entering the Sailors' Snog
cam* with me, and wa got Into Portland
Mr*. George Coombs, of Weat Franklin, three wild gesso last week.
Harbor, which was made possible by the at &20 that
night. Papa got a hack, bohaa been visiting her sisters, Mrs. John
Mrs. Carrie Aoorn and daughter Bea- kindly assistance ef Henry Teague, who causa I was tired of
my long rids in the
in interested himself in the ease. This Is a
relatives
•nd Mrs. Charles Butler.
are
of
visiting
Boston,
trice,
cars, and could not walk that distance
M.
April 25.
heavy burden lifted from Mr. and Mrs. from tha station. I was
town.
vary sorry to
who have had the ear* of the inMrs. Amanda Gordon is very ill.
Daniel Nickerson, of Butte, Mont., made McKay,
leave my home and friends, but I thought
for some years. They still have tbs
valid
B.
M.
Mrs.
Joy,
1 would do aa my parents and friends
carl Reed has been a victim of the a brief visit to his sister,
car* of their son John, who, though somelast week.
thought bast.
mumps and grip, but is convalescing.
what improved, is yet ana bis to work.
A whole year has paaasd since then, and
W. B. Tracy, wife and daughter Hasel,
G. s. Hooper baa so far recovered from
Barnard
here
his
O.
G.
left
with
Rev.
of Mrs.
I am still hare. I am lots better now, and
his late illness ss to be able to get about. of Franklin, were recent guests
week
for
his
new
last
family
pastorate, glad that I came when I did. I have spent
Charles E. Googins.
Mrs. A. M. Moon is having her build*
the Methodist church at Ellsworth. His soms
quit* happy days. My litUs badR. L. Stratton goes to Bar Harbor tolugs improved by painting. Hadden
is
departure greatly regretted by the comnice times
day for the summer. He will be in the munity. Mr. Barnard haa taken much in- mate, Lillian King, and I have
Bros., of Franklin, are doing the work.
together. She baa bean her* a little
of R. H. Kittredge.
Everett Jellison, wife and young son employ
terest in the young people of the village,
Anon.
longer than 1 ha vs, and tha is about my
May 2.
organising s boys’ elab and keeping a age. To ma it seems aa If we war* sisters;
George visited Mr. Jellison’s mother, Mrs.
East
brook
at
watchful
care
over
their
and
Elmira Jellison,
Sunday.
amusements,
we always call ourselves sisters whan we
EAST FRANKUN.
the boys appreciate his kindly Interest.
Friends of Miss Helen Thomas, formerare alone, and always share whatever ws
intent daughter of Erastns Banker Rev. R. W.
The
his
succesof
Brown,
Cutler,
ly of this town, now of Boston, regret to and wife it ill ot scarlet rath.
have with each other.
sor, with his wife and little year-old son,
learn that she is ill of bronchial pneuWe totli tin dalle. One day the eye*
on
district
in
this
cloeed
School
to-day,
arrived
and
were
of
Mrs.
Friday,
guests
monia. Her sister, Mrs. Mida Joy, left
of my friend's doll got broken and she
rash.
and
fever
scarlet
ot
the
account
Will
Holmes
over
Hamor
It
the
8nnday.
Friday to be with her.
eent It to the doll’s hospital to have It
M.
Mrs. Harold darter, of West Ellsworth, dcw minister wins the place in the hearts fixed again. It was a sweet doll, and
May 2.
is visiting her parents, W. E. Hardison of the people given to the retiring pastor, looked like a real baby, and sbe felt quite
FRAN RUN.
Her sister, Miss Maggie, is his relations will be helpful and pleasant.
and wife.
bad, bat when it came back it was as
Spsat.
I
The X. E. C. was pleasantly entertained with her annt, Mrs. J. tJ. Hardison.
May 2.
strong and good as ever. She was happy.
MEMOEIAL IM0LCTI09I.
Ned
by Mrs. S. S. Scammon last week.
We are gaining every day, acd the time
lir. E. C. Hooper and cousin,
At the regular meeting of Rowena Rebekah
Carroll Dunn, wife and little daughter, Hendrick, of Fairfield, who are recruiting
goes very fast to ns here now. I will tell
I.
O.
O.
the
resolutions
P.,
following
lodge,
of West Goulds boro, spent last week with their health at Dr. Hooper’s camp at
you of oar happy day Christmas and how
were ndoped.
relatives here.
was spent.
In the afternoon, after the
Georges pond, have with them a trained
Whereat, The reaper, denth, hne onoe more it
entered oar midst and broken another link work eras sll done, ere had a lovely ChristClub Pocohontas entertained the Red nurse, Mr. Wingoode.
mas tree loaded with
of our fraternal chain,
pretty Christmas
May 2._RMen at the hall Thursday evening. ReResolved, The removal of Brother Walter things, and ell the things ere had coroe
freshments were served.
HALL QUARRY.
P. Robinson from our lodge leaves a vacancy through the mall we would have put on
Mrs. B. F. Scribneri and little child, of
will be deeply felt by all, and although the tree. It was lots of fan to have our
William Danby has gone to Cranberry that
and
are
of
Rev.
G.
Ellsworth,
Mayo
guests
! we bow in submission to the divine will, may
names called out so many times.
Isles to work.
wife at the Baptist parsonage.
it lead us to that higher life where all things
My friend and I had a number of preswas in Bangor a few
F.
H.
Somes
Mrs.
wil1
that
now
seem
be
made
mysterious
plain
Benjamin Campbell and wife, of Islesents. It was a very happy day, but I was
of
His
boundless
week.
in
the
sunshine
last
love,
|
ford, left tor their home Tuesday. Their days
was over, and
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved : quite tired after everything
John McLennan has moved his family
daughter, Mrs. J. Raymond Dwelley, acwas glad
that Christmas did not come
our deepest sympathy. May they find
family
have
them
go.
to Prospect. All are sorry to
companied them for an indefinite stay.
consolation in the faith that our Heavenly every day. We got a lot of mail, too; that
Mrs. Amanda Perkins is home from Father knoweth what is best and that we will helped to make us happy.
Rev. C. E. Bromley went to his new
I think this is quite a long story for the
appointment at Sullivan and Sorrento Islesford, where she has been working. again meet our loved ones "when the mists
Sunday. While pastor here he made a
and perhaps I will write again.
Lewis Todd, of Brockton, Maas., is here have rolled away”.
first,
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
record
for good sermons, a man who
his
visiting
grandmother, Mrs. A. mourning for thirty days, and that a copy of
honored his profession and was painstak- Harkins.
WEATHER IN THE ALMANACS.
these resolutions be sent to the bereaved
ing and methodical in all lines of church
Mrs. Curtis Young, of Pretty Marsh, family, a copy spread on our records and a
work. The constant and ready help of
spent a few days last week with Mrs. G. copy sent to the Tag Ellswosth Ambeican Some Forecasts Most Come True, So
Mr. Bromley and wife in the Epworth
for publication.
Ida M. Ricbabdsow,
B. Grindle.
Prophets Find Believers.
Bbbtha A. Kino.
League and Sunday school has been appreWith the beginning of a year, almanacs
Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins is in the Bar Harciated. The good wishes of their parish21bi.uk E. Gilley
make {beir appearance on the drugstore
ioners follow them to their new pastorate. bor hospital for treatment. All hope for
Committee.
her speedy recovery.
counter*.
2.
B.
May
Whereat, He who knoweth and doeth all
The tug Betsy Roes, from Stonington,
“Long-range forecasting," MV a a directhings well has seen fit to take from our
NORTH FRANKLIN.
tor of a weather bureau, “is ridiculous,
was sent for Saturday of last week to tow
midst Brother Loring Stanley; therefore be it
idea
8. W. Jellison is quite ill o( grip end the schooner E. M. Colder out.
Resolved, That in his death Rowena Re- as every meteorologist knows. The
Bkia*.
bekah lodge, I. O. O. F., has lost a most of a man trying to pick out what the
pleurisy.
May 2.
weather will be for as far ahead as sixteen
worthy and esteemed brother.
Ctrl Butler has done qaite a lot ot
Resolved, That we extend to his widow and months is laughable, but hardly more so
BASS HARBOR.
planting, and has peas np.
children our deepest and heartfelt sympathy, then the credulousness of tbe people who
Thomas Clark, of Augusta, is visiting st
Henry Jellison has sold his horse to
recognising as we do our loss also, but bow consult almanacs as to what tbe weather
his old home hen.
A. J. Wearer, of Ellsworth.
in humble submission to the hand of our will be next
day.
Mrs.
Al.
who
has
been
a
ill
Heavenly Father, ax*l say, "Thy will be done.’>
Higgins,
Hervey March was op from Bar Harbor
“These books an circulated all orer im
long time, has been worse the past week. ! Resolved, That our charter be draped in | country with the an weather prediction
to spend Sunday with his family.
Her dsoghter, Mrs. Belle Trask, has been mourning for thirty days.
(or each auction, although in real life that
Jasper Bragdon has employment in a
Resolved. That these resolutions be spread
with her.
secret of the
men’s tarnishing store in Bangor.
never bappena. The only
on our records, a copy sent to his widow and
A seven frost Friday night did much a
copy to Tax Eixswonrn AMMcah for pub- hold each predictions have on the public
Ernest Bragdon commenced work as
hen. Some promising gardens lication.
Fakvib GsscMrr,
is that some of them are bound to be right
■action hand on the railroad this morning. damage
wen
Coxa If aVwBs,
when they are made so general. Thus
entirely destroyed, among others
Ed. Abbott has quite a crew repairing
Nellib
Gilley,
that of Willis Oolliver at the lighthouse,
rain is of frequent occurrence at certain
j
the highways as fast as the rainy weather
Committee.
seasons and anow at other times, and a
Mrs. Abby
Turner
and
daughter
will permit.
prediction of rain or snow ia bound to
Marion, of Portland, spent last week with J
SALISBURY COVE.
Miss Flossie Bragdon is gaining
come true somewhere in the country at
rapidly. relatives hen. All an sorry to hear of
j
She expects to return to her home in EastMrs.
Cora
Karst
and daughter Josephine
the time printed in the almanac.
Marion’s ill health, and hope for a speedy !
are
a
tew
her
with
brook this week.
spending
days
father,
“Those who are vitally interested in the
recovery.
R. R. Emery.
weather of the future soon find out that a
Mrs. Sadia Jelliaon has gone to Ed:
X. Y. Z.
May 2.
Miss Mildred French, who was recently general storm period somewhere ia North
tnaadston, N. B., where her husband is
operated on for appendicitis, has returned America on the 23d, 23d or 241 b of the
employed. Her brother Dallas accomEDEN.
home from Bar Harbor. She has so far re- month does not help much when it comes
panied her to Bangor.
Mrs. James K. Garland and Mrs. Edward
covered as to be ont.
to knowing what the weather will really
May 2.
T.
Cousins wen in Bangor last week.
John Dunton and wife are occupying be at a given point on a given day. If the
MassaW.
Jellisoo
has
to
Mrs.
H.
NORTH LAMOINE.
gone
the Emery place, recently purchased by long-range forecaster is content to deal
Miss Josephine Linscott is visiting rela- chusetts to visit friends and nlatives.
tbe Mount Desert Transit Co.
Thomas with glittering generalities and keeps his
1
Miss Margant Deland has gone to Bar Grindle and family, of Hull’s Cove, have snow-storms out of July and his hot
tives and friends at Bar Harbor.
her sister, Mrs. John rented the house vacated
Andrew Christie and Henry Linscott Harbor to visit
by Mr. Dunton. periods away from the Christmas holidays
he can get away with many of his progMitchell.
Lave recently painted their dwellings.
Alston Lei and and family have mcved to
Mn. Winthrop Reed, of Bar Harbor, is Bar Harbor and are occupying the Salis- nostications. It is like shooting into a
Miss Ada Perry, of Portland, is the
flock of birds with a shotgun. You will
spending a few weeks with her mother, bury place on Eden street. Mr. Lelaod is
guest of Miss Margaret Young.
hit soma.
Mrs. J. L. Hodgkins.
i caretaker of the Wailey estate, having
Linscott
has
to
Bar
Boy
gone
Harbor,
“A really close comparison of these longMn. Eventt Liacomb is filling the been gardener on the place over twenty
■There he has empoyment for the season.
range predictions with the weather that
vacancy in the primary department in ! years.
Fred Austin baa begun work on his new
actually occurred has always Impressed
R.
Central school vacated by Miss Salome
April 3D.
me with the idea that any bright farmer
barn. His son-in-law, Mr. Warren, is
Ripley, who left for her home in Lincoln
SUNSET.
boy who has had his toes froet-bitten by
assisting him.
last week.
A portion of a skull and part* of a skele- late Uay frosts or bad to stay away from
J.
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife were at the
April 30._
ton which may have been tbe remains of the Fourth of July picnic on account of
Earns the first of the week, returning to
rain could have sat down and made a
one of tbe victims of tbe drowning acciBooth Oouldsboro Monday.
MOUNT DESERT.
dent ol Sept. 1, 1906, when seven people better almanac himself. Some of the fake
Mrs. George Smith, who has been reAlvah Ward left Tuesday for Boston.
weather prophets pretend that the weather
summering bese lost their live# by tbe
ceiving surgical treatment at the Bangor
Miss Inez Clark is employed at L. H.
the position of the planets
capsizing of the sloop Linnie Bell, depends upon
hospital, is expected home to-day.
Somes'.
and the moon. The planets and the moon
were brought ap by scallop dredgers last
Friends of Mrs. Daniel Champion are
William ;B. Ward is employed in Mt. week about two miles from the scene ot are always an schedule time, but the only
greatly pained to learn of her serious ill- Waldo.
tbe accident.
There ere no means o< trouble is that the weather doesn’t conAll
ness at her home in Lawrence, Mass.
nect with the conjunctions and apposiArthur Smith, of Bar Harbor, it at identification.
news
more
for
very
encouraging
tions of any of the heavenly bodies.
hope
George S. Parker’s.
soon.
“Another foible is that the weather
TREMONT.
Y.
Capt. Fnd H. Pray has rented his
May 2.
comes in cycles.
Adam discovered that
I' nder the auspices of the ladies’ aid
cottage for the season.
the second day he was on earth, and the
of Treneoni, the play, “A Girl in a
EAST LAMOINE.
J. C. Hill was out in his yard the first society
second day he tilled the soil he doubtless
Thousand," waa presented at Mt. Desert
Miss Myrtle Hodgkins, who has been time for a number of weeks on Sunday.
noticed a variation of the weather accordbell,
McKinley,
Wednesday
evening,
Shell.
Sea
2.
visiting in Bar Harbor, is home.
May
ing to the season, but no man has yet
April 27, toe full house. Much credit found
wife
and
went
to
Smith
Bangor
Hoyt
any cycle that would .justify him
is due to the sixteen ladies in the cast for
BOBO.
GOULDS
in making a definite forecast of the paron business Friday, returning Saturday.
their fine acting.
ticular weather that will prevail at any
Audrey and Hugh Campbell are ill of
Livingstone Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor,
Kix.
May 2.
given point or even at any season ahead, or
was called here last week by the serious
whooping cough.
Pauline, who bad been attending school to state whether one season will be dryer
illness of his sister, Mrs. Delia Willis.
Schooner Ralph K. Grant ia at the wharf
tor almost two weeks, was telling of the or wetter or warmer or colder than usual.”
Maynard Hodgkins, who has been em- loadiDg spool bars tor W. F. Hutchins, to misbehavior of some of her little classmates. At her mother’s q nest ion as to
ployed in Dorchester, Mass., is home. go to Mount Desert Ferry.
whether it had ever been necessary for the
He will soon go to Bar Harbor for the
There was company at dinner, and
The new pastor, Rev. Alfred Barratt, teacher to
speak to her Panline answered father was
summer.
carving his prettiest on a tine
mamma.”
preached his first sermon in the Methodist quickly. ‘‘Oh,
no,
Then,
“She had to speak to all the class bat me roast.
Suddenly, though, the knife
Isaac Moore and wife, of Northeast church here Sunday afternoon.
did
this
afternoon.”
what
she
44Why,
jKNstruck a skewer, made a sliding upward
Harbor, who have spent the winter in
May 2.
say?” “Oh, she said, ‘Now. children, motion and came out on
top.| Father
Florida, are visiting their parents, L. O.
we’ll all wait until Pauline is in order.’
-I suffered habitually from constipation.
attempted to cover his real feelings with
Collins and wife.
Doan's Regnlets relieved and strengthened
Can yon believe yonr senses? When two insipid jests about the indigestibility of
Angus Cameron, who has been employed the bowels, so that they have been regular
roasted hard wood, the inadvisability of
A. E. Davis, grocer. Sulphur of them, taste and smell, having been imever since."
n the South during the winter, has repaired, if not utterly destroyed, by Nasal Ca- a butcher’s running a wood yard, and the
1 Springs, Tea.—ddet.
Cream
are
restored
tarrh,
by
Ely’s
fully
Or
LIVING.
Balm, like. There was an embarrassing silence I
THI HIGH COST
j

LAMOINE.
The l*teat victim* of the grip ere ell
Howe Smith and wife and Clarence
convalescent.
were the guests of
Earl Havey arrived home April 16, after Smith, of Bar Harbor,
their parents, Capt. Jefferson Smith and
S two months’ stay in Boston.
wife, Sunday.
Min Ellen Hell hed a bed (ail last week,
There will be an entertainment in the
bat fortunately escaped with eome bruise*.
hall, Wednesday, May U. IceRobert Robertson has recently pur- grange
The procream and oake will be serred.
chased evaluable yearling colt of H. B.
eeeds are tor the benefit of the Sunday
Gordon.
school library.
Friends of George Orr sympathise with
A new hardwood floor has been laid In
hi*
brother
death
of
in
the
Nathan,
him
the town hall, and will be used for dancMasardis.
at
ing for the first time Thursday evening.
Min M. Via Gordon, of Franklin, was
May 5. If stormy the dance will be held
the week-end guest of her cousin, Min the following evening—Friday.
M. E. Moon.

_

_

_

■
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1
Increases the price of many necessities
without imnroringthequality Foley's Honey
mad Tar maintains its high standard of excellence and its great curative qualities without any increase in cost. It is the best remedy for coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough
and all ailments of the throat, chest and
laagn. The genuine is in a yellow package,
|I
mafuse substitutes. G. A. Psscnas.

can you doubt that this remedy deserves all
that has been said of it by the thousands who
househave used it? It is applied directly to the afhold favorite for all ailments of the throat,
chest and lungs. For infants and children fected air-passages and begins its healing
it is best and safest, an it contains no harmful •work at once. Why not get it to-dsy? All
drugs. None genuine but Foley’s Honey and druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., M Warren
Refuse suhsliTar in the yellow package.
Street, New York, on receipt of 80 cents.
totes. G. A. Paacnnu.

FOB aoil THAN THEM

DECADES.

Foley’s Honey and Tar has been

a

Willie took advantage of it. “Cook has
burned her nose orful,” he announced.
“Too bad, muttered father, still wrestling
with the roast. “How did she do itT”
“Tryin’ to pull the skewers out with her
teeth.”

Bouthweet

COUNTY NEWS.

•ohm

frenchboro.

AnnwMbontoMi.uiltn.

Chart..

B. Lunt April 7.
Calvin B. Loot and wif. have wcently
moved into their new hooM.
George Sweetland, ol Camden, ha.
rented on. of C. E. ilclntli.’. boom*.
John B. Mclntire, of the Arm of Mclntire
it Son, ha. left tor Rockland and Camden
on a

piMunr. trip.

Samuel Dalaell ha. moved hi. family
her. from La toe. H. will occupy the
bourn of H. b. 8. Lant.
William Kelley and family bav. moved
to Swan’. Uland. They have rented the
of Albion Smith.
Samuel F. Devil end family, of Bernard,
visited hi* mother, Mr». Rebecca Robin
bod, one day laet weak.
honae

Mlaa Jessie Q. Loot baa (one to RoatbHarbor, where abe will be employed
for the aeaeon bj Mr*. Jones.
weet

Mrs. C. K. Mclntire, who baa vielted
friend! in Camden thia winter, bee returned bare tor the anmmer.
Mr*. Liule Boea and daughter Tern
have returned from a visit to relatives and
Mends in Rockland and Thomeston.

repair*

Harbor, ban boon mu,,
on the building.

Alien Plena, who ha* taken the
oontrect
drive the mail, commenced hi*
dntiea
Map 1. Mr. Pierce (Ire* perfect eatutection a* mail carrier, and ail an *i»d to
know be U in oham*.
to

May

a._u.
M’KINLEY.

Mr*. Abbi* Turner and daochter Mtrioo
an rieitinf at Mn. Eliza Gott’e.
E. L. Kelley U hen for the eamraer’t
work in the aardlne factory. Work is net
expected to commence for tome time.
Arthur Lawton, wbo baa worked in
Boeton the laat winter, la spending his
vacation at home. He intend* to ntnrn
for another position for the rammer.
W. J. Thanton and Waah Norwood
have returned from Boeton with the
Underwood boat, the Oeprey. The boat it
to be taken to Joneeport to bare a new
stern

put

on.

The dim, “A Girl Id • Thousand,”
presented bj tlw ladies aid society lut
week, mi encases. The proceeds were
•boat flfi. They an planning to present
It it Odd FMlowa ball, 8wan'i bland, next
week.
p. M.
April 20.
ATLANTIC.

Miss Carrie E. Davie bae (one to Swan’s

ScbooU oommenoad Mondap, April 25.
Island, where she will be employed at the
Ocean View boose during the summer.
J. Hennaaaler b painting Allred Staples'
C. K. Mclntire, has purchased the aloop •ton.
In
comOsier
Nathan
Defender, Capt.
A. C. Smith baa I natal lad gasoline lights
mand. He is going seining for the season. In hb a tore.
W. M. Robinson has Just completed a
Bar. J. O. Batter and wile are visiting
He will
new boat for hie son Maynard.
in Pall Blear, Maaa.
name her for bis two sisters, “Tana and
Cept. Willard Btapiaa and wile went to
Dons.”
Boat on

on

bnalnaaa tbb weak.

Uspt. Kafen« C. Van Norden, ot the
Stephen Dunham, who baa been in Ells•loop Minerva, baa purchased a new worth Barring on the
jury, U borne.
Mine boat. He intends to try bis lock
Roaa Joyce b bar inf bis chambers Soseining this season.
bbed. B. C. Withee, ol Sorry, U doing
Tbe schooner Clare B. Si 1 Tie came in
the work.

here tor a harbor yesterday. Sbe left this
Steamer Tremont made bar first trip ol
morning for Bass Harbor to land her tare
ol 80,000 pounds ot flab to O. H Parker Co. the eeaaon Saturday, April 23. She will
call at Atlantic lour timea a week.
Clinton B. Teel, Maynard A. Boblnaon,
8.
April 30._
Samuel Dalxell and Cept. Charles Wallace
visited Rockland a tew days ago. Capt.
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Wallace will also visit Waldoboro lor
lew days.
Kid.
April».

a

__

ocrrrs ISLAND.

A vtHtl has brought a load ot wood
(or Henry Brunom.
Dr. Richardaoa U baring a cottage built
on the Neighborhood road.

Philip Moore has closed op his weir
tbpt. Joe Whitmore haa arrived from
Bangor with a load of lumber.
ready for fish.
Mrs. Kdith Kelley, of Bar Harbor, Is
Fred Chndageand family, of North Bluevisiting her mother, Mrs. Laura Moore.
hlil, hare moved here for the eummer.
Rev. Hr. Richeaon, of Newton, Haas.,
Miss Alice Richards, of New Haven,
Conn., Is spending a few weeks at Petit preached in Union church Sunday. He
Plaisants.
Miss Naomis Rich, who has been working at Southwest Harbor, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Berlin Gott.
Miss Ijams, who has Spent the irintef
with Mias Peterson at her cottage here,
left for her home in Philadelphia April 26.
Dennis Driscoll, onr mail carrier, has
bought of Will Gott his little pespod, and
bad an Eagle gasoline engine installed in
her.
Mrs. Frank A. Bsbbidge left Friday tor
Harbor to vtstt her brother, Irving
Hodgkins. Bhe will also visit at Beal
Harbor before returning home.
Chips.
April 29.

gave an able eermon.
Hr. and Hra. Hill have returned to
Northeast Harbor, after spending the
winter In Waterrille.

The telephone company baa a large crctf
repairing lines and installing a new
switchboard in the central office.
B.
Hay 2.
here

Foley Kidney Ptlla contain. In concentrated
form. Ingredients of established therapeutic
value for the relief and cure of all kidney and
bladder ailments. G. A. Panruaa.

Bar

William Holmes has been confined to
the past week with the measles.

sy##*"Wealth

Bchools commenced Monday, April 2S,
bat not with a full attendance on account
of the measles, which is prevalent.

~VE3 PAILS TO RESTORE
tV HAIR TO ITS NATURAL
COLOR AND BEAUTY.

Word has been received from Mr. Clark,
of Rest port, that he will not run this sardine factory this year, as the present outlook for the sardine business is not good.

No ulkr bow old tod
laded you baa looks, or how
« you ban been (ray. it
If wotk wooden lot you.

SWAN’S ISLAM).
Rev. J. O. Ratter visited friends in Boston and vicinity last week.
the house

The lofaster fishermen are getting their
traps down, but report lobsters as not
The
very plentiful yet.
buyers hsve
started to All their storage cars.
The
present price is sixteen cents.
M.
May If.
BEAL COVE.

I beep you looking young,

pro-

luxuriant growU: of
heafchy hair. Mop its falling
Tests mum
out and Positively' Remove DanirmU.
WII act toil ekia or Gaea. Will not injure
your hair, la Not a Dye.
roote a

REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES
ol.R# and Me. Bottles, at Druggists
Hay Sa«.Cii.geinrLIU.li.aA

Phtlo

Willis Watson, of Bernard, census
merator. has commenced his duties.

L

enu-

Mrs. Temperance Butler, of Northeast
Harbor, was in town Wednesday superintending lbe mowing of household goods
from her farmer home here to Northeast
Harbor.
Ed. Kelley is cooBned to the house, and
his condition shows but slight improvement. Mr. Kelley is an industrious man
and with a family depending on
him, ha
has the sympathy of all in bis illness.
April 10.
M.
_

Mr. Herrick, of Center, has moved into
the small house belonging to the estate of
the late Uapt. J. Si Powers. Edwin Robbins, of this place, and Mr. Tracy, of

O.

MOORE, Ellsworth.

ARenurdy° CATARRH
Cream Bain
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanse*, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
awajr a Cold fn the
Head quickly. Ho- It R%/ PPUFD
atorea the Senses of HHT I LT wH
Taate and 8mi II. Full aize 50 eta., at Draggists or by mail. In liiiuid form, 75 eeuta.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York-

^

Healthy,
Happy Childhood

U
ft

r

Look to the welfare of the childrenI See
that little common ailments like consti-

pation or biliousness don’t make them
peevish, irritable and sickly. Happiness
is your children’s birthright—don’t rob them
of it by neglect
TRUE'S ELIXIR is childhood’s friend. It makes
stomach
and digestion healthful and active.
the
It
helps the circulation of good, red blood and expels that

S

insidious foe of childhood—WORMS.

TRUK’S CUXIR will benefit you also.
Nothing like
it to cure an aching head or steady tired nerves. It's Deen a
standard remedy Tor three generations—make it your own
family remedy as thousands of others have done.
Your druggist has it—ask him.

■sTRUE’SfV

VELIXIRy
"am naaia aua «l*

T^IJXTY

NEWS.

h»ve
•re

spent the winter in North Sedgwick,

home.

/

COUNTY

OBITrARY.

BLl'KHILU

NEWS'

BROOKUN.

A

feeling of sadness Is cast over the
Will Herrick is painting bis bouse.
community by the death of Mrs. Eliza J.
E. B, Kane and wife are at home {rom
Ureene, at her home Thursday morning,
April 21. She had been ill since last South Bluebill.
*
Mine Ashbury, of Bluebill, is employed
August. The funeral services were held
ladiea’
Saturday morning at the home, Rev. at Hotel Dority.
‘-^veatry April*.
Charles
Hargrove officiating.
Will Nutter, of Bluebill, spent the
-niral iclophone office waacbanged
Mrs. Greene's maiden name was Eliza week end
BDow’,to Mr,aM
at borne.
J. Rea, and she was born in Castine,
July
Bert Marks and Charles Blake have gone
Pills bury’»•
IMS. She was married to
Peyton K. to Boston to go
24, Dr. Uttlefleld 28*
yachting.
sumlav evening, April
Ureene, of Surry. Dec. 22, 18TJ. They
Misa Jennie Tyler has gone to Portland,
interesting talk in the Congrega- lived in Surry seven
years, and since
vestry on tuberculoala.
that time have made their home here. where she will be employed.
‘-’W* •nd hU ,ri*ad* She was a member of the
Miss Alice Herrick, who is teaching in
voung Mr
Baptist church
a week in
and V. P. S. C. E. society; also a Blaebill, spent the week end at home.
..rtheand Stubbs, who apeot
to the Harvard law
returned
member of the Degree of Honor, A. O. fj.
“;ni Mv«'
Miss Ix>ttie Ingersoll, who hag been
W., and had held the office of financier in employed at Neponset, Mass., la at home.
school.
read
at
Mra. Carrie Stone,
the lodge for twelve years.
Tie paper of
Gspt. K. C. Steward has left for GloucesShe leaves a husband and three sonsreunion In Boaton, baa been
im Blnebill
ter, Mass., In the schooner Maine for a
home
BlnehUl people at
Riohard
who
at
by
P.,
lives
In
Belpresent
load of salt.
ioch enjoyed
fast ; Roes I., of Prospect, and Howard, cf
pd abroad.
Mrs. Fred Pierce and little daughter
thla
winthe
She
haa
waa
a
who
place.
associate
apant
pleasant
Wise May Ober,
Ruth an vialtlng Mr. Pierce, who la emtn town. and a good neighbor. The removal of
arrived
baa
Jia Maaaachuaetta,
ployed at Eggemoggin.
has gone t-o Boothbay.
Edith Cba*
made on
W H„„w ia having repair*
Pearl Uray.
h" bought of
Congregational circle aerved

jtU

J»in
Jjoji

woek or two with Mra.
u .pending
Ideal lodge
E. Morton before opening

JL
a

a

lortbe summer.

with two tons,
Kn Everett Hinckley,
time with her parent.,
rto ha. .pent soma
haa gone to
P Snowman and wife,
where Mr. Hinckley ia em-

Wintarport,
dored .tone-cutting.

M. D., Mattapan, Mm.,
AMU C. Palmer,
attained a party of Bloehill people
hot aunt, Mr*. Bank
Aptil 23 in honor of
celebrated her ninetieth
gnt, who thus
were
tirthdev. Among thoee present
Jbi.chrrle Stone, Min France* B. HinckMr*. George A.
Uj M-M Abby Wood,
Mr*. Maria
cwte, Mrs. Irvin Morse.
Mr*. George
pitrce, Miss Kllxa Mann,
Qough. Miss Orsce Steven*, Mis* Lottie
Mor»e.
Morton and Mis# Lisile
Saturday evening, April SO, at the home
for some weeks
fe his been making ready
end Mias Ida Morse were
pait, Irvin Leach
urried by Rev. Charles Hargrove, of the
Baptist Church, the ring service being
yai. It was a pleasant occasion. There
Georg* A. Mow and wife,
wen pnsent:
Leach and
parent* of the bride; Edwin
wife, pannts of the groom; Orren Leach
ud wife. Bangor; Elmer Cummings and
Sweet,
Bprague
wile, Sargentville;
wife and son, Parker Point, and Miss
and
nsefnl
Basel Leach. Many handsome
(ifti were received. The best wishes of
many friends are extended to the newlysedded peir.
Tuesday evening the anniversary of Odd
Fellowship and of the BluebiU lodge aa
well was celebrated at the hall. The program follow*: March, sixteen member*
in costume; song, Mr. and Mr*. Ernest
Osgood; reading, Misa Emma Osgood;
sosg, Peek sisters, Mrs. A. C. Hinckley,
Miss Florence Mores, Mrs. Alios Twining;
quartet, Mrs. A. M. Herrick, Miss Liu Is
Gnndle, John Webster, Albion Baanders;
reading, Mrs. F. B. Snow; “Bnwanne
Hirer,” by tbe sixteen; reeding, E. J.
tiiucaley; song, Albion Baanders; reading, Mist Kens Johnson; song. Jams*
Battel; resiling, anniversary ode, Mrs. F.
H. Parker; song, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest,
Osgood. Mrs. F. E. McGonldrick was
pisoiet. ice-cream and oak* were served
in the banquet ball after tbe program.
M.
May 2.
REPORT.

Tiie

of Blur bill hare completed
and eaaeaament of Uxea
tor thr year 1911, and committed the liat
toC A. Snow tor collection. The; find
tb« total value ion to be |B48,3<0, an Increase ol *45,635 over 1900.
Tbe reaident
real mate la HI,OX), an Incnaae of fll,140
over last
year. The non-neldent real
nuie la value > at {219,870, an Increaee of
fu.x» over 1909. Tbe reeident peraonal
ratale is 7S,a50, an increaee of
#3,965. The
oon-rraideni peraonal eatate la valued at
PW3>. au increaee of #12,230 over 190#.
There are 415 polla taxi d at |3 each, and
® polla not
taxed, axainat 437 polla in
19(9.
The total commitment ia
|13,583.40, of
*hich f7.789.es is on reeident
iwHoti

their valuation

property,

11,245

on
the polla, and #4,529.41 on
non-resident property. The rate of taxation
“ tlB on each
f1,000, airainat #19.20 in
*** and 17.50 in 1908. The Bute
tax ia
IW.3», againat fl.880.15 in 1909, being
5 mills on a dollar
inatead of 3 mllla. The
rounty tax is fK54.31, earn aa In 1909
the town raised
#9,588 (a decreaae of #839
trom the previous
year), and the overlay ia

There

the town 282 hones valued j
against 278 bones valued at $18,1906; 6 three-year-old colts, 8 twoJ*er-olda and 4 yearlings. There are 217
«°W» valued at
$7,696, against 281 cow.
are in

in

such a life baa left a vacancy which will
be deeply felt, especially by the husband
and son Howard, both of whom an ill.
They have the sincere sympathy of the

Miss Gladys Bridges came home Tuesday from Oaatlne, when she is attending
school, returning Friday.
The library circle met in the library
community.
room Wednesday evening, April 27.
Mrs.
MBMOBlAL ftMOUmOOT.
j
Wh*r—»% Dnth, whose summoner come* Carrie L Flys drew the quilt.
In eo many different ways, hs* again entered
E. A. Bridges and wife have gone to
Arcadia lodge, D. of H.( A. O. U. W., and Portland for the week. Mr.
Bridges wlU
taken from oar midst one of oar dearly ! attend the
gnnd lodge of Masons.
loved sisters, Elisa Greene; therefore be it
A. E. Farnsworth went to Boothbay
ffssoleed. That we extend to the bereaved
husband and sons oar sympathy in their sor- last week, nturning Friday with his two
new motor boats, which am to be used
row, and more especially to the husband who
is left alone in his declining years. The wife at tbe factory.
has gone; she has fallen asleep.
The angels
Home talent presented the play, •‘The
their close watch will keep, and when, dear
at I. O. O. F. hall last Monday
husband, your cares are over, you will find Deacon,”
evening. It was well attended. All the
her waiting on yon bright shore.
A ball followed
Kf»olv*d, That a copy of these resolutions parts were well taken.
be placed on our records, a copy sent to the play, with music by Kelley’s orchesthe husband, and one sent to Tmb A* uric an tra. Refreshments were served. Over f40
_

for

publication.

Lizsia Youtman,
Mart A. Lincoln.
Annib M. Ridlby,

w

s

cleared.

May

Use Femme.

2.

Committee.

SEDGWICK!
The Pine Hill Concrete Co., of EUawortb,
Welter A. Bonsey, proprietor, baa aecured
tbe contract for a tomb to be erected by
tbe Sedgwick Cemetery aaeociation. Tbe
front or face of the tomb ia twenty-seven
and one-bait feet wide. Tbe interior
dimenaiona of the tomb, wbicb aeta into a
bank, la fourteen feet by aeven feet eight
incbea. Tbe tomb ia of handsome design,
and will be built of smooth-flntabcd concrete blocks. Tbe design and plans are by
Lewis Anderson, of Lamoine. Work of
making tbe blocks will begin at onoe. Tbe
tomb Is to be completed by July 1. It
will cost about f400.
Master Stanley Dority, who has been

quite 111,

is out

again.

Edward Gray will this week move his
family to Naskeag, where be has employment.

Miss Eva Herrick, of Brooklin, was the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. A. F. Robbins,

Sunday.
Ur*. J. E. Wilson arrived *t her borne
here Wednesday, after • pending the Mason in Boston.

last week.

°*

(vianoor WANTS.
*o°d health, which is im-

P0«rbf.b^T4,»lr«
«3t
SeaJth,

***5

vlduers

are

sound sad

‘“»J
should p«
b<
aseisiwuj
ttemady euuuiu
••ksn i uS?L*i*. EldBey
cation of any irregular*
It,.
®rS indicatio---

KkJotidaS*"

•cfiviSr*’

a

a

A.

■SS"

rSnT-SS:

10 their normal elate

pAKCHaa.

days

K«flro*B« anil AUamtoit

last

Ashley Hooper, ot Sedgwick, is working
in the mill (or Bay Allen.
Mins Amy dwell, after three weeks in
Portland with friends, is home.
Mrs. Rena Page left to-day for Brooklin,
where she expects to spend the summer.
S. McPhoters died at his son’s home
April 22, after an illness of several weeks.
S.

Friend went to Bangor last week
and bought a pair of work horses.
George Sheridan, of New York, is working for Mr. Friend.
Pascal

Harry Pert and family,

who have

kept

for Frank Marks, have
moved into Mrs. L. Sylvester’s house.
Mr. Pert works for John Thurston.
Kab.
May 2.
house

a

year

_

In EfTe<?t April 25, 1910.
BAR HARBOR....Iv
Sorrento
Sullivan.
Mt IlesertFerry.
Waukeng 8 Fy.
Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash'gt’n June.
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falla.
Nicolln.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake..
Holden..
Brewer June.
BANGOR.ar

Mrs. Cora Dodge spent Sunday with
Mrs. Frank Johnson, of Long pond.
Warren Moore is home from Newport,
where he has been working !n a mill this

spring.
Mrs. Nancy Dodge, who has been at W.
P. Dodge’s tha past week, returned home

reopened Sunday at
Carter rcboolhouae. Some changes in
offloers

were

was

made.

Fred Richardson sold a pair ot oxen to
Clark Brothers, of Dead
Brook, and
bought a fine draft horse in Bangor last
week.
The body of the infant child of Herman
S. Cray and wife, of Holden, was brought
here for interment Sunday. There were
no
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services.

The cold storm of Saturday ruined the
the young plants that H. W. White had
transplanted. It will put back his early

marketing considerably.
May 2.
ORLAND.

Elias Bowden Is reported as very ill.
Mrs. Ella Ames is with her daughter,
Mrs. I. R. Saunders, (or a few weeks.

Jv
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Train* leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.23
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. By.
t Stops on signal to conductor,
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction
a Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
These trains connectat Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers
cure

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Palls and Falls to

especially

Ellsworth.
P. E. BOOTHBY.

General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland. Me.

ing Monday.
The

schooner Lincoln, loaded with
wood at Morgan’s bay, sailed for
Rockland Friday.

green

surprise party was given at Iva Treworgy's Monday evening in honor of
Clara and Eddie Dunham, who will leave
A

town the

last of the week.

Arbutus grange was invited to meet
with East Orland grange for a union meeting last Saturday, but on account of the
storm, it was postponed until a later date.
The Methodist conference, held in
Calais last wesk, has sent Rev. Q. W. M.
Reyes to Surry, and Rev. W. H. Dunham,
former pastor of Surry, to Alexander circuit. While all will miss Mr. Dunham,
who has been hare three years and labored
for the good of the community and its

A lunch and sale room for home-cooked
food haa been opened by Mrs. A. C. Jordan at the home of Mrs. John Qinn.

All are pleased to hear that Mrs. Isaac
Dow is rapidly recovering from an operation recently performed at Bangor hos-

pital.
May 3.

Steamer J. T. Korea leaves Bar Harbor 2pm
dally, except Sunday, for Seal Harbor, Northeaat Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Brookltn,
Sedgwick (until May 80), Deer Isle, Sargentwith steamer for Boston.

_

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Clara L. Day is teaching in Trenton.
The clam factory has closed for the season.

Steamer Bootbbay leaves Bluehlll 2pm
dally, except Sunday, for South Bluehlll, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.

Marion Simpson
Ellsworth.

has

employment In
RETURNING

and Edward Carter,
visited friends in West Ellsworth last

Abijah Garter

week.

Leaves Boston 8 pm

dally, exoept Sue day.

for Rockland.

May 1.

C.
Leaves Rockland 5.15

BLUEHILL FALLS.

a

m,

or on

arrival of

Boston, dally, exoept Monday
for* Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and Intermediate

steamer from

Lester Conary is building a scow for
people, especially the young, they can Allen A Son.
landings.
only wish him success in his new pastorSchooner Ben Hnr, Capt. Long, of East
Mr. Dunham left town Monday.
ate.
in loading here for the Allens.
Bluehill,
Mrs. Dunham and the two youngest boys
Mayme Oandage returned from Bangor
Ur*. Annie McCarthy, who ha* been for left Friday for Calais, where she will reafter being away four months.
ssveral years in the insane hospital at main with her sister until the house is Saturday,
All are glad to have her back.
Baugor, returned home last week, much settled.
Crumbs.
May ‘i.
Anon.
May 2.
improved in health.
2.
H.
Uay
NORTH DEER ISLE.
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Min Laura H. Jones hu returned from
lea’
in
Mass.

BUCKSPORT.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

E. L.

Banking.

Simmons.

April

30._

Q-

Let us be thankful for the fools. But
for them the rest of us could not succeed.
JCHC8 A. PRATT POgT
MO. 143 DEPT. ILL., O. A. B.
Mr. Isaac Cook. Commander of above Post,
Kewanee. 111., writes: “For a long time I waa
bothered with backache and pains across mi
kidneys. About two months ago I started
soon saw they
taking Foley Kidney Pills, and
I kept on taking
were doing Just as claimed.
them, and now I am free from backache1 and
like
the painful bladder misery is all gone.
Foley Kidney Pills so well thaf 1 have told
many of my friends and comrades about them,
and shall recommend them at every oppornnity.” O. A. Psacnaa.

Mr. Figg—Gasser says he kept perfectly
cool last night when that burglar got into
his house. Mrs. Figg
So his wife told
me.
She found him trying to hide in the
—

refrigerator.

asbrrtiBtmmts.

day

Alfred Grant, of Brockton, Mass., is the
guest of Alton Cloeaon.
M. A. Marks, of Brookline, Mass.,

was

A PACKAGE OP MEDICINE FREE.
Every subscriber to the paper who will write
to the address below will receive, free of expense, a pack sire containing small boxes of
all the following well-known medicines:

Lane’s Tea for the bowels, Kidnets for the
kidneys. Lane's Pleasant Quinine Tablets for
colds and grip,and Sherman’s Headache Remedy. Address Orator F. Woodward, Le Roy,
N- Y.

now

A NEW SERIES
Shares, il each; monthly pay
ments, SJ per share.

open.

when you

can

borrow

on

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

For

strange that

many
people suffer year in and year out with eczema?
A 25-cent bottle of a simple wash stops
the itch, and will surely convince any patient.
This wash is composed of mild and
soothing oil of wintergreen mixed with
thymol and glycerine, etc., and known as
D. D. D. Prescripton. We do not know
how long the D. D. D. Laboratories will
continue the 26c offer, as the remedy is
regularly sold only in fl.00 bottles and has
never before been put on the market on
any special offers.
If you want relief to-night, try a bottle
at 26c on our personal recommendation.
£. G. Moore.
seem

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Tapl*y, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

so

DOLL CARRIAGE

FREE

tollable trlmuphoUtared in

roon with

tnknmr,

leatherette; fitted

with
and

rubbeivtired wheel*

87 inches
htirh,witha length
of 26 inches, Is
one of hundreds of
MAONUICBfT
standing

which we

Introducing
choice

glTe for
our

Perfumes,

Teas. Coffees, extracts, etc. Any
little
girl or her
mother can easily
earn this
great bis
ranlaire. Amour

pmn.unis an Dolls,

Ex pr»iiW»toni,
Clocks. Bass bail. TenBland HihlayOotro, Blwwar* and Watches.
I
Breryuuni First Class.
■and a postal for our Catalog aixl we'll pro re to
your aatiaracttun that we are the most liberal premium houas in the world. QUALITY la the S**ynots of our aucoees. Don’t confuse ua with any other
concern, hut drop a postal today to Amai PramlumOo.,51 exchange At., Lynn, Mass. o*pt A-

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
the next five
need assistance
care

may

during

years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care (or them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummey
honse.

twenty

signed, as appears by assignment thereof,
dated April 16,1910, ana recorded in book {
page 860, of said Hancock registry of deeds,
ana whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition of said mortgage
I claim

a

foreclosure of said mortgage and
of my intention to foreJohn W. Staplbs.

give notice
hereby
close the same.

April 27,1910.

Dated

THE
Massachusetts, and Prank C. Bates, of Brook-

line, Norfolk county, in said Commonwealth*
hereby give notice that they have been duly
appointed administrators with the will an-

nexed of the estate of
CHARLES T. HOW, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, State of Maine, doceased, and given bonds as the law directa.
Not being residents of the State of Maine ws
have appointed Luere B. Deasy, of Eden,
Hancock county, State of Maine, whose postoffice address Is Bar Harbor. Maine, as our
agent and attorney for the purposes specified in Section 48, Chapter 66 of the Revised Statutes of
Maine.
All
persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
and
all
indebted
thereto
are resettlement,
quested to make payment lmmediatel
Samuel W.
April 18,1910,Feans C. Bates
subscribers

hereby give public
alHEtice that
they have been duly appointed
of the last will and testament of
no-

JOHN

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana Interest together

A. W. Kino. President

Does it not

WHERE

executors

WHY PAY RENT

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

HOME CURE FOR ECZEMA.

our

one

Is

_

NORTH SEDGWICK.
B. C. Abbott and wife spent
last week in Bluehill.

I, what your money will earn U
luveeted In share, of the

Lather Hardy has gone to Cold Spring,
N. Y., to go yachting.
Mre. Grover Small ia at Ooeanville visiting her sister, Mrs. Roy Greenlaw.

Capt. Charles Haskell will go to New
York Monday to Join his vessel, the Susan
N. Pickering, for a trip Soath.
H.
May 2.

or rORECLOSURK.
AS En G. Gray, ol Surry, Hancock county. Maine, by her mortgage
deed, dated December 8th, a. d. 1906, ana recorded in the Hancock oounty, Maine, registry
of deede, in book 417, page 142, conveyed in
mortgage to 8. N. Goodwin, of said Surry, a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
8nrry and bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Aaron Kltfield southwest
corner bound; thence running^ north
eight degrees east one hundred and forty l_
on said Kitfleld’s line and twenty rods beyond
to a stake and stone; thenee north sixty-fite
degrees west fifty*seven rods to a stake and
stone; thence south twenty* eight degrees west
to the road; thence easterly along the road to
the first*mentioned bound, containing fifty
acres, more or less, with the building thereon,
being the same premises conveyed to me by
LeviT. Carlisle oy deed dated Dec. 8th, 1906.
And whereas the above-described mortgage
and the notes thereby secured have been
transferred and assigned to me, the under-

subscribers, Samuel W. Bates, cf Boston, Suffolk county. Common wealth of

_

visit
Brookline,
Mary L., wife of Ninian B. Scott, died a three-wee
Winnie Smith, of Bangor, who has spent
Thursday after a long Illness of tuberculosis, at the age of thirty-six years. Mrs. the winter with his aunt, Mrs. Edgar
Scott was a patient sufferer. She bad a Douglass, at South Penobscot, left for
host of friends, who will mourn her death. Belfast this morning.
The funeral was held Saturday afternoon,
Miss Caroline Joy, after spending two
Rev. Edwin Jodson Klock officiating.
years at Grand Forks, N. D., has recently
and opened her oottage at
Next year the Bucksport national bank moved here
for the summer.
ia to build a bank for its own use. It will Henry’s point
The members of Gov. Brooks lodge,
be a thoroughly modern structure, entirely of brick, concrete and steel and fire- 1. O. O. F., and ladies of Cecilia Kebekab
proof. The vault* will be of the most ap- lodge attended the morning service at the
proved construction and protected by Congregational church, Sunday, April 24,
The in a body, marching from their hall to the
efficient
burglar-proof devices.
building will be a decided ornament to church clothed in regalia. They went at
the town. The site is an ideal one. The the invitation of the pastor, Rev. J. A.
new building will be located on the lot
Roee, who delivered an interesting
now occupied by the old colonial house, address on the
principles and work of
locally known as the Pond house, built Odd Fellowship, and tbeir religious
It was in this significance. The scripture lesson read
nearly a century ago.
bouse that the first bank in town was was the parable of the Good Samaritan.
conducted, back in the ’30s. The lot will The Odd Fellows and ladies of the
uot be cleared until next year as the con- Kebekab lodge appreciated the hospitality
tracts for the vault equipment cannot be and kindness extended to them by the
filled until that time. The Bucksport church people and pastor.
Tomson.
May 2.
bank, under President Pascal P. Gilmore,

appointed

MJTICB

vllle, Dark Harbor and Bookland, connecting
D.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.:—Court of Cotanty CommieOctober
sloners,
Term, A. D. 1910.
Upon the foregoing petition the commissioners being satisfied that the petitioner*
are responsible, that an
lnauiry into the
merlte ie expedient, and that the petitioner*
ought to be heard touching the matter eeft
forth in their petition;
Order—That the count/ comm lesion ers meet
at the north line of land of Reuben Hutchins
on
Wednesday, the 10th day of June, A. D*
1910, at 9.90 o'clock A. M., and thence proceed to
view the route mentioned in said petition,
immediately after which view, a hearing of
the parties and witnesses will be had at some
convenient place in the vicinity, and such
other measures taken in the premises as the
commisaloners shall judge proper.
And it in
further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commisefoners' meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by servujgan attested copy of the
petition ana this order thereon, upon the
clerk of the town of Bucksport, a like copy
upon F. F. Smith, one of the petitioners*
and by posting up
attested
copies as
aforesaid in three pnblic places in said town
at least before
the
time
thirty days
for said view, and by publishing the petition and order thereon
three weeks successively in the Elleworfth
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the county of Haneock. the first
to be thirty daye at leaet before
ie time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and he
heard if they think fit.
Attest:-John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

Bublication

Raymond Cousins left Monday ior New
Mias Grace B. Douglass is able to sit up,
York, where he has employment on a after an illness of nearly five months.
yacht.
Will Carlisle and Will Co nary came
home from Bar Harbor Saturday, return-

F. F. Surra,
B. P. Hahbiman,
R. R. Simmon.
Selectmen of Back sport*.

ft
ft

r

Green Lake.
Nicolln.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’jrt’n Jane.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR....ar

discontinued.
Dated at Bucksport this twenty*ninth daw
of March, A. D. 1910.

P M

6 00 10 80 8 34
0 07 10 87 8 80
10 87 18 49
111 Oft 18 5ft
6 44 11 18 4
11 3ft 14 10
4 38
11
7 IS 11 47 4
7 3ft 11 67 484
13
41 13 1ft
7 44 13 18
7
13 3ft
8 1A
8 40
9 30

Brower Jane.

B.

Will Phillips and his wile are ill.
Mrs. J. P. Staples is gaining, but Mr.
Staples is about the same.

10 00

.!▼
Portland.

To the Honorable Court of County Commiosionere for the County of Hancock, next to bm
holden at Ellsworth, in $ aid County, on tha
second Tuesday of April. A. D. 1910.
PECTFU LLY
represents Frank F.
Smith, Richard P. ifarrlraan and Reuben
Simpson, selectmen of the town of Buck*port, in said county:
That so much of the county road, leading
from said Bucksport to Orrington, by land ot
Nathan Atwood, as lies between the intersection of this road and the road from Bucksport through the Hewey settlement near land
of Nathan Atwood and the north line of land
of Reuben Hutchins, is not of common convenience and necessity;
That the inhabitants pf said Bucksport.it
their regular annual meeting held on the
seventh day of March, A. D. 1910, under a
proper article in their warrant voted that the
selectmen of said town be authorised to petition the board of county commissioners to
discontinue that portion of said road as Si
between the intersection of this road and the
road leading from Buoksport through tha
Hewey settlement near land of Nathan Aftwood and the north line of land of Reuben
Hutchins.
Wherefore your petitioners ask that thaft
portion of said road as Is described above be

RK8

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR,

NORTH ORLAND.
W. W. Billinga la able to be about his
work again, after a severe attack of grip.

Sunday.
Sunday acbool

legal Nottm.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

T. A. Smith, who ia a delegate to the
grand lodge of Uaaons, will leave for
Portland to-day. Mr*. Smith will accompany him.

hl* mother, Mrs. P. B.
Greene,
*«nrned home
Monday.
COMMANDER
Mrs. John

Cbaraley, Mrs. William
jroswort h and little daughter Nellie, who

two

BURRY.

™loedat 8,325 the year before; 52 oxen
is one of the most solid and prosperous
at $3,610, against 87 oxen valued at
WEST BROOKLIN.
^ned
P>830in 1906 ; 29 three-year-olds against banks in the State, and has outgrown its
Mrs. Bessie Carter went to Rockland
quarters in the postofflce building
present
«; 46 two-year-olds
against 81, and 87
Thursday returning Saturday.
same as in 1909. There are 575
Idlings,
Harold Seavey, who has been visiting in
KOHIEK.
CAPE
~*P ***in»t 707 in the previous year;
•1 swine
Bucksport and vicinity, is home.
Mn. Colin Kedman is quite ill.
against 49 last year. There are
Harry McFarland, who has been emvalued at $8,890; money at interest
Decatur Grey is building a wbarf on
*.9®; stock in trade, $18,780 ; 452 tons Nautilus island.
ployed at Skowhegan, came home Saturday with his family.
Property valued at $1,470; 33 motor
J***1
Kev. T. W. Fessenden returned to Salem,
“°*u valued at
Mrs. L B. Bridges and daughter Myrtle
$3,380; 1 yacht, $12^00; Maas., Thursday.
«
went to Hockland Thursday, for medical
carriages valued at $8,280; 48 pianos,
moved
into
the
has
Balteman
Oliver
™*“ed at 5,200.
treatment.
Merritt Gray house.
'T®* collector wiU not
advertise any
Mrs. Henry Bridges and family have
horse
to
Oliver
sold
a
for sale to collect the
Eugene Jordan
moved for the summer to Bouth'Surry,
tax, but wiU
where Mr. Bridges has a herring weir.
T"n* ,nit ln »n action for debt like any Bakeman last week.
C4W debts.
Mrs. Lester Blake, who has been visitMrs. Sophronia Johnson, who has been
April 28.
q
ing in New York, is home.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Cynthia Carter, rehave
returned
wife
E. W. Hutchins and
turned to her home at Deer Isle Thursday.
east bluehill.
to Boston, after a short visit at their cotMrs. Omar Eaton and child, of South
*^*rry M. H. Cousins is home.
tage.
Blueblli, who have been visiting her parGeorge Carter came home from Sullivan
Mrs. Maurice Gray and William Counoe ents, trank Bridges and wife, have reOttlMUy.
were called to Appleton Saturday by the turned home.
Eichsrd Greene and wife returned to aerious illness of their grandfather, Oliver
May 2._B.
8cllaat

toph Wit ham came home from SulliOhturday, returning Monday.
Gte*“e, who eras called here by the

the guest of hie brother
week,

SWwrtiBinunt*

STEWART KENNEDY, late of the
City, County and State of NEW YORK,
deceased, no bonds being required by ths
terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased aro
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately. Not being residents of the State of Maine, we have appointed as our agent and attorney in the State
of Maine for the purposes specified in section
48 of chapter 66 of the revised statutes of
Maine. L. B. Deasy, of Eden, Hancock county,
Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar HarEmma B. Kennedy,
bor, Maine.
William 8. Tod,
Robert E. Tod,
Robert W. Deforest,
March 9, 1910.
Executrix and Executors.

subscriber, Elisabeth Gilman, of Balhereby gives notice
duly appointed executrix of

THE
timore, Maryland,
that she has been

WINDSOR HOTEL

the last will and testament and codicil of
ELISABETH D. W. GILMAN, late of said
BALTIMORE,
in the county of Baltimore, and state of
Maryland, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will, and that she has
appointed Henry M. Hall, of Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, her agent in compliance
with the provisions of section 43 of chapter 66
of the revised statutes of said State of Maine.
All persons having demands against the
estate
of said deceased are desired to
resent the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Elisa bets Gilman.
April 12,1910.

T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European, ll-H par daj and up
American, R.R par day and up
W.

subscriber

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
istrator o! the estate of

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading TennauJ
on Filbert Street.

notice that
admin-

EMERSON, late of PENOBSCOT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv.
Forrsht B. Snow.
JOSEPH 8.

in

TW wly aodaraN priaad hotel of

PHILADELPHIA

Bluehill, April 14,1H0.

PATENTS
wa y«ia»i

aOf
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—

—

—

—

h

how to obtain patents, trade marfc% I
k•*°*» IN ALL COUNTRIES.
t/irrr/ ti»/A Washington saves /mw,l
and often the patent.
Ntaat and Infrlaf amant Praetica Exelualvaly.
Write or come to ue at

[Vtee,

|

WASHINGTON, O. C.

GASNOW
Sixteen ounce, of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisement,
of TBS AMERICAN.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOHN DIX, late of SOUTHWEST HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons bavins
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desireato present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Vienna S. Lawlbr.
Southwest Harbor, April 14,1910.

THE

subscriber

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed
THE
tratrix of the estate of

notice that
adminia-

MONTGOMERY, late of BUCKSPORT,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate off
said deceased are desired to present the sazao
for settlement, and all indebted thereto ara
requested to make payment immediately.
JOHN

Grace; H. Montgomery.

Bucksport, April H, 1910.

“It 1a aald that Gilbert Fane la soon
to be married. Nobody knows Just who
the girl is, bat they say she la from
He has built a fine
Middle Village.
It Is called the
house on his lot

The Cedar
House

Maples.”

laid the letter aside and
her household tasks with
a strange pressure on her heart
The Maples—how bright and sunshiny that sounded! She knew how
strong and 'vigorous the maples grew
In Gilbert’s new dooryard—Just like
Gilbert himself—protecting and shielding. letting the warmth of the sunshine filter through upon her starved
Dorinda

went about

Arouad It Grew the Loire Story of
Dorxnda and Gilbert.

By CLARISSA MACKIE.
Copyright, 1910, by American Press
Association.

The house stood In a grove of red
cedars that reared their conical tops
above the low roof.
Once when she was quite a little
girl Dorinda Hodman had asked her
mother a question: “Why did grandfather plant each black trees? They
hide the sun.”
Mrs. Hodman tapped Dorlnda’s golden head with her thimble and frowned.
“Grandfather planted the trees because he wanted them to grow there.
Ton should be thankful that there Is
such a pleasant shade during the hot
weather, child."
"But they are so black.” protested

Dorinda.
"They are eery beautiful,” returned
lbs. Hodman, with an air of decision.
Dorinda grew up to womanhood believing that the cedar trees that grew
about her home and shadowed it from
dawn till sunset were beautiful because Grandfather Hodman bad planted them sixty years ago when be made
a home in the wilderness for his little

ftunlly.
Inside the bouse Dorinda cared foi
two old, old men, brothers of her

grandfather.
"You should put them away in some

institution, Dorinda,” said a neighbor
one day when the girl had hurried
past on her daily trip to the village.
“You’ll die taking care of those two
old men. You’re young, end you ought
to be bavins « good time.
“They are all the relative* I have In
the world," said Dorlnda quietly. "1
could not let them so to strangers aa
aa 1 have a roof over my head."
Her golden hair began to lose its
luster and her gray eyes to grow sad
and troubled with care, but Gilbert
Fane continued to make his weekly
call upon her.
Once every year be
asked her to marry him, to leave the
Cedar House and make her home with
him In some brighter, happier spot. At
last he even besought Dorlnda to bring
the two uncles and they would manage
somehow.
But Dorlnda always shook her bead
decidedly. “They love the old place,
Gilbert, and they want to live and die
here.
Aa for me, I shall not marry
any one. Do not wait for me.. When
I am left alone I shall go awayf*
‘'When yon are left alone yon shall
marry me,” declared Gilbert hotly.
"Ton have lived so long In the shadow
of this dark bouse that yon do not
know how happy yon may be some
day. Let me cnt down the trees. Do
rlnda. and let some sunshine Into ttu
windows"
"1 love the red cedars," Interrupted
Dorlnda coldly. "My grandfather plantad them.”
"YYDen
your grandlatner planted
those trees the hillside was a wilder
new and there was no protection
against the sweep of the northwest
wind. The tall growing woods on the
other side of the river form a windbreak now, and you can well dispense
with the cedars.”
“They shall remain here as long at
I do,” said Dorlnda obstinately.
After that Gilbert Fane stayed away
from the Cedar House, and Dorlnda
nursed her two uncles In solitude. Ai
last they died In the late winter.
Perhaps the kindly neighbors did not
know that now, with her labor torn
•way from her hands, she was quit*
lost and very much frightened at hei
own loneliness
One quiet woman
stayed with her and helped her dismantle the old bouse and store the fur
nlture In the large barn. Everybody
knew now that the place was mort
gaged to Its full value and that the
Interest had not been paid. The Iasi
expenses attendant upon the two undos bad made Dorlnda almost pennl
'leas. The man who held the mortgage
had waited patiently for his money
Mow the place must be sold. Dorlnda
wanted to go away before It happened
Early one March morning she climb
ed Into the stage and saw her on.
'trunk tumbled Into the seat beside thr
driver. The woman who had stayed
iwlth her locked the door of the bouse
and walked along the path beside thr
rumbling stage and talked to Dorlnda
As they passed Gilbert Fane’s blj
lot next to the Cedar House Dorlnda
saw a gang of men digging Into thr
brown turf. “What are they doing?*
-she asked.

long

"That's

the

foundation

ror

till

Fane's new house," Interpolated ths
stage driver.
As they rolled through the Tinas*
(toward the railroad station Dorinda
waved her hand to the few friends
she cared for and a little later was
whirling away In the train toward the

i«tty.
Dorinda did not seek employment
In the shops or factories, nor did aha
attempt any work that she did not
thoroughly understand. She found a
position as domestic In a small household and thus Immediately was In possession of a home and good wages.
To ho* surprised mistress she explaln"1 have no time to
te situation:
a new trade. I must earn money
buy back my old home. Being
I shall
cook cannot harm me.
always be what I am,” said Dorinda

proudly.
;

The neighbor who had stayed with
Dorinda after the old uncles died
wrote to her occasionally, and after
•while she told, as If reluctantly, of a

existence.
As the spring advanced Dorinda
grew restless under the close confinement of city life, and she thought
wistfully of the budding countryside
where she had always lived.
When she could do longer withstand
the call Dorinda begged a holiday and
took a late afternoon train for Little
Dusk was falling when the
River.
train drew Into the familiar station,
and, polling her veil closely about her
face that she need not be recognised
by old acquaintances, Dorinda harried
down the long yellow road toward the
Cedar House. If some one was living
there she might stay among the trees
for a few minutes, Inhale their fragrance and listen to the throbbing call
of the whippoorwill back on the hillside. After that she could catch the
evening train to town.
If the bouse was vacant a He would
•teal Inside and spend one night among
the old familiar rooms, now empty
and untenanted save by memories.
Dorlnda uttered a stilled sob as she
came near the house and saw the cedar
trees pointing black against the evening sky. She passed Gilbert Fane's
new house without noting the bright
lights In the windows. Home was before her, the only home she had ever
known.
Up the familiar path under the cedars and then—nothing! Dorlnda stared with unbelieving eyes at the empty
hole In the ground vaguely outlined In
the semidarkness. Where was the Cedar House? What bad become of her
home?
The ban la the rear was Intact She
could see the black vertical Une of the
weather vane on the cupola, but the
house was gone, probably burned to
the ground. She might never buy back
the heme new.
She threw herself down os the dry
needles under the cedars and cried bib
telly. The trees seemed to bend protec tlngly over her, and she clung to a
gnarled trunk with passionate affection.
A strong hand lifted Dorlnda to her
fast and drew her from under the
shadow of the trees into an open space
flooded with the pale radiance of a

rising

moon.

“Dorlnda—Dorlnda." Gilbert Fane's
voice was very tender as ha looked
Into her tear wet face; "you must
I have
have known I wanted you.
been to the city to bring you home
and found yon had gone an hour before. I have lust got back again and
I knew I would find
came here first
yon here."
The color flooded Dorlnda's pale
face as recollection returned, and she
shrank away from Gilbert's embrace.
Let me go sway,
"Ton must not!
please! First tell me when the boose
1 did not know!”
was horned.
Gilbert held her closer In spite of
“The house did not born,
protest
Dorlnda, sweetheart Gome with me.
and 1 will show It to you.”
Wondering, she went with him
acroes the yard and through the fence
into his own large domain, A house
crowned a little eminence, a larger
house than her old home, yet with
strangely familiar outlines. Soft turf
starred with dandelions was underfoot and a little breese stirred the
thick leaved maples.
Every window
sent forth a welcoming light
"There Is your home," said Gilbert
Fane.
"It Is yours,” faltered Dorlnda.
"Where Is the Cedar House 1”
"It Is here. I have bought the old
place and moved the house up here
and added a wing on either side. We
will need more room some day. All
your furniture la In the house, dear,
and today I went to the city determined to marry you and bring you home
tonight This Is home for us both—
to me. It Is nothing without you, DoWill yon stay? I still send
rlnda.
He paused and
for the minister.”
took Dorlnda'b answer from her tremulous lips.
As they moved toward the lighted
house Dorlnda looked back toward
the dark cedars that bad always
"I am glad you
marked her home.
did not cut them dosrn, Gilbert,” she
said softly.
"I iniu never ao mat

u»

mu re-

plied gravely. “When a tree baa etood
for sixty yean and sheltered a acore
of hnmu Uvea from cold and beat,
who am I to lay It low from pore
wantonness or caprice? I am ashamed
that I ever considered doing so. Tbs
cedar grove shall always stand there,
Dorinda, to mark your old home. The
birds win bannt the branches as they
ever did, ud yon shall go there and
sit whenever yon wish. The hole is
being filled np, and 1 will make a summer house for yon—a veritable Oedar
House. Bat here, among the maples,
in the sunshine, yon will Uvs, Dorinda,
and grow strong and sweet and beautiful end forget the gloom of the house
under the trees.1*
Gilbert paused and looked np at the
thick foliage of the maples. *T planted
those maples when I was a boy, Dorinda. and I've been trying to live op
to them all these years. Their noble
proportions make me fed very small
and mean.”
Thu as they reached the house that
was to be their home Dorinda spoke
softly. “I have always likened yon to
g tree. Gilbert”
Thank yon, sweetheart," bo sold.

said at last, "bat

Saved Froma
Madhouse
How

a

Girl

Dtacovoed
Debated It

a

Plot and

By DAISY WINSLOW.
Copyrlflit, 1910. by American Press
Association.

How 1. saved Herbert and brought
him oat with a strong brain and In ev
cry way physically sound Is so strange
a case that it should be placed In writing before 1 forget any of the details
I do not mean that I did the thinking
and the planning that eared him. bnt
that had It not been for ms no' thinking or planning would ever bare been
done and Herbert would bare died
under the strain or lived a lifetime
in a madhouse.
Herbert and 1 were lint playmates,
then schoolmates; then the status between ns was that of a strong friendship between a very young man and
His mother, a
a very young woman.
rich widow, from the diet disapproved
of our Intimacy, for her son would Inherit her vast estate, while 1 had
nothing But neither Herbert nor 1
at that time thought of marriage.
When he was eighteen his mother
died, leaving him all her property to
be paid to him when he became of
age. His brother. Edgar Holt, was appointed executor of the estate and
Herbert’s guardian. There were other features of the will which bad we
known earlier would hare saved Herbert a deal of suffering Not knowing
them, we were working In the dark.
Hr. Holt an old bachelor, on the
death of his sister went to lire with
his ward, taking personal care of him.
I could not see any necessity tor this,
for Herbert was at an age when he
should hare been at college. Set this
uncle kept him at home, doing nothing I asked Herbert why be assented
to this, and he said It was better for
him not to antagonise his uncle till
after he had attained his majority.
Borne time after Mrs. Tony’s dsatb
Herbert sent me a note asking me to
come and see him. He gave no reason
for the request; bnt, thinking he might
be 111. I went at once. I was taken
by the housekeeper to a suit of rooms
he occupied and found him lying on a
lounge, the picture of despondency.
“Why, Herbert,” I exclaimed, “what
Is the matter?"
i don't know,” M um mourn rally.
Never bad I aeon such a ehanc* in
anj on* in ao abort a apac* ot time.
I had been with him a week before,
and he waa then perfectly well. Now
he seemed to hare gone far on the
way to become a nerrona wreck.
"What a singularly decorated room!"
I said to him after be had told me
about himself.
The wall paper was
purple, and the shades and curtains to
the windows were red.
There was
something In the colors or combination
of colors that made me feel a strange
nervousness.

"Uncle Edgar had my rooms redecorated while 1 waa away recently.
How do yon like the paper?"
“I don’t like it at all," 1 replied.
I encouraged Herbert as well as I
could and when 1 left promised to return soon. I went straight to oar own
family physician. Dr. Millard, and told
him all about Herbert’s case.
Incidentally 1 mentioned the decoration of
his rooms.
"Get him out of that at once;" said
the doctor.
“Why sor
"Because if he lives surrounded with
those colors and none other for a
month he’ll be a maniac."
1 sent a note to Herbert the same
evening telling him that the doctor
had recommended other rooms for
him, and the next afternoon I went
to see him. 1 found him where 1 bad
left him the day before. I asked him
why be had not moved, and he said
his uncle had declared Dr. Hillard’s
statement to be nonsense. I begged
Herbert to do as 1 asked him, but he
did not seem to hare the power to resist his unde.
I was very much distressed when I
left him, not knowing what to da On
the stairs I met Hr. Holt He stopped
me and said:
“My nephew is under my guardianship till he comes of age. ton will
oblige me by not coming how again
to make him dissatisfied with arrangements I have made for him.
His
mother warned tne against your deal gua to get him and his property."
In a rage 1 went out of the bouse
vowing never to enter it again. Bnt
I had not been gone ten minutes
before a suspicion came into my bead
that the man was trying to kill Herbert by keeping him under the Influence of these colors. Going to Dr. Hillard. I told him of what bad happened.
“Go to the Inheritance court" be
said, “and ask them to show yon Mrs.
Tony's will. Then we will know what
to do next"
l aid u be advised, wu shown the
will and discovered that In the event
of Herbert’s death his estate would
an go to Edgar Holt
The discovery Oiled ms with horror.
But now since 1 knew that the executor bad a motive for getting his nephew ont of his way 1 hoped that I
might defeat his purpose. 1 saw his
plan. There was no necessity for him
to murder Herbert with the risk of
discovery. Hla object was to make
a hopeless lunatic of him. which would
give the executor continued control of
the estate till his ward's death, when
1 returned to
he would Inherit It
Dr. Hillard, who. after I had told him
of my discovery, sat thinking for a
time before be spoke.
to os," ha
"It’s a vary plain

a

rwr

After it Is
out of bis ancle's bands.
done there Is no way of convincing a
Jury of the perpetrator’s guilt-”
1 was In agony at bearing the doctor
say this and begged him to try to think
of some way ot“ preventing poor Herbert from being made a maniac.
“I’ll try,” he said, “bat can’t as yet
method likely to succeed.
see any
Heirs have been kept In lunatic asylums before this who have been In
perfect mental condition. That's an
Here Is a case where a
old story.
man is to be made really mad without
any one being able to get him oat of
bis persecutor’s clutches. The law Is
■low, and it will require bat a month
to drive the subject hopelessly insane.
Besides. I understand that nearly onehalf of that time has been spent"
"Great heavens!" I exclaimed. "We
have only a fortnight"
"Lass than that In a fortnight the
Bran now we
caaa will ba hopeless.
can gat no haip from the patient hlmHa la too Car gone.
I see bnt
aalf.
one chance, and that la to kidnap him.”
I left the doctor, plan after plan running through my brain whereby to
1 thought
carry ont his suggestion.
many honrs before I decided what to
da
When I made np my mind It
seemed to me that my method wgd
▼ery simple, though this was no reason why It should succeed. 1 resolved
not to take any one Into my confidence
to help me, fearing to complicate matters, and believed that I could do all

myself.
My plan

was to put on a bold front,
call for Herbert with an automobile,
ask him to go for a ride, take him
away and conceal him. All depended
upon his being permitted to come with
me.
Had It not been for certain happenings he would not have been so
permitted, these being first that hla
uncle had gone to bis offlce, and the
housekeeper who bad charge of Herbert in hla absence bad left It for ten
minutes to buy a spool of thread. It
Is singular that Herbert’s sanity abould
have depended on a spool of cotton,
but It did. 1 drove up to the house
two minutes after the housekeeper
had left It and waa driven away with
Herbert Just as she approached the
house on her return. I can see her
look of consternation now.
But before she could do anything we were
spinning away from her.
I said nothing to Herbert as to my
intention till we had been out two
hours. I supposed Mrs. Bugle would
telephone Mr. Holt as to wbat bad occurred. but be had no reason to suppose that I waa doing more with his
nephew than giving him a rids, and
he would probably wait a reasonable
time for my return.
Nevertheless I
followed a torturous course to throw
him off the track If be followed me.
The change In Herbert after bis removal from the noxious colors and
partaking of plenty of fresh air waa
marvelous. He waa not by any means
himself, but he waa near enough himself for me to tell him what bis uncle
was trying to do and that 1 was kidnaping him in order to save him from

Stofbtfscmmts.
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dlfflcalt one

vto handle. I have never beard or read
of so wily a plan to rob an heir of an
While the damage la being
estate.
done there Is no way to get the boy

A MOTHER'S LETTER.

WINTER HARBOR.
George McKay, who hu been quite ill,
is improving.
John Mstthewson is at Dr. King’s hospital, Portland, (or treatment.

Mrs. Samite lie

Vigneau graphically

describes the illness and the recovery of her daughter.

All Mothers Should Read.

Jesse Bmallidge has gone to Castine to
visit his brother, Capt. Charles Bmallidge.
H. G. Bmallidge, who has been in Ellaworth during the April term o( court, is
home.

Maurice Torrey and wite are receiving
congratulations upon the birth of a son,

April

born

28.

Mrs. W. H. Bliss, of New York, was In
town this week looking after hor interests
at Grindstone Neck.
Mr. Knight, who is to supply the pulpit
of the Union church at Corea, was a guest
of Rev. E. a Drew Saturday.
Mrs. Sarah Merchant, who baa been visiting relatives In town, returned to her
home at East Sullivan Thursday.
Edward C. Hammond left town Monday
for Portland to attend the annual reunion
of the grand lodge of Masons.
The village schools, which were closed
by the board of health on account of illness among the pupils, reopened Monday

George G. Sargent and wife were at
West Goulds boro Thursday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Sargent’s father, J. B.
Wright.
Merton Weecott has gone to Camden, to
steamer Bchoodic as fireman. The
Schoodic is undergoing repairs, and will

Join the

go on the route soon, j
Winter Harbor lodge, P. and A. M., was
ealled to West Goulds boro Sunday to conduct the funeral of H. H. Hammond, one
of its oldest members.
The pupils of the high school are to give
an entertainment at the town hall Friday
evening, May 6. The high school orchestra will furnish music.
E.
May 2.
_

Mr*. Lulie Trmcj Is quite ill ol erysipelas
and tousilitis.
C. T. Hooper baa added
bis grocery business.

flab market to

a

Ckpt. Charles Davis arrived this last
week from Ellsworth with the yacht
Cherokee, which be is fitting up lor the
summer.

May

Bpbc.

2.

8T0NINGT0N.
Postmaster fhurlow ia on
Portland.

a

vacation in

lira. Arthur SpoSurd, who baa been ill,
ia convalescent.
lira. John F. West
friends in Vlnalhaven.
John Treneer,
atone at

who

ia the guest ol

baa

boon cutting

HalloweU, ia homo.

mmhto

m m. tunm.il vimuu.

samubli.k
bent, late de La

Mrs.

vioneau, AmMagdalina, Can,

writes:

“1 writ# to toll joa that I am per-

fectly wall. I took only three bottles
of your Parana according to yonr adrice and the direction! in yonr book,
and It restored my health.
“It alao eared my daughter, who la IT
yean old. She took one bottle according to direettona. I assure yon that no
doctor la equal to yonr book and yonr
advice. I hare recommended yonr remedy to a number of persona.”

A Wmho’s Remedy.
Mrs. A. K. Stonffer, Capioma, Kansas,
writes:
“ftorsms Am gtrem me health and
toltflk It la the bast medicine that was
ever made for women. My friends say
they never saw such a change in a
woman.
I cannot aay too mnch lor
Panina.”
may-baaketa were for sale. The program
arranged by Mrs. Lola Crabtree and Mrs
Clara Johnson, follows: Opening remarks, A. I. Foss; song, Charlotte Hodgkins; readings, Lola Crabtree and Kens

Springer; music, Carolyn Crabtree; reading, Ella Saunders; pantomime, “Elixir ol
Yoothpiano doel, Nellie Crabtree and
ia
the
Somerville,
Lara Young;
pantomime, “Suwanee

Rev. J. P. Blmonton came laat weak and
removed bia boose bold gooda.
Miss Nella Eaton, ol
guest ol her parents, Fred Eaton and wile.
Mrs. Frank 8. Warren, who haa apent
the winter in Cambridge, Maee., ia home
•
lor the summer.

George Noyes and wile and Galen Noyes
arrived Saturday from Milo, where they
have spent the winter.

River.”
May 2.

C.
SOUTH HANCOCK.

A

H. Ocarina, of Maldsn, Uui (pent
days with bit parenta laat week.

a

Miss Ophelia Wooster le suffering from
attack of erysipelas in her (see.

a eenre

hopeless lunacy.

Wilmot B. Thurlow is in Portland at
grand lodge, F. and A. M., as a representative ol Reliance lodge.

There was some response—mors than
I could have expected In so short a
time—and after awhile be grew eager
to escape wbat he was now beginning
to realise, urging me to go faster and
faster till. In order not to oppose him,
1 bad on full speed, though I knew of

Capt. O. W. Colwell, who has been helpinf
ship lobsters the past few weeks, requarter
interpreter
neceaaary.
turned to Prospect Harbor Sunday.
Rev. W. A. Han scorn and lainily arrived
C. S. Colwell, and wife were summoned
Saturday. Mr. Uanacom will All the
to Norway last Friday morning by the
Methodist pulpit lor the coming year.
serious illness of Mrs. Colwell’s father, A.

no

pursuit.

bad (tarts* on oar ride nt 10
o’clock.
At 1 we stopped at a roadboose for lone bran and by 2 were
again under way. By this time Herbert waa so far restored that I left
our future course to him.
“Have you arranged for any place
to take me?" be asked.
“No."
“Very well; we will go to B. I know
a place there kept by one I can depend upon not to betray me. a quiet
place in which to hide, though now
that 1 am myself and my own master
all will be different”
Nevertheless he seemed to dread getting back under the horrible spell that
had enthralled him. To draw hla mind
away from It I told him that 1 did not
fear pursuit for his uncle would not
know on what road to follow.
“Thafs not the situation at all," be
replied. "He can telephone to different places along the road, describing
us, and order us held dll he can get on
with papers for our arrest”
This appalled me.
“As my guardian.” Herbert went on
hurriedly, "be has a legal right to my
care—that la. If he can prove me 111 or
of unsound mind.
Ton must *—nmt
the position of my legal custodian."
“Certainly. But how?”
“We must be married as soon as we
can And any one to tie the knot”
“Oh, Herbert!”
Ira the only way to are me."
"Bat I have never thought of yoo
In that way.”
"No, matter. Either I moat go back
to my ancle to be driven mad by him
or made away with by boom other
means or my legal gnaidlanshlp most
be transferred. There’s a church."
With a flattering heart i slowed op
at a small boose, evidently the parsonage. We went Inside, and ten minutes
from the time Herbert proposed to me
1 was his wife.
“Now,” he exclaimed, with a sigh of
relief, "the law is all on oar side.”
“Herbert,” I said as we were merrily
Spinning along after the ceremony, "I
never thought to taka a wedding trip
In an automobile.”
“Nor I."
“Herbert.” I said again after considerable time. *Tm glad we’re married.”
“Are you? Why?”
“That old villain said I was trying
to get yon.
He’ll think that's the reason 1 outwitted him.”
"Spoken like a woman.”
We

the

The

enumerators

census

their work in
an

this town.

have completed
In the Italian

Capt. John Stinson has severed his connection with the Brm of O. W. Colwell A
Co.

was

Joshua Davis lodge ol Odd FeUows will
hold its annual ball at Swan's Island May
3. The Rebekaha will be in attendance.

C. McCrellis.
May 2.

W.

_

SUNSET.

The Stonington high school class ol 1910
hold its graduation exercises in the
Susie Johnson has arriried home from
Congregational church on June 8. The Btoninfton.
class has six members
Elvira Fifleid,
Prank Lufkin has gone away tor the
Osaaie Stinson, Grace Sweetser, Donald season
yachting.
McGuflBe, Robert McGuffle, Leon Mart.
Mr. Harlon and William Stinson hare
Donald McGuffle ia the valedictorian and
been in town, called here by the death of
Mias Fifleid salutatorian.
their mother, Mrs. Pearl Stinson,
2.
Nihil.
April 30.3.
will

—

__

a

HANCOCK.
Mias Nellie Hutchins has returned from
business trip to New York.

Mrs. O. W. Font visited her daughter,
Mrs. C. H. Abbott, at Bangor laat week.
Mrs. H. G. Foes, ol Medford, Maas., is
her parents, A. B. Crabtree and

visiting
wife.

Millard Foes died Friday at the hoepital
Bangor, where he had been for two
weeks receiving treatment. The
body
was brought here lor interment.
Funeral
services were held at his late home Monday afternoon, Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of
Ellsworth, officiating. Among those from
out ol town here to attend the funeral
were Ulmore Foes, Lewien Foaa and
Earl
Foaa, ol Madison. Albert Chrson and
wife ol Lexington, Maas.
The May sale by the ladies’ aid
in

was

weU

society

patronised.
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CHILDREN’S HAIR.
Keep It Clean and Free from Disease
by Using Parisian Sage.
If yon want your ohildren to grow
up with strong, sturdy and vigorous

hair, teach them to naa Parisian Sage;
the world renowned Hair Tonic.
Parisian Sage is guaranteed by G.
A. I1archer to cure dandruff and stop
falling hair in two weeka. It grows
new hair quickly in oaaes where the
hair is “thinning out.”
It is positively the moet delightful,
invigorating hair dressing on the
market.
It is not sticky or greasy,
and will make the ooarsest hair soft,
lustrous and luxuriant.
Get a 50c
bottle from G. A. Parcher and watch
how rapid its action.

Does Not Stimulate
Ayer*s Sarsaparilla does not stimulate. It does not make
you feel better one day, then as bad as ever the next It
is not a strong drink.
No reaction after you stop using it.
There is not a drop of alcohol in it. You have the steady,
gain that comes from a strong tonic and alterative.
We wish you would ask your doctor about this. He
knows. Trust him. Do as he says. 1C. Auer Co.. Lowell. M^s.
even

LIvct
*renAYeT,,Pmt?
Uo doctors recommend

STOP'

LOOK
O.ISTCN,

How long have they been told?
Ask your own doctor

them?

STOP
LOOK
LISTEN

Nearly

find out

and consider year ran down condition
in the mirror if yon doubt the symptoms.

word of cotmscl for tired Berm, disordered
"
L. F.” Atwood’s Medietas hes
Jut poor ooodition.
Monroe, Me.
1 lf«*t***0m» mmdrwm dmm with m stammeh tramUt.
.r
L. F: AtwawCa MaAirimh+s «wr fmiiad ta
half ma."
-Mr*. A8BIE SMITH
Aeeept no *ub«titute-the original ban L. F." in Urge red latter*
«■ way bottle. At any dealer*,
jj cent*.
Write Inr Mail a—pin tn
THe L P." mmarme m
H»er sod

to s

sluggish bowels.

hroofht help

to

haodreds fat

